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Abstract
Understanding future climate requires observations of trace species that can sig-

nificantly influence the chemical or radiative properties of the atmosphere. The

development of optical instruments, utilizing laser-systems as high-resolution light

sources, for making in situ observations of trace species from either airborne- or

ground-based platforms and results from field campaigns are presented.

Glyoxal, the smallest α-dicarbonyl, is a common product during the oxidation

of volatile organic compounds. An instrument using the technique of laser-induced

phosphorescence was developed to measure glyoxal at the part per trillion by volume

(pptv) level from a tower in a forest canopy. The instrument was deployed as part of

the Community Atmosphere-Biosphere INteractions EXperiment. The instrumental

limit of detection is 3 pptv with a 1-minute acquisition time. Nearly continuous

measurements of glyoxal ranging between 5 – 75 pptv were acquired throughout the

campaign and vertical gradients in the forest canopy were found to be driven by

elevated temperature.
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Abstract iv

A sensitive instrument using laser-induced fluorescence detection was developed

and deployed into remote marine environments to measure iodine monoxide (IO)

where the mixing ratio is on the order of 1 – 5 pptv. The challenges and solutions of

operating in this environment and results from the field and laboratory are discussed.

Laboratory experiments show that IO can be generated from Laminaria digitata, a

subtidal kelp species, in the presence of ozone.

Observations of the isotopic composition of condensed and vapor water above

a large summertime tropical convective system obtained by Hoxotope and ICOS

instruments during the TC4 campaign are used to analyze the role of convection in

the lower tropical transition layer (TTL). Regions of ice that are characteristic of

either convective lofting or in situ condensation are encountered above an active deep

tropical convective system. Ice is an important component of water transport models

in the TTL, yet its isotopic composition is a relatively unconstrained parameter. The

implications from the direct observations of the isotopic composition of ice during

convection is explored with respect to transport models of water in the TTL.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There is, as every schoolboy knows
in this scientific age, a very close
chemical relation between coal and
diamonds. It is the reason, I believe,
why some people allude to coal as
“black diamonds.” Both these
commodities represent wealth; but
coal is a much less portable form of
property. There is, from that point
of view, a deplorable lack of
concentration in coal. Now, if a
coal-mine could be put into one’s
waistcoat pocket—but it can’t! At
the same time, there is a fascination
in coal, the supreme commodity of
the age in which we are camped like
bewildered travellers in a garish,
unrestful hotel.

Victory
Joseph Conrad

1



Chapter 1: Introduction 2

In many respects the story of climate is deeply entwined with our demands for

energy. The extraction, application, and transformation of energy has nourished

humanity from the time of antiquity. Unique to carbon is a property that allows it

to form long molecular chains, and to us, the ability to liberate an abstract form of

free energy, available to do work, from the enthalpy and entropy that comes with the

rearrangement of the atoms in those chains.

It was not until the time of the Industrial Revolution that this concept was fully

refined and it became apparent that humankind could be responsible for directly

altering the environment, and for good reason: this was the first time in the history of

the Earth where natural resources were being exploited to feed the energy demands of

a vast industrial machine. Near the turn of the 19th century, an estimated 500 million

tons of coal were being burned annually. This machine has grown at an exponential

rate—driving economies, generating wealth, and enabling an explosion in population.

Yet energy is not the villain in this story. By the metrics available to judge quality

of life and living conditions (e.g., infant mortality, life expectancy at birth, food

availability, and adult literacy), improvements in these are well correlated with the

availability of energy (Smil, 2005). It is the limited attention cast upon the sources

and sinks required to generate this energy that leads to our predicament. Our direct

impact on the chemical composition of the atmosphere is iconically demonstrated

by the long-term, “routine” measurements of atmospheric CO2 made by Charles

David Keeling atop Mauna Loa, where the concentration in the mid-troposphere has

steadily risen from 315 ppmv in 1960 to just shy of 390 ppmv today (Sundquist and

Keeling, 2009).
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Atmospheric CO2 levels have changed throughout Earth’s history and ice core

observations reveal tight correlations between surface temperatures and the con-

centration of CO2 in the atmosphere (Petit et al., 1999; Siegenthaler et al., 2005).

Extreme contrasts in the Earth’s climate are found between the Eocene (50 Ma) and

the Last Glacial Maximum (20 ka), with temperatures in the high-latitudes support-

ing either tropical-like conditions or mile-thick ice sheets, respectively. The level of

CO2 in the atmosphere was about 90 ppmv lower during the Last Glacial Maximum

(Lüthi et al., 2008) than the pre-industrial concentration of 280 ppmv. During the

Eocene, CO2 was four-times higher with an atmospheric mixing ratio that exceeded

1100 ppmv (Lowenstein and Demicco, 2006).

The most recent assessment report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) projects that atmospheric CO2 will be somewhere between 550 –

950 ppmv by the end of the century, and is largely dependent on the socio-economic

storyline we choose to follow (Solomon, 2007). At the high end of the projection

scenarios, the large increase in CO2 is driven by rapid economic growth, substantial

reduction in income disparity and a priority to pursue personal wealth rather than

environmental quality. Alternatively, a 550 ppmv CO2 scenario is the result of a

society with reductions in material intensity, a shift in economic structures toward

one served chiefly through information and services and a high level of environmental

and social consciousness that brings with it sustainable development through the

introduction of clean and resource-efficient technologies. What these scenarios mean

can only be interpreted by two methods: by looking at the history of the Earth’s

past through the records of paleoclimate or by simulating global climate with the
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application of physics and chemistry to numerical models of the Earth, and neither

can stand in isolation.

1.1 Energy in Balance: A Simple Climate Model

A simple model of the radiative balance of the Earth serves to illustrate the im-

portance of an atmosphere in determining surface temperatures and the factors which

influence surface temperatures. Such a model can be found in many introductory

texts (e.g., Jacob, 1999; Houghton, 2002) so rather than focusing on the details of

its development, the salient results are emphasized.

The total solar radiation intercepted by the Earth is determined by its distance

from the Sun and the solar photon flux, set by the temperature of the Sun. Together

these yield the solar constant for the Earth, Fs = 1370 W m−2. The total incoming

radiation at the top of the atmosphere is the product of the intercepted area, a

circular disk that is equivalent to the cross-sectional area of the Earth, and the solar

constant. As this radiation travels through the atmosphere to the surface of the

Earth a fraction of it can be intercepted and reflected (e.g., by ice and aerosols)

directly back into space such that the total radiation at the surface is attenuated

by what is termed the planetary albedo A and currently has a value of 0.28. The

total solar radiation that reaches the surface of the Earth is Fs(1 − A)πR2
E, where

RE is the radius of the Earth. The mean solar radiation per unit area of the Earth’s

surface is found from the quotient of the total solar radiation at the surface and the

total surface area of the Earth, 4πR2
E.
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In order for the Earth to maintain thermal equilibrium, that is, a net zero rate

of cooling or heating, the amount of outgoing radiation must be equivalent to the

incoming radiation. Then the Earth must, too, act as blackbody radiator where the

surface temperature is dictated by the radiation received:

σT 4
0 =

Fs(1− A)

4
(1.1)

where σ = 5.67× 10−8 J s−1 m−2 K−4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Solving for

the temperature yields an uncharacteristically cool surface temperature of the Earth,

T0 = 255 K. Such a result is similar to that obtained by Fourier, who then went on

to suggest that the atmosphere must be responsible for trapping invisible heat rays.

While this simple radiative model (Eq. 1.1) has neglected the presence of an

atmosphere it can be adjusted to mimic an atmosphere that is made up of a single

layer of gases that is transparent to incoming shortwave (visible) solar radiation but

absorbs some fraction f of outgoing longwave (infrared) radiation:

(1− f)σT 4
0 + fσT 4

1 =
Fs(1− A)

4
(1.2)

Equation 1.2 is similar to Eq. 1.1 but accounts for the energy balance of the Earth and

atmosphere system, where only a fraction (1 − f) of the outgoing surface radiation

is emitted to space and there is the presence of a second blackbody (the atmospheric

layer) at a cooler temperature T1 which reemits the absorbed fraction. The tem-

perature of the atmospheric layer is determined by its own energy balance equation:

input energy is equivalent to the fraction of outgoing radiation the layer absorbs and
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the outgoing radiation must be isotropic, such that it radiates an equivalent amount

to space and back to Earth,

fσT 4
0 = 2fσT 4

1 (1.3)

Combining the energy balance equation of the atmospheric layer with Eq. 1.2 yields

the surface temperature of the Earth,

T0 =

[
Fs(1− A)

4σ(1− f/2)

]1/4

(1.4)

which is controlled by the optical thickness or, equivalently, the fractional absorption

of the atmospheric layer. A global mean surface temperature of 288 K corresponds

to an atmosphere that absorbs 77 % of outgoing radiation in this simple model.

While this model does not account for the fact that atmospheric molecules do not

uniformly absorb across all wavelengths or that the atmosphere is a continuously ab-

sorbing medium where density decreases with height, it encapsulates the foundation

of the climate system. In the absence of variations in solar output or top of atmo-

sphere insolation (i.e., Milankovitch cycles) the climate system can only be altered

through changes in albedo or the amount of outgoing radiation that is absorbed.

Processes that alter the structure or composition of the surface of the Earth (e.g.,

land use changes and cryosphere dynamics) or the atmosphere can directly impact

climate. Feedbacks between the Earth (land, ocean and ice) and atmosphere systems

can also induce indirect changes in climate.

In 1859, John Tyndall set out to determine if any of the gases comprising air

could trap heat rays. Through careful laboratory work he identified several that
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did, water vapor as the principal absorber of heat with significant contributions from

CO2, despite its relatively low abundance. With regard to these gases, he wrote

(Tyndall, 1863), it were “as a dam built across a river causes a local deepening of

the stream, so our atmosphere, thrown as a barrier across the terrestrial [infrared]

rays, produces a local heightening at the Earth’s surface.”

The energy imbalance that Tyndall wrote of can be seen in the increasing heat

content of the ocean, which over the last 5 decades has increased on the order of

100×1021 J (Levitus et al., 2005). Another 15×1021 J has flowed into the cryosphere

over this same period, with much of it responsible for melting Arctic sea ice. Over

this period, sea level has risen by about 100 mm, which corresponds to a historical

trend of 1.9 mm year−1 (Church and White, 2011). In the Fourth Assessment Report

by the IPCC it was suggested that approximately half this rise comes from thermal

expansion of the oceans and the other half from land-sourced meltwater (Solomon,

2007) but recent data from a global network of ocean floats indicates that ocean

thermal expansion is plateauing (Cazenave et al., 2009). Satellite altimetry data,

available since 1993, suggest, that when considering only the last two decades, the

rate of sea level rise has increased to 3.2±0.4 mm yr−1 (Church and White, 2011). A

consistent record of ice sheet mass balance over this two decade period implies that

this increase in sea level rise is the result of the acceleration in combined Greenland

and Antarctic ice sheet loss, which has outpaced the acceleration in glacier and

ice cap loss; to illustrate the magnitude of this contribution, consider that in 2006

the combined loss of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheet mass was estimated at

475±158 Gt year−1, equivalent to 1.3±0.4 mm year−1 of sea level rise (Rignot et al.,
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2011). Even at a stagnant rate, the 2006 rate indicates that sea level rise by the end

of this century from the ice sheets alone will surpass the maximum estimates in the

Fourth Assessment Report by a factor of 2 (Solomon, 2007). Estimates place the

global mean sea level rise from the Greenland ice sheet at 7 m, such a dramatic rise

illustrates the magnitude of the impact that an imbalance in the energy structure of

the climate system has; the social and economic consequences of new climate states

become readily apparent.

1.1.1 Climate Feedbacks

The climate system is not itself an isolated system, where the only variable of im-

portance is temperature; it is part of global system where chemical and hydrological

cycles are tightly coupled. It is not a new concept that changes in the climate system

beget changes in the physical structure of the Earth, which in turn, beget changes

in the climate system ad infinitum until a new state of equilibrium is reached. In a

1905 letter to C. G. Abbott, T. C. Chamberlain wrote (Fleming, 1998)

Water vapor, confessedly the greatest thermal absorbent in the atmo-
sphere, is dependent on temperature for its amount, and if another agent,
as CO2, not so dependent, raises the temperature of the surface, it calls
into function a certain amount of water vapor which further absorbs heat,
raises the temperature and calls forth for more vapor . . .

This statement depicts the concept of positive feedbacks. While water vapor

(and associated clouds) is often called the dominant greenhouse gas in the atmo-

sphere, accounting for 75 % of the terrestrial radiation absorbed in the present day

greenhouse effect (Schmidt et al., 2010), it is not considered a forcing agent. When
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water vapor condenses to form clouds, the situation becomes increasingly complex.

Condensed water enhances the absorption of outgoing longwave radiation but can

also decrease the fraction of incoming solar radiation by reflecting it back to space,

this feedback is termed the albedo effect of clouds. Accordingly, the IPCC (Solomon,

2007) has stated that “cloud feedbacks remain the largest source of uncertainty in

climate sensitivity estimates.” Cloud formation is primarily controlled through the

horizontal and vertical distribution of water vapor and the temperature structure of

the atmosphere.

Condensation and evaporation processes limit the lifetime of water vapor in the

troposphere to roughly 10 days, whereas CO2 and CH4 have lifetimes on the order

of many centuries and a decade, respectively. It is these non-condensing greenhouse

gases, with CO2 primary amongst them, which provide the stable temperature struc-

ture of the atmosphere that determines the water vapor distribution in such a way

that CO2 can be considered the “principal control knob governing Earth’s tempera-

ture” (Lacis et al., 2010).

Only in the stratosphere, where the residence time of water vapor is on the order of

years, can water vapor be considered a forcing agent. Understanding the mechanisms

that control this distribution is therefore a necessity to minimizing the uncertainty

in predicting future climate. At the crux of the climate issue is then understanding

the response of water vapor to changes in CO2; or equivalently, determining the

components of the chain that make up mathematical expression ∂[H2O]v/∂[CO2].
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1.2 Stratospheric Water Vapor

Water vapor modulates stratospheric ozone in two ways. Firstly, it can directly

enter into chemical reactions that dictate the concentration of ozone in the strato-

sphere. Secondly, it influences the radiative balance of the stratosphere which dic-

tates the threshold temperature for the onset of heterogenous chemistry.

1.2.1 Stratospheric Ozone and Surface UV Dosage

An accurate assessment of ozone recovery and the associated UV flux at the

Earth’s surface requires long term monitoring in order to fully understand the factors

which contribute directly to, and to the uncertainty of, ozone loss. Namely, such

observations are aimed at decoupling changes in stratospheric ozone from decreases in

ozone-depleting substances, controlled or banned by the 1987 Montreal Protocol and

its subsequent amendments, from other factors that can include natural variability,

stratospheric cooling and observational uncertainties.

Generally, stratospheric profiles of mid-latitude ozone (35 ◦N – 60 ◦N) have ceased

to decline since the mid-1990s, however, on a global scale, signs of recovery are

statistically small to none (WMO, 2011). Where long-term and large spatial-scale

reconstructions of surface UV radiation (280 – 400 nm) can be made, increases

are correlated with the observed decreases in column ozone. Additionally, surface

level UV radiation can also be significantly influenced by cloud and aerosol activity

(Seckmeyer et al., 2008; den Outer et al., 2005; McKenzie et al., 2008).

UV radiation has been linked to skin cancer (Setlow, 1974), cataracts (Taylor
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et al., 1988) and adverse influences on biological production (Caldwell et al., 2007),

in addition to hastened degradation of infrastructure materials. Indeed, the devel-

opment of life on land was not possible until 500 Ma, when atmospheric oxygen

and ozone levels reached near present values. At one extreme, models predict that

in the scenario avoided (i.e., the absence of the Montreal protocol), that 67 % of

globally-averaged column ozone would be destroyed by 2065, relative to 1980 levels,

and the rate of skin cancer would be amplified by a factor of 5 (Newman et al., 2009;

Newman and McKenzie, 2011). While halogen levels are not increasing, they are still

high and this makes the stratosphere remain in a state of susceptibility—the WMO

(2011) has recently stated that “substantial ozone losses could occur if stratospheric

aerosol loading were to increase in the next few decades, while halogen levels are

high.”

1.2.2 Oxidation of Water in the Stratosphere

The only sink of water vapor in the upper atmosphere is through photochemical

loss. One pathway by which this occurs is through direct photolysis, where water is

directly photolyzed to produce OH and H radicals

H2O + hν → H + OH. (1.5)

Both products are part of the HOx family. Atomic hydrogen is converted to HO2

through either reaction with O2 (cf., Rxn. 2.12) or ozone. This reaction occurs

primarily in the mesosphere (above 61 km) where Lyman-α (∼121 nm) and the
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Schumann-Runge band (175–200 nm) fluxes are greater and photolysis can proceed.

In the stratosphere photochemical dissociation of ozone and the subsequent ox-

idation of water (Rxns. 1.6 & 1.7) is the primary HOx production pathway from

water (Minschwaner et al., 2011)

O3 + hνλ<320 nm → O2 + O(1D) (1.6)

O(1D) + H2O → 2 OH. (1.7)

The hydroxyl radicals generated can enter the HOx catalytic cycle, which proceeds

to influence stratospheric ozone chemistry either independently or in concert with

other cycles.

1.2.3 HOx Catalytic Cycle

The odd hydrogen family, termed HOx, is the chemical family comprising atomic

hydrogen (H), the hydroxyl radical (OH) and the hydroperoxyl radical (HO2). Due

to the rapid interconversion of these species they can be treated as a single chemical

family that is partitioned based on the local environment.

The hydroxyl radical directly catalyzes ozone loss in the stratosphere through the
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following catalytic cycles:

OH + O3 → HO2 + O2 (1.8)

HO2 + O3 → OH + 2 O2 (1.9)

NET : 2 O3 → 3 O2

and

OH + O3 → HO2 + O2 (1.10)

HO2 + O → OH + 2 O2 (1.11)

NET : O3 + O → 2 O2.

The HOx catalytic cycle involving Rxns. 1.8 & 1.9 dominates in the lower strato-

sphere at altitudes below 30 km. In the upper stratosphere the second cycle becomes

important as the increase in the concentration of atomic oxygen makes Rxn. 1.11

more favorable. While additional catalytic cycles involving HOx are known, these

are shown to illustrate how increased water in the stratosphere can lead to an in-

crease in the hydroxyl radical which is directly involved in reactions that destroy

stratospheric ozone. The response of ozone loss to increased stratospheric humidity

is dependent on altitude, latitude, and temperature, since HOx is coupled to other

catalytic cycles.
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1.2.4 Catalytic Coupling of HOx

The issue of predicting how an increase in stratospheric water vapor will impact

ozone is not alone limited to understanding HOx chemistry in stratosphere. The

HOx catalytic cycle is not isolated and directly interacts with other catalytic cycles.

This interaction results in the partitioning of reactive and reservoir species which,

too, are directly involved in regulating stratospheric ozone concentrations.

The HOx cycle directly interacts with NOx through the reaction:

OH + NO2 + M → HNO3 + M. (1.12)

NOx catalytically destroys ozone through a cycle analogous to that of HOx (Rxns.

1.10 – 1.11). However, the coupling of the HOx and NOx cycles effectively removes

OH and NO2 radicals by converting them to a more stable reservoir species.

OH can influence the partitioning of chlorine between reservoir and reactive

species through activation:

OH + HCl → H2O + Cl. (1.13)

In the lower stratosphere this liberated chlorine can speed up ozone loss through the
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following catalytic cycle (Dvortsov and Solomon, 2001):

Cl + O3 → O2 + ClO (1.14)

ClO + HO2 → O2 + HOCl (1.15)

HOCl + hν → OH + Cl (1.16)

O3 + OH → HO2 + O2 (1.17)

NET : 2 O3 → 3 O2

1.2.5 Influence of Water on Heterogenous Chemistry

The observation of optically thin subvisible cirrus above the meteorological tropo-

pause in the midlatitudes (e.g., Sassen, 1991; Ansmann et al., 1993) raised the ques-

tion as to whether heterogenous chemistry could help explain the observed shape

of ozone depletion profiles which proved problematic, particularly at midlatitudes,

for models to simulate. Solomon et al. (1997) proposed that increases in strato-

spheric water vapor would enhance midlatitude ozone destruction through heteroge-

nous chemistry that proceeds through the same reactions as occurring at the poles;
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the key reactions that proceed with substantive efficiency include:

HCl + ClONO2 → Cl2 + HNO3 (1.18)

HCl + HOCl → Cl2 + H2O (1.19)

ClONO2 + H2O → HOCl + HNO3 (1.20)

HCl + HOBr → BrCl + H2O (1.21)

Catalytic ozone loss in the midlatitude lower stratosphere is controlled by a com-

bination of cycles involving free radicals, each of which has a rate-limiting species

(Wennberg et al., 1994; Stimpfle et al., 1999). Chlorine monoxide (ClO) is the rate-

limiting radical in halogen-catalyzed ozone loss and thus the mechanism proposed by

Solomon et al. (1997) to explain midlatitude ozone observations centers on whether

ClO could be enhanced to such levels as to make photochemical loss rates of ozone

comparable to its rate of transport. Smith et al. (2001) found that heterogenous

chemistry was unlikely based on in situ observations from aircraft flights of water

vapor and ClO in the midlatitude lower stratosphere over the period 1995–1997: the

stratosphere is extremely dry and there is no evidence of ice saturation above 500 m

of the local tropopause; and there are no observations of large enhancements in ClO

(≥ 10 pptv), as necessitated by this heterogenous activation mechanism, that are

outside of the instrumental detection limit (∼ 1 pptv) in the lower stratosphere.

At the poles, the temperatures of the winter/spring vortex are sufficiently cold

to allow the formation of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs), despite the low water

vapor mixing ratio in the stratosphere. The formation of PSCs leads to heterogenous
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activation of halogen radicals and substantial ozone loss. Kirk-Davidoff et al. (1999)

investigated the influence that changes in forcing, from a doubled CO2 scenario,

would have on the rate of Arctic ozone loss by evaluating how the temperature of

the Arctic vortex and the threshold temperature for PSC formation would change in

response to changes in surface temperature. These two quantities, the Arctic vortex

temperature and the threshold temperature for PSC formation, serve as a predictor of

ozone loss as they relate to efficiency of heterogenous activation through the product

of aerosol surface area and reaction probability per collision. The analysis found that

Arctic ozone loss would increase under the new climate scenario and would be driven

primarily (∼ 90 %) by the radiative effects of increased water vapor, leading to a

decrease in the temperature of the vortex. The remainder of the loss comes from

the direct chemical contribution of increased water towards an increased efficiency

of heterogenous activation.

The observations that serve as the basis of the Smith et al. (2001) response to

the mechanism proposed by Solomon et al. (1997) are consistent with the low mixing

ratios of the background stratosphere. However, high mixing ratios of water have

been observed in the stratosphere that directly result from the convective injection of

ice (e.g., Corti et al., 2008; Hanisco et al., 2007). Yet, the simultaneous measurement

of the key radical species controlling ozone loss in the lower stratosphere have not

been made under such conditions. Results from the Kirk-Davidoff et al. (1999)

analysis can be extended to the warmer temperatures of the midlatitude stratosphere

and highlights the fact that heterogenous activation can still proceed with sufficient

efficiency under scenarios where the mixing ratio of stratospheric water is elevated by
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convection. Determining the influence that convection has on the overall temperature

structure of the stratosphere remains a goal aided by quantifying the contribution of

different water transport pathways to the water budget of the stratosphere.

1.3 Transport and the Control of Stratospheric

Humidity

Ever since Brewer’s surprising discovery of the aridity of the mid-latitude strato-

sphere made during the midst of the Second World War, various mechanisms that

describe the transport of air and water into the stratosphere have been proposed.

The fact that the midlatitude stratospheric frost-point temperature (∼ 190 K) was

depressed well below the local cold-point tropopause temperature (∼ 220 K) led

Brewer (1949) to ask as to how “the great dryness of the air only one or two km

above the tropopause of southern England [is] maintained?” To which he answered:

Two methods can be suggested (a) there is photo-chemical destruction
of water or (b) by the advection of stratosphere air from the equator
where the tropopause temperature is sufficiently low to condense the
water out. . .

The notion of photochemical destruction being a major sink was quickly dismissed

leaving large-scale ascent of air through the tropical tropopause as the mechanism

responsible for setting the entry value of water vapor into the stratosphere.

In fact, transport of air into the stratosphere being confined to the Equatorial

latitudes had been suggested two decades earlier by Dobson, Harrison, and Lawrence
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(1929) to explain the latitudinal distribution of ozone and maintain consistency with

the theory of photochemical production of ozone:

The only way in which we can reconcile the observed high ozone concen-
tration in the Arctic in spring and the low concentration in the tropics,
with the hypothesis that the ozone is formed by the action of the sun-
light, would be to suppose a general slow poleward drift in the highest
atmosphere with a slow descent of air near the poles. Such a current
would carry the ozone formed in low latitudes to the poles and concen-
trate it there. If this were the case the ozone at the poles would be
distributed through a moderate depth of atmosphere while that in low
latitudes would all be high up.

It was not until the 1950’s when observations of total column ozone abundances

became available that this mechanism of a global scale troposphere-stratosphere

overturning was firmly established (Dobson, 1956) and came to be known as the

“Brewer-Dobson circulation.”

1.3.1 Transport & Dehydration Mechanisms

The flux of water into the stratosphere is controlled by dynamical processes in the

troposphere. The following is a brief overview of proposed mechanisms that build

upon the concept set forth by Brewer to explain observations of the water vapor

distribution in the stratosphere.

1.3.1.1 Tropical Cold Trap

The cold-point temperature of the tropical tropopause sets the water vapor mini-

mum, as described by Brewer (1949). As the tropical tropopause reflects the coldest

temperatures that air will encounter, it effectively acts as a “cold trap.” Changes in
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the global mean tropical tropopause temperature would be expected to manifest as

a change in the water vapor concentration in the lower stratosphere. Observations of

thin and sub-visible cirrus near the tropopause suggest that uplift is common (e.g.,

Winker and Trepte, 1998; Lawson et al., 2008), however the absence of a thick and

persistent cirrus deck at the tropical tropopause argues against uniform, steady uplift

(Robinson, 1980).

1.3.1.2 Quasi-Stationary Disturbances or Propagating Waves

Synoptic- and mesoscale systems lift the stratosphere, inducing a cooling (Fritsch

and Brown, 1982) which leads to in situ dehydration. On faster timescales, buoyancy

waves near the tropopause (Potter and Holton, 1995) lift air masses, perhaps repeat-

edly, to induce cooling and dehydration and leading to a decrease in the HDO/H2O

ratio.

1.3.1.3 Stratospheric Fountain

A mechanism primarily proposed by Newell and Gould-Stewart (1981) which

constrains the majority of transport of air into the stratosphere to “cold pools” in

order to reconcile 100 mbar monthly mean temperatures with stratospheric water

mixing ratios. These cold pools are found over the western tropical Pacific and the

Indonesian archipelago between November – March and over the Bay of Bengal and

Indian sub-continent during the Monsoon. Reexamination of the issue has left much

room for debate as to whether spatial confinement of convection is a requirement

to explain observations (e.g., Dessler, 1998; Kar et al., 2002) and, if so, the exact
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location of the tropopause cold pools (e.g., Pommereau and Held, 2007).

1.3.1.4 Convective Dehydration

Convective events that penetrate into the stratosphere are rare (e.g., Folkins

et al., 1999), so it must be dehydration processes in the upper troposphere which are

responsible for setting the entry value of stratospheric water vapor. Dessler and Sher-

wood (2003) proposed a “convective dehydration” mechanism to reconcile the low

water entry values with observations of the vertical invariance in water isotopologue

ratios throughout the tropical upper troposphere. In order to maintain a constant

isotopologue ratio throughout the upper troposphere, air is dehydrated by mixing

with very dry air that detrains from overshooting convection. Dehydration occurs

by dilution in such a process and, thus, isotopologue ratios are maintained. Grad-

ual ascent, by contrast, is expected to preferentially deplete the heavy isotopologues

leading to a vertical variance in the isotopologue ratio.

1.3.1.5 Lagrangian Trajectories

Holton and Gettelman (2001) suggested that the timescale of horizontal trans-

port is much shorter than vertical transport. This notion decouples the location of

entry into the stratosphere from its control on the entry value of water by the lo-

cal tropopause temperature: the minimum temperature experienced by an air mass

determines the entry value which can be thousands of kilometers away from entry.

Lagrangian trajectory models (e.g., Bonazzola and Haynes, 2004; Fueglistaler et al.,

2004) investigate such a transport mechanisms by calculating the back-trajectory
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of air masses that reach the stratosphere using wind and temperature fields. This

transport model captures the observed seasonal and interannual trends in strato-

spheric water variability, yet the interannual anomalies in stratospheric water vapor

are dominated by anomalies in the zonal mean temperature rather than changes in

transport or localized temperature anomalies (Fueglistaler and Haynes, 2005).

1.3.2 UT/LS Trends & Convective Pathways

While the mean temperature of the tropical tropopause may play a dominant

role in controlling the amount of water which enters the stratosphere, it is not the

only mechanism at play. There is some indication that stratospheric water vapor

concentrations are increasing (Oltmans et al., 2000; Rosenlof et al., 2001) despite

decreasing temperatures at the tropical tropopause (Seidel et al., 2001; Zhou et al.,

2001). This apparent paradox implies the existence of mechanisms which are largely

insensitive to the temperature of the tropical tropopause.

Despite the fact that the frequency of convection decreases with altitude in the

UT/LS, convective lofting of ice is a mechanism which can deliver water to the

stratosphere and bypasses the constraint on the maximum water vapor mixing ratio

set by the cold point tropopause. Models estimate a convective contribution of

approximately 0.5 ppmv of water vapor to regions of the stratosphere above the

380 K isentropic surface (e.g., Liu et al., 2010; Grosvenor et al., 2007). Convective

processes operate on much faster timescales than large-scale, gradual ascent and it

is expected that the chemical signature of air that enters will differ. The response

of water pathways to alternate forcing scenarios is to some extent directly linked to
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climate through the temperature of the cold-point tropopause, which sets the water

vapor minimum of an air mass during large-scale, gradual ascent; but, at the same

time, convective pathways represent a wildcard in terms of the stratospheric water

vapor response to changes in climate.

It is difficult to conclusively state the existence of a long-term trend in strato-

spheric water vapor. Significant disagreement exists between models and observa-

tions of water vapor at 80 hPa (Gettelman et al., 2010), as well as between the

observed and modeled trend in tropical tropopause temperatures (Gettelman et al.,

2009). In fact, the discrepancies between models and observations led the WMO

(2011) to state in its assessment report on stratospheric ozone and related processes

that “we cannot provide any reliable prediction as to what the future evolution of

stratospheric water vapor will be in a climate with increasing greenhouse gas con-

centrations.”

Given the influence that stratospheric water vapor has on ozone chemistry (Sec.

1.2) and the large uncertainties in understanding the processes which determine

its concentration, it is prudent that this uncertainty is minimized. The response

of convective and slow-ascent pathways may differ to changes in forcing as they

are driven by different mechanisms. Accurate forecasts of future climate-chemistry

scenarios require a greater and more complete understanding of water transport

pathways.
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1.3.3 Tropical Transition Layer

Historically atmospheric layers have been defined in terms of their temperature

structure, the troposphere exhibiting a positive lapse rate (decreasing tempera-

ture with altitude) and an inversion in lapse rate defining the stratosphere. The

tropopause being the “cold point” where the minimum temperature is experienced

and the temperature inversion occurs. It is formally defined by the WMO as the

lowest level at which the lapse rate decreases to 2 K km−1 or less and the lapse

rate averaged between this level and any level within the next 2 km does not exceed

2 K km−1. While this thermal definition may be suitable in describing an atmo-

sphere where tropospheric and stratospheric process are largely independent of one

another, it does not reflect observations of the region between the troposphere and

stratosphere where characteristics that are classically attributed to each layer can

actually coexist over vertical scales that extend several kilometers. As such, this

transition region has been termed the tropical transition layer (TTL).

There are many definitions of the TTL in the literature but they encompass the

same general concept. With that in mind, the TTL is loosely defined here as a region

in the tropical atmosphere between 12–20 km or, alternatively, 340–450 K (θ). Of

importance is that this transition region includes both the level of zero net radiative

heating (LZRH; 355 K, 150 hPa, 14 km) and the level where highest convection

reaches (420–450 K, 70 hPa, 18–20 km) (Sherwood and Dessler, 2000).

The TTL is of interest not only because it serves as the transition region between

two atmospheric layers but also because it is the region where the atmospheric fate

of transported water and very short-lived species (VSLS) is decided and is therefore
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referred to as the “gate to the stratosphere” (Fueglistaler et al., 2009). Above the

LZRH air will rise under the influence of diabatic heating despite a negative vertical

temperature gradient until the cold point tropopause. Under such conditions the air

is expected to remain near saturation as it rises, so that the TTL is characterized as

a region of high relative humidity.

1.4 Atmospheric Iodine Chemistry

1.4.1 Impact on Stratospheric Ozone

Iodine loading and its potential impact on stratospheric ozone was first proposed

by Solomon et al. (1994b) in an attempt to reconcile non-polar ozone losses that

proved difficult to explain by considering only local chlorine and bromine chemistry.

The atmospheric lifetime of iodocarbons is very short, on the order of days to weeks,

in the troposphere, owing to the lability of the iodine-carbon bond to photolytic

cleavage. Despite this short atmospheric lifetime, observations of typically short-

lived, insoluble tropospheric species in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere

(e.g., 222Rn, NOx, and hydrocarbons) make rapid convective pumping of iodocarbons

into the stratosphere a possibility and set the basis for the proposed stratospheric

iodine cycles.

It was suggested that concentrations of iodine monoxide (IO) as low as 1 pptv or

fast coupled halogen kinetics (kXO+IO ≈ 1 × 10−10 cm3 molecule−1 s−1) could help

explain some of the observed ozone levels in the lower stratosphere through coupled
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halogen reactions (Solomon et al., 1994a):

X + O3 → XO + O2 (1.22)

I + O3 → IO + O2 (1.23)

XO + IO → X + I + O2 (1.24a)

→ XOO + I (1.24b)

→ IX + O2 (1.24c)

NET : 2 O3 → 3 O2 (1.25)

where X = (Cl or Br) and the alternate products in Rxns. 1.24b & 1.24c quickly

decompose to regenerate the initial atomic halogens. This cycle is analogous to the

synergistic coupling between bromine and chlorine suggested by McElroy et al. (1986)

to account for the rapid loss of stratospheric ozone in the Antarctic spring that could

not be accounted for by chlorine chemistry alone.

Laboratory studies have shown that the rates of coupling between IO and the

halogen oxide family (Rxn. 1.24a) are slower than proposed by Solomon et al. (1994b):

kClO+IO = (5.1 ± 1.0) × 10−12 exp [(280± 150)/T ] cm3 molecule−1 s−1 (Turnipseed

et al., 1997) and kBrO+IO = (6 – 10)× 10−11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 (Laszlo et al., 1997;

Gilles et al., 1997) for ClO and BrO, respectively.

Several remote measurements of IO in the lower stratosphere have been made.

These are summarized in Table 1.1 and are typically found to be below 1 pptv.

Considering the laboratory studies and remote measurements of IO, the current
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Table 1.1: Remote Measurements of Stratospheric IO

[IO]max. (pptv) Method† Comments Ref.

0.10–0.25 DOAS (b) 20 km; 43–68 ◦N Bösch et al. (2003)
0.68–0.8 (±0.2) DOAS (g) 79 ◦N Wittrock et al. (2000)
0.2 SAOZ (b) 20 km; 44–70 ◦N Pundt et al. (1998)
0.2 (+0.3/−0.2) FTS (g) 32 ◦N Wennberg et al. (1997)

† (g) ground-based; (b) balloon-borne

estimates for the ozone removal efficiency of iodine is between 150–300 times that

of chlorine—less than the 1000 efficiency factor given to iodine by Solomon et al.

(1994b). However large uncertainties still remain because of limited knowledge about

OIO and heterogenous iodine chemistry.

Recent kinetics data suggest that the rate of reaction between IO and HO2 is sub-

stantially faster (Maguin et al., 1992; Canosa-mas et al., 1999; Knight and Crowley,

2001) than used in the analysis by Solomon et al. (1994b). This highlights the in-

creased importance of ozone loss that is placed on HOx cycles (UNEP, 2008) and the

potential coupling between short-lived halogen species and water transport pathways

from deep convection.

1.4.1.1 Convective Transport

Iodine is primarily sourced biogenically and estimates of the annual production

of precursors suggest that it eclipses the anthropogenic production of chlorine and

bromine precursors. It follows that since the lifetime of inorganic iodine precursors

is short, which themselves are largely organic, there should be substantially more

iodine in the troposphere than the stratosphere. The dominant iodine source is

methyl iodide, where its annual emission rate is estimated as 550 Gg I yr−1, with
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nearly equal open ocean and coastal source terms (Butler et al., 2007).

Tropical overshooting convection can inject surface air directly into the TTL and

lower stratosphere. Injection of air into this region has been observed (Ricaud et al.,

2007) and is simulated by convective transport models (Donner et al., 2007; James

et al., 2008). The low solubility of methyl iodide and the decreasing probability of

washout with height make transport via this pathway a possibility.

Transport simulations of methyl iodide using data from TC4 and Pre-AVE (As-

chmann et al., 2009) and by Bell et al. (2002) suggest that the concentration of iodine

is on the order of 0.1 pptv at the base of the TTL and falls of to 0.05 pptv at the

cold point tropopause. Other iodocarbons may be important on local scales (Car-

penter et al., 1999), but they are excluded from global assessments and transport

to the UT/LS due to their short lifetimes. The deepest stratospheric injections are

produced by high instability and breaking of gravity waves excited by strong convec-

tion inside super-cell thunderstorms; stratospheric water vapor enhancements have

been observed to occur by this mechanism but no studies relating to the transport

of short-lived species have been published (UNEP, 2008).

1.4.2 Tropospheric Processes

1.4.2.1 IO and Ozone Chemistry in the MBL

Iodine monoxide is involved in ozone destruction in the marine boundary layer.

Observations of methyl iodide in the middle and upper free troposphere during the

NASA Pacific Exploratory Mission in the western Pacific led to an analysis of the

potential impact of iodine on tropospheric ozone (Davis et al., 1996). Ozone and
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the free radicals generated by its photolysis are responsible for defining the oxidative

capacity of the troposphere: a low-temperature flame that cleanses the atmosphere.

Davis et al. (1996) investigated the impact of various mixing ratios of inorganic

iodine Ix (Ix = I + IO + HI + HOI + 2 I2O2 + INOx) that could result from differing

emissions scenarios and found that total column O3 destruction was meaningful when

tropospheric iodine exceeded 1 pptv. The primary reactions controlling iodine in the

troposphere were identified by Davis et al. (1996) as

2 (I + O3 → IO + O2) (1.26)

IO + IO→ 2 I + O2 (1.27)

NET : 2 O3 → 3 O2 (1.28)

and

I + O3 → IO + O2 (1.29)

IO + HO2 → HOI + O2 (1.30)

HOI + hν → I + OH (1.31)

NET : O3 + HO2 → 2 O2 + OH (1.32)

with the rate-limiting step in both reactions involving IO. This differs from the

stratospheric pathway described by Solomon et al. (1994b) (Rxns. 1.22 – 1.25), a

result of less chlorine and bromine in the troposphere.
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The coupling of IO and HO2 affects the partitioning of the HOx family and influ-

ences the oxidative capacity of the atmosphere. Calculations constrained by observa-

tions during the North Atlantic Marine Boundary Layer Experiment (NAMBLEX)

suggest that under low NOx (NO < 50 pptv) conditions the IO + HO2 reaction

accounts for up to 40 % of the HO2 sink, and 15 % of the total daytime production

of OH is produced by the subsequent photolysis of HOI (Bloss et al., 2005). The role

of iodine in tropospheric ozone loss and aerosol formation is not an unrelated issue

since a primary loss pathway for iodine in the troposphere is polymerization to form

particles.

1.4.2.2 Atmospheric Mercury Deposition

The dominant form of mercury in the atmosphere is gaseous elemental mercury

(Hg0; GEM) with a lifetime on the order of 1–2 years (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998).

This long lifetime makes atmospheric mercury a global-scale problem despite the fact

that the vast majority of anthropogenic mercury is emitted into the atmosphere as

point sources from coal-fired power generation, metal smelting and waste incineration

(Pacyna et al., 2006; Streets et al., 2005). Current atmospheric concentrations of

mercury are 3 times higher than preindustrial values (Mason et al., 1994) and this

can largely by attributed to the anthropogenic source term.

Observations of rapid mercury depletion from the atmospheric boundary layer

during the Arctic spring of 1998 that were correlated with ozone depletion events

were the first suggestion that the Arctic environment could be a sink for atmospheric

mercury (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998) and it has come to be understood that this is
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an annual recurring springtime phenomenon (Steffen et al., 2005). Indeed, estimates

place the magnitude of the Arctic sink at 325 tons yr−1 (Ariya et al., 2004)—the

Arctic bears a sizable burden of the approximately 6000 tons of mercury present in

the atmosphere on an annual basis (UNEP, 2008).

Mercury depletion events are driven by the oxidation of gaseous elemental mer-

cury into reactive gaseous mercury (Hg2+ or Hg+; RGM). This reactive form is more

hygroscopic than elemental mercury and is readily deposited on aerosol or ice so that

it can potentially be assimilated into the food chain upon snowmelt (Ariya et al.,

2004). Inorganic Hg2+ can by methylated, forming very toxic methyl mercury which

can be biomagnified and enter the human food chain (AMAP, 1998).

While the chemistry of atmospheric mercury depletion events is still poorly un-

derstood, the similar temporal evolution of these events with ozone depletion events

(Schroeder and Munthe, 1998) and the large observed increases in springtime BrO

columns from satellites (Richter et al., 1998; Mueller et al., 2002) have led to the

suggestion that photochemical halogen, and bromine in particular, cycles are re-

sponsible. Calvert and Lindberg (2004a) found that modeled Br-BrO chemistry can

account for the homogenous component of observed chemistry involving ozone, mer-

cury and halogens. A companion study (Calvert and Lindberg, 2004b) found that

iodine reactions with mercury are unimportant, since the decay of HgI is rapid, but

that IO radicals interact with BrO and ClO radicals to enhance Br-atom concentra-

tions and increase the rate of bromine-mercury reactions.

Strong emphasis has been placed on mercury depletion events in the Arctic,

however, similar seasonal loss of ozone and mercury have also been observed in the
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Antarctic (Ebinghaus et al., 2002; Brooks et al., 2008). Similar halogen chemistry is

thought to responsible for initiating these episodes. Unlike the Arctic, the Antarctic

marine boundary layer is known to exhibit elevated levels of iodine in the spring.

The first measurements of IO in the Antarctic troposphere were made in 2001 (Frieß

et al., 2001) with a DOAS instrument, and an IO mixing ratio in the marine boundary

layer of up to 10 pptv was reported. This large concentration of IO was attributed

to the photolytic destruction of methylated iodine produced by biological activity

in the ocean. Chance et al. (2010) found that the large summertime algal blooms

were accompanied by the accumulation of iodide in coastal Antarctica. Recent MAX-

DOAS measurements of IO in the Antarctic snowpack suggest concentrations as high

as 50 ppbv in the interstitial air (Frieß et al., 2010). Transport pathways of iodine to

the snowpack from the coast are still speculative. Interaction between IO and BrO

is expected to lead to an amplification of ozone destruction in the spring, which in

turn raises the question as to the role of the Antarctic as a sink in the global mercury

cycle.

There is little uncertainty that mercury emissions will continue to increase in the

near future as a result of human activity. Coal and fossil fuel usage is predicted to

increase 350 % by 2020, relative to 1990 levels, in Asia alone (van Aardenne et al.,

1999). Changes in timing and extent of sea ice cover, which is already occurring,

make it difficult to project the magnitude of the polar mercury sink under such a

scenario since the mechanism by which halogen ions in the ocean interact with sea

ice to be liberated into the atmosphere is still poorly understood.
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1.5 Aerosols

Aerosols have played a role in several seminal works of physical science, includ-

ing the determination of electron charge (Millikan, 1913) and the discovery of the

positron (Anderson, 1933). Aerosols themselves have become the focus of a great

deal of research since the 1970’s when environmental awareness and the health effects

of air pollution became priorities (Hinds, 1999).

Atmospheric aerosols are known to influence the radiative properties of the at-

mosphere, but the magnitude of their impact is obscured by large uncertainties.

Aerosols can influence atmospheric radiation directly, largely by scattering incoming

solar radiation and thereby acting as a cooling agent, or indirectly by modifying

microphysical properties that dictate the behavior of clouds. Some of these indirect

effects include increases in reflection of solar radiation from clouds, increased cloud

height and increased cloud lifetime, all of which influence atmospheric radiation. It is

primarily through the indirect effect that the large uncertainties in aerosol radiative

forcing arise because of the difficulty in evaluating the chain of processes which link

aerosol source gases to cloud albedo.

The main source of biogenic aerosols is either sulfate, formed from oceanic di-

methyl sulfide, or organic, formed from the oxidation of non-methane hydrocarbons

produced by terrestrial vegetation. Both of these sources are susceptible to changes

in climate and chemistry.
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1.5.1 Iodine Monoxide as Aerosol Precursor

The processes that control formation of particles in the marine environment are

largely undetermined (Capaldo et al., 1999; Katoshevski et al., 1999) however it has

been suggested that biogenic iodine may serve as a key component to the formation

of aerosols in this environment. A smog chamber study by O’Dowd et al. (2002)

studying the photolysis of CH2I2 found that the introduction of UV-radiation to

a chamber containing CH2I2 and O3 led to rapid homogenous nucleation and was

followed by condensation and coagulation growth. No aerosol growth was observed

if any of the three components (CH2I2, O3, or UV-radiation) was absent.

Rapid photolysis of CH2I2 leads to production of atomic iodine, which in the

presence of ozone forms IO. Iodine monoxide is the central species in the aerosol

formation mechanism proposed by O’Dowd et al. (2002) where it undergoes self-

polymerization or oxidation by HO2 to form products I2O2, OIO or HOI, which

undergo uptake to the aerosol phase. Additionally, the products I2 and I2O can be

formed by IO reactions, and while they do not undergo direct aerosol uptake, can

be converted to HOI by subsequent reactions. The contribution of each pathway

to aerosol formation is dependent on the CH2I2 precursor concentration: at low

concentrations (20 – 200 pptv) representative of coastal conditions the HOI pathway

is dominant.

Saunders et al. (2010) found in a laboratory setting that IO and OIO form higher

oxides I2O3 and I2O4 which subsequently polymerize and grow ultrafine particles.

The study found that particulate iodine oxides could be formed without the addition

of ozone; yet, this is not inconsistent with mechanisms proposed by O’Dowd et al.
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(2002) where ozone was required, since ozone served as the oxidant for atomic iodine

and was absent from later stage reactions. Saunders et al. (2010) were able to

generate IO via the O(3P) + I reaction, where O(3P) was generated by photolysis of

N2O with an excimer laser, and were able to directly assess the impact of ozone on

growth.

An understanding of the full chemical mechanism responsible for forming aerosols

from iodine is incomplete, however the presence of IO as a precursor to particle

formation is consistent.

Aerosols have important microphysical effects, particularly in pristine marine

environments, where the increase in cloud condensation nuclei that result from the

aerosol loading have been shown to slow the conversion of cloud drops into raindrops

(Gunn and Phillips, 1957; Squires, 1958). This effectively shut downs precipitation

from shallow and short-live clouds (Radke et al., 1989) and thereby influences both

the radiative and heat structure of the troposphere (Rosenfeld et al., 2008).

1.6 Thesis Overview

The breadth of scientific questions that are spawned by the current state of under-

standing of ozone chemistry, aerosols and halogen chemistry, requires a multifaceted

approach, fed by both observations and models, to be answered. In no certain man-

ner can the body of work presented here be considered as directly contributing to

each topic; although, the opposite is not necessarily true, as each of the topics pre-

sented serves to motivate the development of the instruments discussed within. What
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follows must be considered an exploration of a subset of the body of knowledge that

makes up halogen/ozone chemistry, chemical coupling and transport processes.

The entry of water into the stratosphere can proceed by two unique mechanisms:

convection and large-scale ascent. The time scale of large-scale ascent subjects air

that is transported by this mechanism to thermodynamic equilibrium—the mixing

ratio of water in the air parcel is maintained at saturation. Conversely, convection

rapidly transports air and the strong updraft velocities associated with it are also

capable of transporting ice. The differing thermodynamic histories associated with

these two process places water isotope measurements in a unique position to discrimi-

nate between them and, more importantly, to quantify the stratospheric contribution

of each process. Such quantitative understanding is required to accurately predict

how stratospheric water vapor will respond to forcing changes.

To this end, water isotope measurements in the TTL can assess the relative

importance of the two transport pathways in troposphere-stratosphere exchange in

the tropics. However, convection can directly influence the radiative properties of

the TTL through ice lofting and the subsequent formation of cirrus clouds. Aircraft

measurements of water vapor and ice isotopes during the TC4 mission served as

a means to sample the outflow of active convection and the basis to evaluate how

convection contributes to the water budget of the TTL.

The coupling between water and halogens, and the potential enhancement of

these two species by convection, places a priority on their simultaneous measurement

under such conditions. The need to accurately measure the iodine contribution in

the stratosphere provided the initial motivation and constraints for the development
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of an instrumental technique. While a flight system was not developed initially,

investigating the role of iodine in the midlatitude marine boundary layer serves both

as a testbed for validation of the prototype IO LIF instrument and as scientific

motivation to deploy the instrument into the field.

In the midlatitude marine environment, ozone destruction and aerosol forma-

tion are the primary processes surrounding biogenic iodine. In the polar regions,

the springtime bromine bloom makes halogen chemistry a public health issue since

mercury is subsequently oxidized to a toxic form available for uptake and bioac-

cumulation. While bromine is primarily responsible for mercury depletion events,

the potential amplification of bromine by iodine coupling motivates iodine monoxide

measurements at high latitudes. The unique capabilities of the IO instrument as

it was designed, which include a weatherproof enclosure, self-sufficiency, portability

and ease of transport to source sites, mean that the instrument could be minimally

modified to make measurements at the poles.

Abstractly, the motivation for a glyoxal measurement parallels that of midlati-

tude IO, where oxidation chemistry and aerosol formation are the dominant processes

in forests. Yet, the precursors and specific details of chemical processes differ be-

tween the two environments. The flexibility of the sensitivity and specificity that

are afforded by the techniques and components utilized in the IO instrument are

demonstrated in the development of the glyoxal instrument.

If the motivation and interrelatedness of the research topics that make up the

chapters of this thesis seem tenuous then that is only a signal of how science is done.

While I have made it my goal to show the connectedness of what at times may
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seem to be three seemingly unrelated topics (global and mesoscale water transport

pathways, marine halogen chemistry, oxidation chemistry of biogenic organics), an

understanding of what could be conceived of as largely independent topics is itself

essential to understanding the Earth and climate as a system. Some of these research

areas can be taken to be wholly independent, while others are tightly coupled, but

all fit into our current understanding of this system.

In fact, one need only look at the history of assessment reports by the IPCC, which

by their own account, reveal the incremental understanding of the body of knowledge

of climate and its change. An illustration of this is the physics that is incorporated

into climate models: models including only CO2 and rain processes in the mid-

1970s have grown to include land, oceans, ice, clouds, volcanic activity, aerosols,

carbon cycles, rivers, chemistry, dynamical processes, and interactive vegetation. For

each component of this system a comprehensive array of observations and models

is required to understand how the dynamical behavior of one component ultimately

affects all the others.

The contents of this thesis are made up of chapters detailing the development and

results from several different in situ instruments. Chapter 2 describes the constraints

set upon and the detection technique used in two water isotopologue instruments de-

ployed aboard the NASA WB-57F high-altitude research aircraft. Chapter 3 investi-

gates the role of water isotopologues in transport pathways and details observations

of the isotopic composition of ice detrained from deep tropical convection during

the TC4 field mission. The majority of Chapter 3 forms the basis of a paper to be

submitted for publication:
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O’Brien, A., T. F. Hanisco, D. S. Sayres, J. M. St. Clair, J. B. Smith,
E. M. Weinstock, and J. G. Anderson (2011), Measurements of the iso-
topic composition of ice and vapor above a tropical convective system,
Journal of Geophysical Research (to be submitted).

Chapter 4 details the development of a laser-induced phosphorescence instrument

and results from the CABINEX field campaign. Many of the subsystems (e.g., White

cell, cavity ringdown, data acquisition) are similar to those of the iodine monoxide

laser-induced fluorescence instrument, described in Chapter 5, and are discussed in

detail only upon first introduction. Preliminary results and engineering data from

field deployments with the iodine monoxide instrument are discussed in Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 provides some concluding remarks and open questions that the instruments

described here can help to resolve.
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Chapter 2

Water Isotopologue Instruments

How profound that mystery of the
Invisible is! We cannot fathom it
with our miserable senses, with our
eyes which are unable to perceive
what is either too small or too
great, too near to us, or too far
from us—neither the inhabitants of
a star nor of a drop of water. . .

The Horla
Guy de Maupassant
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2.1 Introduction

The sensitivity requirements set forth to accurately detect water isotopologues in

UT/LS, with constraints on fast sampling times to achieve adequate spatial resolution

dictated by the cruise speed of an aircraft, are determined by the natural abundance

of the isotopes and the physical factors controlling the vertical profile of water vapor.

To measure water vapor throughout the entire troposphere presents instrumentation

challenges in itself, where the water vapor mixing ratio ranges from a few percent

near the surface to a few parts per million at the tropopause: a dynamic range

covering 6 orders of magnitude. Instruments developed to for the UT/LS cover a

more limited dynamic range, yet must grapple with low water vapor mixing ratios. If

a detection channel designed to measure the isotopes of water is required, the natural

abundance of semi-heavy water (HDO), which at the surface is one part in nearly

every 3200 molecules of water, illustrates the increased challenge. Furthermore,

isotopic fractionation preferentially removes the heavier isotopologues (e.g., HDO

or H18
2 O) during condensation, so that the mixing ratio of these can be less than

one part per billion by volume in the upper troposphere! To resolve large cloud-

scale features requires spatial resolutions less than a kilometer on aircraft traveling

200 m s−1, means that sampling times must be on the order of a few seconds.

2.1.1 Geochemical Notation & Molecular Detection

Delta-notation δ is generally expressed in terms of the ratio of the heavier isotope

to the lighter isotope, deuterium relative to hydrogen for instance, and is referenced
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Table 2.1: Isotope Abundance in VSMOW

Isotope Mass Abundance Isotope Mass Abundance
1H (H) 1.00782 0.99984426(5) 16O 15.994915 0.9976206(5)
2H (D) 2.01410 0.00015574(5) 17O 16.999132 0.0003790(9)
3H (T) 3.01604 * 18O 17.999160 0.0020004(5)

mass: Audi and Wapstra (1993, 1995); abund.: de Laeter et al. (2003).
* 3H (tritium) is extremely rare, abund. < 10−17 %.

to that same ratio in a standard:

δD =

[
([D]/[H])sample

([D]/[H])std.
− 1

]
× 1000 (2.1)

where ([D]/[H])std. is a defined isotope ratio termed “Vienna Standard Mean Ocean

Water” (VSMOW) and has a value, D/H = 155.76 ± 0.1 × 10−6 (de Laeter et al.,

2003). Delta-notation expresses the difference between the isotopic composition of

a sample and a standard, which is often small, hence being expressed terms of per

mille (i.e., part per thousand). Historically, the isotopic composition of a sample is

determined by mass analysis of bulk elemental composition, where the reference to

a known standard yields an instrumental calibration.

However, when making an isotopic measurement in terms of molecular structure a

transformation is required to express the isotope ratio in the δD framework. Consider

the ratio of deuterium to hydrogen in a sample of water: water is present in light

(H2O), semi-heavy (HDO) and heavy (D2O) forms for each isotope of oxygen (16O,

17O and 18O), such that the ratio of deuterium to hydrogen must be expressed for
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all the possible isotopologues of water

(
[D]

[H]

)
sample

=

∑18
i=16 [HDiO] + 2

∑18
i=16 [D2

iO]

2
∑18

i=16 [H2
iO] +

∑18
i=16 [HDiO]

(2.2)

where each molecule of semi-heavy water contributes 1 atom of hydrogen and deu-

terium and the light and heavy isotopologues contribute 2 atoms of either hydrogen

or deuterium, respectively. Tritium is an extremely rare isotope (see Table 2.1) and

can be neglected.

The only significant contribution to the deuterated form of water is from HD16O

(see Table 2.2), which makes up over 99.7 % of deuterated water. The dominant

contributor to hydrogen is H16
2 O, making up the vast majority of water isotopologues.

Neglecting the minor contributors, equation 2.2 can be simplified, to a very good

approximation, as (
[D]

[H]

)
sample

≈ [HD16O]

2[H16
2 O]

. (2.3)

Measurements of water isotopologues (i.e., the isotopes of molecular water) can there-

fore be expressed in terms of δD notation by substituting eq. 2.3 into eq. 2.1, adjusting

for the fact that each molecule of H16
2 O is the source of 2 hydrogen atoms:

δD =

[
([D]/[H])sample

([D]/[H]std.)
− 1

]
× 1000

=

[
([HD16O]/[H16

2 O])sample
2× VSMOW

− 1

]
× 1000. (2.4)
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Table 2.2: Abundance of Water Isotopologues in VSMOW

Isotopologue Abundance

H16
2 O 0.997309885

H18
2 O 0.001999777

H17
2 O 0.000378882

HD16O 0.000310690
HD18O 6.22988× 10−7

HD17O 1.18033× 10−8

D16
2 O 2.41972× 10−8

D18
2 O 4.85196× 10−11

D17
2 O 9.19263× 10−12

2.2 Hoxotope Total Water Instrument

Both the optical detection scheme of Hoxotope and the general subsystems of the

instrument have been previously discussed (St. Clair et al., 2008; Wennberg et al.,

1994). A brief description of the instrument is given here and recent modifications

to the instrument will be discussed in greater detail.

2.2.1 Measurement Technique: Photolysis/LIF

The hydrogen isotopes of water (H2O and HDO) are detected by a combination

of photolysis and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). A photolysis system produces OH

and OD from H2O and HDO, respectively. The nascent OH and OD radicals are then

detected using the same technique as previously used to detect OH in the Harvard

ER-2 HOx instrument (Wennberg et al., 1994).

Photolysis of H2O and HDO to produce ground-state radicals relies on the ab-
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sorption of vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation:

H2O + hν172 nm → H + OH(χ2Π)(v′′ = 0) ΦOH = 1, (2.5)

HDO + hν172 nm → H + OD(χ2Π)(v′′ = 0) ΦOD = 0.8. (2.6)

The quantum yield for photolysis of OH in Equation (2.5) is unity (Sander et al.,

2006), while the quantum yield for OD in Equation (2.6) is roughly 80 %, depending

on wavelength (Shafer et al., 1989; Zhang et al., 1989).

The nascent OH and OD are then detected downstream via LIF. OH and OD

fluoresce via a mechanism that is initiated by collisional relaxation of the excited

state (Vaghjiani and Ravishankara, 1987; Steffens and Crosley, 2000):

OH(χ2Π)(v′′ = 0) + hν288 nm → OH(A2Σ)(v′ = 1), (2.7)

OH(A2Σ)(v′ = 1) + M → OH(A2Σ)(v′ = 0), (2.8)

OH(A2Σ)(v′ = 0) → OH(χ2Π)(v′′ = 0) + hν309 nm. (2.9)

The combination of a spectral separation of the excitation and fluorescence signals

and the long lifetime (≈ 100 ns at 11.5 Torr) of OH in the A2Σ(v′ = 0) state give

this detection scheme a great degree of sensitivity.
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2.2.2 Optical Design & Components

2.2.2.1 Laser System & Light Source

A Nd3+:YAG (Spectra Physics T40-X30) laser produces nearly 2.5 W of 532 nm

light at a repetition rate of 10 kHz with each pulse having a length of 25 ns (FWHM).

This is used to pump a dye laser (Chromatix, modified) circulating Rhodamine 6G

dye in ethanol. Broadband wavelength selection is achieved by three prisms in com-

bination with a motor-actuated bellows to tune the dye laser by modifying pressure.

An intracavity etalon, on a rotating ferrofluidic cylinder driven by a linear actuated

stepper motor, provides narrow linewidth selection of the dye laser’s wavelength.

The fundamental wavelength is frequency-doubled by an intracavity barium borate

(BBO) crystal to produce 288 nm ultraviolet radiation that is used to initiate an

electronic transition in OH.

The instrument utilizes a frequency reference cell to maintain control over the

laser wavelength. OD is produced in the reference cell by reaction of a D2O source

(heated CaCO3·D2O) with O2 on a glowing NiChrome filament in the presence of

N2. While no OH is generated in the frequency reference cell, the OH line position is

easily obtained by moving a fixed number of steps from the OD line position. This

is possible due to the low root-mean-square error of the etalon stepper driver across

the scanning region (< 4 parts per thousand).

2.2.2.2 UV Photolysis System

The photolysis system is comprised of two Xe excimer lamps (Osram XERADEX

20) providing a total of 16 W of nearly monochromatic 172 nm light. The lamps are
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operated with a repetition rate of 30 kHz with each pulse lasting for 2 µs giving a duty

cycle of approximately 6 %. A modified commercial power supply, implementing an

in-house master timing circuit to synchronize the output from the flash lamps and

the detection laser trigger, is used to eliminate most lamp scatter from detection by

the gated PMT.

2.2.2.3 Optical Detection

The 288 nm light generated by the dye laser is directed into a White cell that is

orthogonal to the flow in the horizontal-plane along the detection axis. Mirrors are

located 266 mm apart providing 22-passes of the excitation laser. A cross-sectional

area of 4 cm2 of the core of the flow is sampled by this White Cell configuration.

A PMT is situated orthogonal to the White cell in the vertical-plane. An in-

terference filter centered at 309 nm with a 6 nm bandwidth (FWHM) is used to

block the excitation laser at shorter wavelengths and background signal in the PMT

response range (200 – 700 nm). Interferences from the excitation laser are further

minimized by gating the PMT to collect the long-lived OH and OD fluorescence af-

ter the laser pulse. Additionally, background interference from prompt Raman and

Rayleigh scattering are minimized by this gated detection scheme.

2.2.3 Sampling

Water vapor is sampled from the bulk flow by a pick-off valve. A pinch valve

assembly upstream of the pick-off and prior to the detection axis maintains a constant

pressure of 11.5 Torr in the detection assembly, regardless of pressure fluctuations in
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the bulk flow. A pinch valve modifies the pressure by changing the conductance of a

tube by deformation and does so without adding stagnant “dead” volumes.

St. Clair et al. (2008) evaluated the potential contamination in Hoxotope by com-

parison with the Lyman-α instrument during the AVE-WIIF campaign. Hoxotope

was deployed as a vapor phase water isotope instrument during this mission so that

an intercomparison with Lyman-α throughout all regions of flight was possible. The

Harvard Lyman-α water vapor instrument is a well established instrument and has

a long heritage of measurements in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere

aboard both the ER-2 and WB-57 research aircraft. Simultaneous photofragmenta-

tion fluorescence and absorption techniques give Lyman-α a dynamic range suitable

for making measurements from the lower troposphere to the lower stratosphere, where

water vapor concentrations vary from a few percent to as low as 2 ppm. Lyman-α

experiences significantly higher flow rates (∼ 50 – 60 m/s) during flight than Hoxo-

tope and wall contamination has been demonstrated to not be an issue (Hintsa et al.,

1999).

Early in a flight, following ascent, a large water contamination signal is usually

seen in Hoxotope which is the result of condensation during ascent. Excluding this

data, excellent agreement between the two instruments is found for all measure-

ments of H2O < 200 ppm. Time series comparisons of both instruments throughout

all flights found that the fractional difference between Hoxotope and Lyman-α stayed

within the 95 % confidence (2σ) envelope across flights, even when moving between

regions with a sharp gradient in H2O. The absence of wall contamination and sam-

pling artifacts in Hoxotope when sampling vapor is a preliminary requirement for a
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subsequent implementation as a total water instrument.

2.2.4 Calibration

Hoxotope is calibrated in the laboratory by the standard addition of a known

quantity of water vapor to the bulk flow. The bulk flow consists of either dry nitrogen

or ultra-zero air passed through a desiccant so that contains less than 3 ppmv H2O.

Saturated air is added to the bulk flow through either of two flow controllers (MKS,

1197A). Saturated air or nitrogen is generated by passing this supplementary flow

through bubblers. The quantity of water in the air is determined by the pressure and

temperature dependent saturation ratio. The bubblers are kept very near 1 atm and

the temperature of the bubblers are constantly monitored so that the saturation ratio

can be accurately determined. Fractionation of isotopes is inevitable in an evapora-

tive process (such as generating saturated air with a bubbler) however a temperature

dependent functional form for fractionation, given by ln(Rc/Rv) = −0.1 + 15013/T 2

(Johnson et al., 2001), is used to account for this.

In the laboratory, a relationship between the fluorescence signal and concentration

of OH and OD is determined from the standard water addition. In the absence of

any loss pathway, the concentration of OH is related to the concentration of water

added by the effective photolysis yield, [OH] = φ[H2O]. However, the UV flash lamps
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initiate a considerable amount of chemistry in the detection axis:

O2 + hν172 nm → 2 O (2.10)

O + O2 → O3 (2.11)

H + O2 + M → HO2 + M (2.12)

OH + O3 → HO2 + O2 (2.13)

HO2 + O3 → OH + 2 O2 (2.14)

OH + HO2 → H2O + O2 (2.15)

A full chemical model of OH described by the reactions above can be used during

calibration, although it is cumbersome (St. Clair et al., 2008). A simplified model

of the evolution of OH in the detection axis is obtained by considering only the

dominant loss pathway for OH, described by reaction 2.15. The rate of change in

the concentration of OH is then

d[OH]

dt
= −k[OH][HO2]. (2.16)

The heterolytic photolysis of H2O (rxn. 2.5) produces equivalent fractions of H

and OH. H-atoms produced by this process are generally regarded (Fuchs et al., 2011)

as being completely converted to HO2 as collisions quickly remove excess energy from

H eliminating losses to competing pathways. Furthermore, since k2.12[H][O2][M] �

k2.15[OH][HO2] (for instance at 11.5 Torr and 100 ppb of OH, reaction 2.12 proceeds

2 orders of magnitude faster than reaction 2.15), H is fully converted to HO2 prior
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to initiation of reaction 2.15 (Sander et al., 2006; Kurylo, 1972). The initial concen-

tration of HO2 is then equivalent to OH, by virtue of reactions 2.5 and 2.12, and

remains equivalent to OH throughout reaction 2.15 as this is the only loss pathway

in this simplified model, the rate of loss of OH can thus be taken to be second order

in OH giving an analytical solution for the loss of OH in the duct:

[OH]t =
φ[H2O]

ktφ[H2O] + 1
(2.17)

where φ is the effective yield of photolysis, t is the time between photolysis and

detection and k is the rate constant for the reaction between OH and HO2. A

“laboratory calibration” of [OH] is determined from [H2O] by a least squares fit of

φ and t to the data. Note that any first order losses in OH are accounted for in

the fit parameters. The diminishing sensitivity to OH, resulting from non-linearities

at high water concentrations, and the typical abundance of water in the UT/LS

place a practical upper limit of laboratory calibrations near 300 ppm H2O; although

calibrations up to 1000 ppm are performed to evaluate the instrumental response

during high water encounters. During flight, [H2O] is determined from [OH] by

inverting equation 2.17.

2.2.5 New Isokinetic Inlet

The major modification made to Hoxotope for the TC4 mission was the transi-

tion to sampling total water (i.e., condensed + vapor phases), whereas in previous

field deployments only the vapor phase was sampled. Accurate measurements of
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total water can only be achieved by accurate sampling of the condensed phase; the

following sampling conditions must be met:

1. Isokinetic flow—the velocity at the inlet is equivalent to the free-stream veloc-

ity in order to create undistorted streamlines upstream of the inlet. Particles

are sampled equivalently regardless of size if this condition is met. If the

velocity at the inlet is greater (less) than the free-stream velocity, divergent

(convergent) streamlines near the inlet result in oversampling of large (small)

particles due to particle inertia in the region of curved streamlines near the

inlet (see Fig. 2.2).

2. Contamination free sampling—there are no sampling artifacts from residual liq-

uid water in the inlet. Liquid water contamination, a result of water sticking

to the walls or trapped in dead volumes, in a closed system introduces mea-

surement errors. This is an issue when sampling in and out of clouds, where

cloud features may not be resolved as a result of hysteresis in measurements.

3. Complete evaporation—accurate measurements of the condensed phase require

that it is completely converted to the gas phase prior to detection. Incomplete

conversion of the condensed phase will produce erroneously low measurements

of total water.

2.2.5.1 Theory of Isokinetic Sampling

Isokinetic flow is established at the inlet by maintaining a zero-differential pres-

sure (static) between the inlet and the external free-stream. A throttle-valve as-
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Figure 2.1: The isokinetic inlet as mounted in a standard WB-57 pallet, labels refer
to: (1) pressure ports and inlet cartridge heater; (2) cartridge heater at elbow,
differential sensor mounted aft of elbow; (3) winglet extends 0.81 m from pallet wall,
heating tape along length of inlet duct; (4) pallet skin wall, port-side; (5) pick-off
inlet to sampling duct; (6) pitot tube and thermistor; (7) throttle valve; (8) Venturi
exhaust.
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sembly located downstream of the detection axis pickoff maintains isokinetic flow

velocities through the main inlet by regulating upstream pressure in the inlet with

the use of a butterfly-type valve. The valve’s position is driven by a stepper motor

that operates in a PID loop and is controlled by the differential pressure sensor (All

Sensors, 1 INCH-D-4V-MIL).

The fact that isokinetic sampling can be achieved by maintaining null differential

static pressure between the inlet and the free-stream is illustrated here. Consider

two hypothetical pitot-static tubes: one placed upstream on the inlet such that it

measures the flow velocity of the free-stream, w, and the other placed in the middle of

the inlet such that it measures the flow velocity at the inlet, v. Applying Bernoulli’s

equation to the pressure differential measured across the dynamic and static ports

of each pitot-static tube allows for the flow velocity to be determined,

w =

√
2RTpd
Mps

and v =

√
2RTp′d
Mp′s

(2.18)

where R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature, M is the molecular

weight of the gas, pd is the differential pressure, and ps is the static pressure. The

differential pressure is the difference between the total pressure (i.e., stagnation =

dynamic + static) and the static pressure and, therefore, represents the dynamic

pressure in a pitot-static tube. Isokinetic sampling is satisfied under the condition

that the flow velocity through the inlet is equal to external free-stream flow velocity,
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that is when v = w. If this condition is satisfied, the following equation holds true:

2RT

M

(
pd
ps
− p′d
p′s

)
= 0. (2.19)

In the case of isokinetic sampling, the temperature of the external flow and that

at the inlet can be treated as constant. Any changes to the temperature of the flow

at the inlet as a result of the inlet heaters would be negligible at the point where the

inlet’s static pressure is measured. The identity above is satisfied when

pd
ps

=
p′d
p′s

(2.20)

or, equivalently,

pd = p′d when p′s = ps. (2.21)

Maintaining a zero-differential pressure between the inlet and free-stream (i.e., p′s =

ps) results in an equivalent dynamic pressure in the two regions, thereby generating

a constant flow velocity between the free-stream and the inlet.

The benefit of isokinetic sampling is that no calibration factor is required to ac-

count for deviations in the particle count between particles sampled and those in the

free-stream. In the case that the velocity at the inlet is less than that of the free-

stream, vinlet < vtas, sampling is said to be subisokinetic. Under such conditions the

free-flow streamlines diverge at the inlet and larger particles are over-sampled due to

their inertia. For the opposite case, superisokinetic sampling, where the velocity at

the inlet is greater than the free-stream, vinlet > vtas, the free-flow streamlines con-
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isokineticsub-isokinetic super-isokinetic

Figure 2.2: Three possible sampling regimes are shown. Under sub-isokinetic condi-
tions the inlet velocity is less than the free-stream velocity generating a divergence at
the inlet. Large particles tend to be over-sampled since they follow the initial stream-
lines. Under the super-isokinetic condition the inlet velocity exceeds the free-stream
velocity, streamlines converge at the inlet and large particles are under-sampled.
Only under the isokinetic conditions, where the inlet velocity is equivalent to the
free-stream velocity, are particles sampled with equal efficiency regardless of size.

verge at the inlet and particles are under-sampled. Only under isokinetic conditions

is the sampling efficiency for all particles unity as the inertial effect does not operate

for streamlines that neither converge nor diverge.

2.2.5.2 Mechanical Description

Design considerations and the performance of the new total water inlet are dis-

cussed. Air, containing both condensed and vapor phase water, is sampled by a

forward-facing inlet that extends 0.81 m from the surface normal of the port side

pallet wall. A ram pressure design in conjunction with a rear-facing Venturi exhaust
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generate bulk flow through the inlet (Fig. 2.1) with flow velocities of 20 – 25 m/s,

measured at the pitot tube downstream of the detection pick-off. Only 15% of the

total flow is diverted from the core, by the pick-off valve, to the detection axis.

2.2.5.2.1 Inlet Heaters & Particle Evaporation Accurate measurements of

total water require that the condensed phase be completely converted to vapor prior

to detection. The inlet was designed to completely vaporize particles during the

transit time from the entrance of the inlet to the detection axis pick-off. A series

of heaters (440 W total) along the primary duct provide sufficient heat to vaporize

particles and establish a flow temperature of 30 ◦C near the detection pick-off: 80 W

of heat are applied at the entrance of the inlet by two cartridge heaters and is

controlled by a thermostat set to 0 ◦C; 180 W of heat are applied by a heating block

at the first elbow and is controlled to 18 ◦C by a thermostat; 180 W from tape heaters

(Minco) are applied along the remaining length of the duct until the detection pick-

off and are actively controlled to maintain a flow temperature of 30 ◦C as measured

by a thermistor behind the detection pickoff.

The rate of evaporation of a particle in a heated duct is limited by diffusion and

the particle lifetime for complete evaporation can be calculated (Hinds, 1999):

t =
Rρpd

2
p

8DvM
(
pd
Td
− p∞

T∞

) (2.22)

where R is the gas constant; ρp is the density of the particle; Dv is the diffusion

coefficient of vapor in air; M is the molecular weight; pd is the partial pressure;

and T is the temperature. Subscripts p, d, and ∞ refer, respectively, to properties
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of the bulk particle, at the particles surface and away from the particle (ambient).

Equation 2.22 is valid for particles with diameters between 1 – 50 µm, for particles

larger than 50 µm the evaporation rate is increased by an additional factor due

to settling velocities (Hinds, 1999). An analysis by Weinstock et al. (2006) found

that the lifetime for complete evaporation of a 1000 µm particle is on the order of

1.25 seconds for a duct held at 30 ◦C and at pressures characteristic of the upper

troposphere (tropopause). Residence time for detection in our duct is on the order

of 100 ms, when the aircraft is traveling with a typical 200 m s−1 cruise velocity, and

thus it is expected that only particles with diameters less than 80 µm would fully

evaporate. Occasionally particles over 900 µm were measured by the Cloud Imaging

Probe (CIP) instrument, however, for the 8 August flight (discussed in Chapter 3),

90 % of the ice water content was contained in particles with diameters less than

400 µm.

While the above analysis predicts that residence time through the inlet duct

is insufficient for complete evaporation of all sampled particles it must be noted

that the model is conservative and does not fully reflect conditions throughout the

duct. The flow temperature of 30 ◦C is characteristic of the core of the flow near

the detection pick-off. A strong temperature gradient exist across the duct, with

laboratory tests indicating wall temperatures approaching 60 ◦C. Duct temperatures

of 60 ◦C would evaporate all particles with diameters less than 200 µm during the

residence time to detection as calculated by Eq. 2.22. Computational fluid dynamics

calculations show that a flow inversion between the core and the walls occurs at

the elbows. Shattering of particles, especially larger particles, is expected to be
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significant at the elbows where particles will maintain flow along inertial streamlines,

despite the flow inversion, and impact the wall and shatter. Shattering artifacts

will experience the highest temperatures at the wall which are in direct contact

with heaters. Furthermore, the particle evaporation model is conservative in that it

calculates the lifetime of spherical particles. Cirrus particles are often non-spherical,

having larger surface area-to-volume ratios and, thus, would experience greater rates

of evaporation.

It is important to note that incomplete conversion of the condensed phase to

vapor would give erroneously low values for the ice water content of H2O and HDO.

However, with the assumption that the isotope ratio is consistent across the size

distribution of particles sampled at any instant, the reported δD values for ice would

be largely unaffected by incomplete evaporation. Here we explore the error con-

straints for incomplete conversion. With an average temperature of 30 ◦C for the

flow, the equilibrium isotope effect (eq. 3.22) would give a maximum depletion of 9 %

(δDmax. error = −90 h) for HDO relative to H2O. The depletion error approaches 0 %

with complete conversion of the condensed phase (see Sec. 3.2.3). In the absence of

shattering the maximum amount of ice contained in particles larger than 80 µm

is 46 %. Treating particles over this 80 µm threshold as completely unconverted

gives a maximum depletion error of less than 4.1 %. If just 10 % of condensed

phase were not converted to vapor then the depletion error would be less than 1 %

(δDmax. error = −10 h).

There is no evidence for incomplete conversion of the condensed phase to vapor

prior to sampling. This analysis is based on qualitative descriptions of processes
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occurring in the duct and any errors that could result from incomplete evaporation

of particles are impossible to quantify. To remove any doubt, or at a minimum to

serve as a data quality diagnostic, the placement of a diode and detector across the

duct near the pick-off in a future iteration would be invaluable. Backscatter ratios

would indicate the presence of particles, although the condensed phase fraction could

not be quantified.

2.2.5.3 Flow Control

A pitot tube located downstream of the detection pick-off is the only location

where the flow velocity in the main inlet is measured. However, the flow velocity at

the inlet can be calculated by applying the continuity equation for fluid flow. This

application allows us to evaluate the performance of the isokinetic inlet during the

field campaign.

2.2.5.3.1 Determining Flow Velocity at the Inlet The continuity equation

for fluid flow states that the mass of an incompressible fluid flowing through an

infinitesimal cross-sectional area must be constant,

ρ1v1A1 = ρ2v2A2. (2.23)

Where ρ is the density of air, v the velocity and A the cross-sectional area at a given

point along the duct.

The density of air can be calculated from the temperature, T , and pressure, p,
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by using the equation of state,

ρ =
Mp

RT
, (2.24)

where M is the molecular weight of air and R is the universal gas constant.

Combining Equations 2.23 and 2.24 allows for the velocity at the inlet to be

determined in terms of the flow velocity measured by the pitot tube, vpitot:

vinlet =
vpitot pduct TinletAduct
pinlet TductAinlet

(2.25)

where the duct location refers to the position along the duct where the pitot tube and

thermistor are located, and inlet refers most upstream point of the inlet where the

sample enters the inlet. Ambient pressure and temperature measurements made by

the Meteorological Measurement System (MMS) instrument are used as a proxy for

those parameters at the location of the inlet. As no measurement of the free-stream

velocity is possible we make the assumption that the aircraft’s true air-speed, vtas,

is equivalent to the free-stream velocity.

2.2.5.3.2 Anisokinetic Errors The fraction of time the inlet velocity is within

a given percentage of isokinetic sampling is evaluated in Figure 2.3. Ten second

averaged data for the entire mission is represented by the cyan line. Included in

this is data from the flight on 3 August 2007, which is considerably worse than for

the remainder of the mission. Following the first flight (3 Aug), the gain of the

PID-controller was increased to make the throttle valve more responsive to pressure

fluctuations between the inlet and the free-stream. Removing this data results in a
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significant decrease in anisokinetic error for a given time fraction, especially at the

±4 to ±6 percentage error range as shown by the magenta line. The data is further

filtered to include only those points where the true air-speed of the aircraft is greater

than 50 m s−1, the static pressure is less than 450 mbar (roughly where altitude is

greater than 6.25 km in the tropics), and where the absolute gradient in the pressure

is less than 1.5 mbar s−1 which excludes regions of rapid ascent or descent; this is

representative of conditions of sampling ice clouds in the TTL and further increases

the time fraction in the same error range as is indicated by the black line.

2.2.6 Hoxotope Field Evaluation

2.2.6.1 Vapor Phase Measurements

Utilizing simultaneous water vapor measurements by the Harvard Lyman-α Wa-

ter Vapor instrument (HWV) (Weinstock et al., 1990; Weinstock et al., 1994; Hintsa

et al., 1999) serves not only as a means to determine ice water content but also pro-

vides an independent measure to evaluate the issue of contamination during sampling

in regions of clear air and during transitions from clouds to clear air. Measurements

made by Hoxotope in clear air regions can be directly compared with those made by

HWV to evaluate its baseline accuracy in flight.

Comparison between the two instruments during regions of clear air provides a

first-order evaluation of the accuracy of Hoxotope (HOX). While excellent agreement

between the two instrument has been demonstrated in the past (St. Clair et al.,

2008), the introduction of artifacts or a bias stemming from the new inlet or changes

in longterm accuracy must be explicitly evaluated. For this analysis, clear air is
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Figure 2.3: The fraction of the time the error in the inlet velocity is within a given
percentage of isokinetic sampling is evaluated. Different filtering parameters are
represented by the various lines: data for the entire mission is given by the cyan line;
the magenta line excludes the data from 3 August 2007; the black line excludes the
data from 3 August and, additionally, only includes data that is representative of
sampling periods of ice (see text).
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defined as regions where particle number concentrations are less than 250 L−1 in

the 0.5 – 3.0 µm diameter range and ice water content is less than 4 ppm. The

particle number concentration is taken from the Cloud and Aerosol Spectrometer

(Baumgardner et al., 2001) and an independent ice water content is taken from

the Colorado Laser Hygrometer (CLH) total water instrument (Davis et al., 2007).

Additional constraints include: pressures less than 400 mbar as measured by MMS

to exclude regions of ascent or descent, where water vapor is high and contamination

from condensation in the inlet is known to occur, and water vapor less than 175 ppmv

as measured by either Hoxotope or Lyman-α. Data above 175 ppmv were discarded

due to the decrease in signal-to-noise in Hoxotope at high water vapor concentrations.

With these constraints a total of 2072 data points at 10 second resolution, cor-

responding to 19 % of the total data from the mission, are available for a regression

between Hoxotope and Lyman-α. A regression which accounts for the uncertainty in

both measurements demonstrates close agreement (R2 = 0.986) between the instru-

ments that spans three orders of magnitude; fit parameters reveal that measurements

by Hoxotope are slightly less than Lyman-α (slope = 0.9446 ± 0.0024) and there is

very little bias (intercept = −0.0095 ± 0.0643 ppm), with both parameters within

the calibration uncertainties (±5 %) of the instruments.

2.2.6.2 Total Water Measurements

While there is very good agreement between Hoxotope and HWV in clear air,

there is much less agreement with the University of Colorado Laser Hygrometer

(CLH) in regions of clouds. The CLH instrument suffers from baseline drift which
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Figure 2.4: One-to-one comparison of clear air measurements made by Hoxotope
and and Lyman-α during the TC4 mission. The agreement between instruments is
within experimental error.

was manually removed from all the TC4 data. This baseline drift affects the ice water

content (IWC) measurements less than 15 ppmv. However, removing the baseline

drift did not significantly improve agreement between the instruments at low IWC.

In general CLH reported larger IWC than Hoxotope for the TC4 mission.

2.2.6.3 Isotope Measurements Comparison

The ability to measure water isotopologues (H2O & HDO) set Hoxotope and

ICOS (see Sec. 2.3) apart from the other water instruments carried aboard the WB-

57 during TC4. During the TC4 mission, ICOS flew in the second pallet, directly

aft of Hoxotope, making measurements of vapor phase H2O and HDO. These vapor

phase measurements are required to determine the isotopic composition of ice par-
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ticles encountered. ICOS data from TC4 is only available for two flights (8 and 9

August) providing a limited data set to analyze the isotopic composition of ice parti-

cles. To achieve this goal, we must have confidence in the vapor phase isotopologue

measurements made by Hoxotope: this is investigated by intercomparison with ICOS

during regions of the flight that are free from ice.

Figure 2.5(b) shows the percentage difference in δD measurements between Hox-

otope and ICOS versus the potential temperature as recorded by MMS. The percent-

age difference for vapor phase measurements is shown in blue: the dashed vertical

line corresponds to where there is no disagreement between the instruments, which

is what is expected for vapor phase measurements. The disagreement between the

instruments is within the uncertainty of both instruments below 410 K. Any devia-

tion in these measurements outside of the instrument errors is an indication of the

isotopic composition of the condensed phase. While the dataset available for com-

parison is limited to slightly more than 8.5 hours of flight time over the course of 2

days, the mostly complete dataset from the flight on 8 August provided sampling of

significant convective activity in the Panama Bight and of TTL cirrus clouds. The

only significant deviation of the isotopic composition of the condensed phase from

the vapor phase occurs between 346 – 347 K.

2.2.7 Isokinetic Inlet Evaluation

2.2.7.1 Isokinetic Sampling

Isokinetic sampling was maintained at all sampling altitudes (Fig. 2.6) as evi-

denced by the near agreement between the flow velocity at the inlet and the free-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: (a) Hoxotope (cyan) and ICOS (magenta) raw measurements and 5 K
(θ) bins and instrumental uncertainties (blue and red, respectively) during TC4.
Above 350 K, only vapor phase water is encountered and there is good agreement
between the instruments. Above 420 K, disagreement between the instruments fall
outside instrument uncertainty but data points are sparse. (b) Percentage difference
between Hoxotope and ICOS in terms of vapor (blue & cyan) and total water (red
& magenta). Significant disagreement is only seen near 345 K, when ice clouds from
convective outflow were encountered.
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stream velocity, taken as the true airspeed of the WB-57, as well as the constant

zero differential pressure across the inlet for all pressures above 300 mbar. A small

discrepancy between the two different measurements of true airspeed can be seen,

especially at lower pressures, which is likely due to variations in the local flow and

pressure fields around the aircraft. Sharp transitions in the differential pressure are

found near 4.5, 4.8 and 5.4 ×104 s and are the result of scanning the throttle valve

across its range as part of inflight diagnostics. Data collected during these diagnos-

tic periods are omitted from the final data set. Anisokinetic conditions observed

for times less than 4.5 ×104 s and greater than 5.9 ×104 s correspond to periods

of ascent and descent, respectively, and are likely attributable to a variation in the

pressure field between the two ports of the differential pressure sensor as a result of

the angle of attack.

2.2.7.2 Inlet Contamination

The issue of contamination as a result of water sticking to the walls of the inlet are

addressed by additional comparison with HWV. A concern with the total water inlet

is the potential for residual water to remain in the inlet after sampling in regions of

high water, specifically when sampling in regions with water in the condensed phase.

While the inlet heaters are designed to completely evaporate the condensed water

prior to sampling, the potential for contamination exists during regions with high

concentration of water in the condensed phase as a result of water that is retained in

the inlet. Liquid water has a propensity to stick to surfaces, to reduce this problem

the interior walls on the inlet were coated with FluoroPel (Cytonix Corporation), a
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Figure 2.6: (upper panel) The instantaneous sixteen second data (grey circles) shows
greater error than the sixty second averaged data (black line) because of the active
PID-control of the throttle valve to maintain zero-differential static pressure between
the inlet and the free-stream (i.e., isokinetic flow). Free-stream flow velocity is in-
dicated by either the MMS (cyan dashed line) or the navigation system (magenta
dashed line) true-air speed measurements; the isokinetic condition represents iden-
tical flow velocities at both the inlet and in the free-stream. Note the discrepancy
between the reported true-air speed from the MMS and navigation systems, partic-
ularly at high velocity. (lower panel) Difference between static pressure of the inlet
and ambient. Sampling errors with the static differential pressure of magnitude less
than zero are representative of super-isokinetic sampling (vinlet > vfree−stream), while
sampling errors with magnitude greater than zero are representative of sub-isokinetic
sampling (vinlet < vfree−stream).
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hydrophobic coating. Additionally, to minimize the potential for water to remain in

the inlet, sections of the inlet were designed to fit together whilst eliminating dead

volume.

Wall contamination, or hysteresis, is investigated by evaluating the time response

of HOX with respect to HWV when transitioning from regions containing condensed

water to clear air, as shown in Fig. 2.7. HWV operates in a higher flow rate regime (50

– 70 m s−1) than HOX (15 – 25 m s−1 in the duct at the pitot tube) where outgassing

from the walls and residual water hysteresis effects have been demonstrated as not

being an issue (Weinstock et al., 1994). The flight of 8 August 2007 provides several

regions to investigate the potential wall contamination in the HOX inlet when moving

between regions of high condensed water and clear air.

In Fig. 2.7, total water (HOX) and water vapor measurements (HWV) are shown

(top panel) in a time series plot. Simultaneous ice water content (IWC) and particle

concentrations in the 0.5 – 3.0 µm diameter range are shown by the semi-log plot

in the lower panel. Several regions exist during the flight where a sharp transition

occurs between clouds and clear air, notable occurrences can be seen near 4.93 ×104,

5.35 ×104, 5.4 ×104, and 5.6 ×104 seconds. The regions near 4.93 ×104 and 5.6

×104 seconds are explored in detail in Fig. 2.7 (b) and (c), respectively. Fig. 2.7(b)

illustrates a transition from a region of high concentration of condensed water (400

ppm) to a region of relatively high vapor but is nearly ice free as indicated by the

particle number concentration recorded by CAS. While the transition is gradual to

the ice free region at 4.96 ×104 seconds, the rate of decrease of enhanced water, that

is the contribution from the condensed phase, relative to HWV qualitatively tracks
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very closely with CLH. Fig. 2.7(c) provides compelling evidence that sampling errors

due to wall contamination is not an issue. Near 5.61 ×104 seconds the aircraft made

a sharp transition from a cloud region to a very dry clear air region. IWC content

derived by the difference between HOX and HWV show a maximum of about 140

ppm in Fig. 2.7(c) prior to the transition into clear air. Both CLH IWC and CAS

particle concentrations show that the transition into clear air is abrupt and occurs at

5.61 ×104 seconds. At this transitional period, the enhancement in Hoxotope’s total

water (due to condensed phase water) diminishes at a rate comparable to both CLH

and particle concentration. The CAS instrument contains an open path imaging

probe, so wall contamination and hysteresis are not an issue. As the aircraft moves

into the ice free region, Hoxotope matches HWV measurements and indicates no

delay as a result from wall contamination.

2.3 ICOS Isotopologue Instrument

The Integrated Cavity Output Spectroscopy (ICOS) instrument has been previ-

ously described (Sayres et al., 2009) in a configuration nearly identical to that during

the TC4 mission. A complete description of the instrument is not presented, however

the development of the theory of the ICOS technique is presented and is done for

reasons twofold.

Firstly, in order to model the evolution of light inside an optical cavity and to

develop the theory of the ICOS, cavity ringdown spectroscopy must be introduced.

While cavity ringdown spectroscopy is the progenitor to ICOS and must be intro-
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duced in that regard, it must also be discussed as it is used as a calibration technique

in both the glyoxal and iodine monoxide instruments. Specific details relevant to cal-

ibration are discussed in later chapters.

Secondly, ICOS results from the use of continuous wave (CW) lasers combined

with a cavity enhanced techniques. This generates long effective path lengths, making

the sensitive detection of water isotopologues at the low mixing ratios of the upper

troposphere and lower stratosphere with a direct absorption technique possible. This

technique is not limited to the detection of water and therefore a discussion of the

theoretical aspects of this technique are applicable to the development of future

instruments.

2.3.1 Measurement Technique: Application of Absorption

Spectroscopy to Trace Gas Detection

Absorption spectroscopy probes vibrational transitions within molecules which

induce a change in the dipole moment. The technique is therefore extremely useful

due to its ability to differentiate molecular species on the basis of their quantum

mechanical properties. Not only are molecular species discriminated but so too are

molecules whose atomic composition differ by a single isotope (isotopologues)—a

physical manifestation of the role that mass plays at quantum level.

This spectroscopic technique identifies and measures the concentration of a molec-

ular species by the measurement of the change in intensity of a source of radiation

as it passes through a medium containing an absorber as function of the frequency

of the source. The change in intensity of the source as it interacts with an absorber
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is directly related to the concentration of the absorber by the Beer-Lambert Law:

I(ν) = I0(ν)e−σ(ν)lN = I0(ν)e−α(ν)l (2.26)

where I0 and I are the incoming and outgoing intensities of the radiation passing

through a sample, σ(ν) is the frequency-dependent absorption cross-section, l the

path length that the absorber is present over, and N the number density of the

absorber. It is common to take the product of the absorption cross-section and the

number density giving the frequency-dependent absorption coefficient, α(ν).

The concentration C in units molecules cm−3 is related to the absorption coeffi-

cient via the physical relationship

α(ν) = C
Sηη′√

π/ ln (2) γD
K(ν, νηη′ , γL/γD) (2.27)

where Sηη′ is the spectral line intensity for a transition between states η and η′ in

cm−1 (molecules cm−2)−1, γD and γL are the Doppler and Lorenztian half-widths at

half maximum (HWHM), respectively, and K is the Voigt lineshape function. The

Voigt lineshape results from the convolution of independent Doppler and Lorentzian

line broadening mechanisms (Armstrong, 1967).

The ultimate sensitivity of this technique lies in the ability to separate a small

change in the intensity from noise, optical noise in the radiation source and elec-

trical noise in the detector, in the limit of weak absorbances (low optical depths).

When probing molecular species with low concentrations and/or weak transition line

intensities (absorption cross-sections) the sensitivity of the measurement can be im-
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proved by increasing the path length. Large increases in the effective path length

over which the radiation interacts with the absorber can be achieved with the use

of high-finesse optical cavities. Recent developments in mirror coatings allowing for

high reflectivities in the infrared have driven developments in enhanced absorption

techniques.

2.3.1.1 Cavity Ringdown Spectroscopy

ICOS spectroscopy stems from the development of cavity ringdown spectroscopy

by utilizing a continuous wave laser light source instead of a pulsed laser. The theory

of cavity ringdown is developed here prior to a discussion of ICOS for this reason.

Moreover, both glyoxal and IO instruments are calibrated by the cavity ring-down

spectroscopy technique so this discussion is relevant to both these instruments and

will be referred to in later chapters.

Cavity ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS) utilizes an optical cavity formed by two

highly reflective mirrors in order to generate extremely long effective path lengths

to detect gas phase species. This spectroscopic technique differs from traditional

absorption measurements in that the decay time of the signal is measured rather

than the change in intensity of light source.

Consider an instantaneous pulse of light that enters a cavity, with an initial in-

tensity I0, formed by two highly-reflective mirrors (R = 0.9998, as an example)

separated by a distance L. A detector placed behind one of the mirrors (here termed

the exit mirror) of the cavity allows the decay of light within the cavity to be mon-

itored as it slowly leaks out. As the pulse traverses the cavity it loses 200 parts per
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million (ppm) of its initial intensity every time it hits a mirror. The intensity of light

transmitted to the detector, Tdet, upon reflection is simply given by the portion that

is not reflected by the mirrors

Tdet = I(1−R). (2.28)

The amount of light that falls on the detector can then be calculated each time the

pulse hits the exit mirror by equation 2.28 as long as the incoming intensity is known.

The intensity of the incoming pulse before each reflection by the exit mirror n is

related to the previous intensity prior to a round-trip within the cavity

I1 = I0

I2 = I0R
2

I3 = I2R
2 = I0R

4 (2.29)

...

In = In−1R
2 = I0R

2(n−1)

where I0 is the intensity which entered the cavity. The detector would measure a

series of discrete pulses, each with an intensity

In, det = I0R
2(n−1)(1−R) (2.30)

with each pulse separated by the round-trip travel time of 6 nanoseconds. Most

detectors can not resolve the individual pulses and instead record the exponential
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decay envelope as shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: The expected decay profile for an instantaneous pulse which enters a
cavity formed by two highly-reflective mirrors (R = 0.9998) and separated by 90 cm,
and is termed cavity ringdown. Only every 250th round trip of the pulse is plotted
for clarity. The exponential decay envelope as measured by a detector is shown by
the black line.

Since only the decay envelope is measured by a detector this technique can be

extended beyond instantaneous pulses to light sources that have finite pulse-widths.

If the only loss pathway for the pulse of light out of the cavity is through the mirrors

then the average amount of time that light is trapped in the cavity is dependent only

on the length of the cavity L and the mirrors’ reflectivity R,

τ =
L

c(1−R)
(2.31)

where c is the speed of light and τ is termed the cavity time constant.

If an absorbing molecular species is introduced into the cavity there is an addi-

tional mechanism for the loss of light as the pulse traverses the cavity. The cavity
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time constant is decreased and equation 2.31 is modified to account for the intracavity

absorption,

τ =
L

c[1−R + α(ν)L]
(2.32)

where α(ν) is the frequency dependent absorption coefficient of the molecular species

and L is the path length. If the decay of light, τ , is measured as a function of the

laser frequency, ν, an absorption spectrum is generated.

2.3.1.2 Integrated Cavity Output Spectroscopy

The use of a continuous wave (CW) laser necessitates additional analysis to ac-

count for the fact light is continuously entering the cavity as its decay is simulta-

neously being monitored. Three factors control the intensity of light in the cavity:

the transmission of light through the mirrors; the amount of time that the light is

allowed to build up inside the cavity; and the loss of light through the cavity mirrors

or by molecular absorption. If the laser’s frequency is scanned at a rate comparable

to the cavity time constant, at any time there are multiple frequencies of light in the

cavity, each decaying with their own time constant τ(ν).

The evolution of light in the cavity can be modeled (Sayres et al., 2009) by

considering the intensity of light inside the cavity as a function of time. The intensity

of light that builds up in the cavity from time t′ to time t′ + ∆t is

It′→t′+∆t =

∫ ∆t

0

P (t′)Te−t/τ(t′) dt

= P (t′)Tτ(t′)
[
1− e−∆t/τ(t′)

]
(2.33)
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where T is the transmission of the mirror and ∆t is small enough that the power

emitted by the laser P (t′) and the decay time constant τ(t′) can be assumed to be

constant in the interval between t′ and t + ∆t. The terms before the bracket in

equation 2.33 describe how much of the laser power gets transmitted into the cavity,

and the exponential term accounts for the characteristic ringing-up of light in the

cavity as seen in Figure 2.9(a). After a period of 2τ the intensity of light in the

cavity will have grown past 86 % of its maximum value.

While light is continuously entering the cavity during the interval characterized

by ∆t, it is also being lost through the mirrors or by molecular absorption. The

intensity of light at some future point in time t is therefore a convolution of the ring-

up (eq. 2.33) and ring-down
(
I = Ioe

−t/τ) intensities, yielding a model that fully

accounts for the evolution of light within the cavity

It′→t′+∆t(t) = P (t′)Tτ(t′)
[
1− e−∆t/τ(t′)

]
e−(t−t′)/τ(t′). (2.34)

Both the laser power P and the cavity time constant τ are dependent on when the

light entered the cavity since the laser is being scanned and the frequency of light is

thereby time-dependent.

The intensity of light that exits the cavity Iout(t) at any instant in time and falls

on the detector is determined by summing equation 2.34 for all previous times

Iout(t) =
t∑

t′=−∞

1
2
P (t′)T 2τ(t′)

[
1− e−∆t/τ(t′)

]
e−(t−t′)/τ(t′) (2.35)

where the additional factor of T is due to the additional transmission of light through
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I t'→
t'+
Δt

Δt
0τ 1τ 2τ 3τ 4τ 5τ 6τ

I t'→
t'+
Δt
(t)

TIME

Figure 2.9: (a) For a continuous wave laser, light slowly leaks into the cavity (cavity
ringup). The relative intensity of light which enters the cavity is a function of the
amount of time that the laser is on (or remains at a single frequency) until saturation
is reached. The saturation intensity is determined by the mirrors reflectivity and the
laser power. (b) The evolution of light in cavity is a convolution of cavity ringup and
cavity ringdown and has the characteristic shape that is shown.
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the exit mirror before being recorded on a detector and the factor of 1/2 accounts

for the fact that light escapes from both mirrors equally although the detector only

samples the transmission through one mirror. The discretization of the output spec-

trum, as in equation 2.35, is the most useful method for fitting data acquired at

discrete sample times (Sayres et al., 2009).
I de

t
I ν

TIME

Figure 2.10: (upper) A simulated output spectrum in the absence of an absorber.
The lasers power is not constant with frequency but instead ramps. (lower) The
evolution of single frequencies (arbitrarily spaced for clarity) are shown as the laser
scans across its range. The integrated output measured by the detector is just the
sum all the frequencies in the cavity at any instant in time. Absorption features
result from a modified ringdown time constant.
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Equation 2.35, which is illustrated in Figure 2.10, can be written in matrix form:

P1 P1τ
∗
1 P1τ

∗2
1 P1τ

∗3
1 P1τ

∗4
1 . . .

0 P2 P2τ
∗
2 P2τ

∗2
2 P2τ

∗3
2

0 0 P3 P3τ
∗
3 P3τ

∗2
3

0 0 0 P4 P4τ
∗
4

0 0 0 0 P5

...
. . .

(2.36)

with τ ∗ ≡ e−dt/τ defined as the fractional loss per unit time, and τ is defined in

equation 2.32, and Pν the power at a particular frequency in the cavity. The row

elements of the matrix represent the evolution of a single frequency in the cavity (i.e.

Figure 2.10, lower-panel) and the sum of each column represents the total intensity

of light in the cavity at any instant in time (i.e. Figure 2.10, upper-panel).

Each sampling time step dti represents the decay of multiple frequencies of light

νi1, 2, ..., n which can be represented by a single average frequency νi of the group. The

signal that falls on the detector at any time (Figure 2.10, upper-panel) is just the

sum of the decay profiles of each frequency of light present in the cell (Figure 2.10,

lower-panel).
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2.3.2 Hardware Overview

2.3.2.1 Optical Components & Layout

2.3.2.1.1 Quantum Cascade Lasers ICOS would not be a suitable technique

for airborne measurements without the parallel advancements in compact solid state

laser systems. At the heart of the ICOS optical system are quantum cascade lasers

(QCLs) which were originally developed for use in fiber-optic telecommunication

systems. QCLs were first demonstrated in 1994 at Bell Labs (Faist et al., 1994)

and have become widely used in spectroscopic applications due to their broad gain

profiles, high power and narrow linewidths. The novelty of QCLs and the revolution

in optics and materials that they embody merits discussion.

Traditional semiconductor (diode) lasers rely on electron-hole pair recombinations

to generate photons and therefore the frequency of the emitted light is determined

by the energy of the band gap of the semiconductor: ν ≈ Eg/h, where Eg is the

band gap energy and h is Planck’s constant. Diode lasers are ubiquitous and, de-

spite the simplicity of their operating principles, have been difficult to extend into

wavelengths suitable for infrared absorption spectroscopy (> 2 µm) due to technical

considerations relating to band gap material properties and temperature stabilities

(Curl et al., 2010).

QCLs operate on an entirely different physical principle to generate photons, by-

passing the restrictions faced by diode lasers, and operate in the mid- and far-infrared

(3–24 & 60–300 µm). The radical design of a QCL relies on electrons undergoing

quantum jumps between energy levels En and En−1 in the active region of a semicon-

ductor creating a photon of frequency ν = (En − En−1)/h. These energy levels are
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not intrinsic to the semiconductor material but are artificially created by depositing

material into the band gap region of nanometer thickness and generating quantum

well structures. Photons are generated by the transition of an electron between

quantized energy states within a well structure, not across the band gap as in diode

lasers, and remain in the conduction band after emitting a photon. An electron can

then tunnel into a neighboring well, emitting an additional photon, and so on. The

cascade of photons by the recycling of electrons across quantum well structures is

responsible for the high optical powers produced by these lasers.

2.3.2.1.2 Off-Axis Benefits Complications arise if the laser is aligned along the

axis of the cavity as this configuration allows for a resonant coupling between the

modes of the cavity and the laser’s frequency whenever a half-integer (n/2, for n =

1, 2, 3 . . .) number of wavelengths between the mirrors are satisfied. The power in

the cavity is much larger during resonant conditions than non-resonant conditions,

this is reflected in the output intensity as an oscillation that obscures absorption

features. The optical cavity is effectively behaving as a free space etalon (Paul et al.,

2001) and the spacing between modes is given by the free spectral range of the cavity

(FSR) and is only dependent on its length L

FSR =
c

2L
(2.37)

where c is the speed of light. For a 1 meter mirror spacing the FSR of the cavity

is 150 MHz and a typical laser linewidth is about 5 MHz. This can be overcome

by injecting the laser into the cavity off-axis so that multiple passes are required
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before the beam becomes reentrant, thereby increasing the effective path length of

the cavity and subsequently decreasing its free spectral range such that multiple

cavity modes are excited within the linewidth of the laser. However, since the beam

is Gaussian in shape some overlap occurs before the beam is totally reentrant and

produces cavity etalons. These can be minimized by scanning the laser at a rate

comparable to the cavity time constant so that the time that the resonant condition

is met is limited. This comes at the expense of high-speed acquisition and spectral

fitting electronics.

2.3.2.2 Sampling

Ambient air is drawn into ICOS from a rear-facing inlet, preventing the uptake

of the condensed phase. Air is drawn into the sampling cell by an identical vacuum

pump (Varian TriScroll 600 dry pump) as that used on Hoxotope. The pressure

in the cell is regulated by the same pinch valve assembly used by Hoxotope, where

downstream pressure is modified by deforming a tube and thereby changing the

conductance. This minimizes dead volumes and removes the possibility of contami-

nation by retained water. A heated inlet minimizes any potential condensation and

maintains a constant temperature (25± 0.5 ◦C) of the sampled air.

2.3.2.3 Calibration

The accuracy of any absorption technique relies on how well the absorption line

can be fit to equation 2.27 and on how accurately Sηη′ is known. Most of the spec-

troscopic line parameters in equation 2.27 can be taken from the HITRAN database
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(Rothman et al., 2009). Considering the importance of the line parameters, as well as

the uncertainty in their temperature and pressure dependencies, a careful laboratory

calibration procedure is critical to accurately measure water vapor with the ICOS

technique.

ICOS utilizes a similar calibration procedure as Hoxotope where saturated air is

added to a dry bulk flow via a glass frit bubbler system. By adding known amounts

of H2O and HDO into the cell, corrections to the line parameters can be made that

reflect the conditions inside the sampling cell.
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Chapter 3

Measurements of the Isotopic

Composition of Ice and Vapor

Above a Tropical Convective Cell

And the hooded clouds, like friars,
Tell their beads in drops of rain. . .

Midnight Mass for the Dying Year
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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3.1 Introduction

Water plays a critical role in the climate system by exerting an influence on

the dynamic and radiative balance of the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere

(UT/LS). Stratospheric water vapor concentrations impact surface dosages of UV

radiation by influencing reactions which catalytically destroy stratospheric ozone

(Dvortsov and Solomon, 2001; Kirk-Davidoff et al., 1999). Water vapor not only

regulates the radiative balance (Smith et al., 2001; Shindell, 2001; Minschwaner and

Dessler, 2004) of the UT/LS but changes in the concentration of water vapor con-

tribute disproportionately to the radiative imbalance of the region by amplifying

carbon dioxide and methane forcing, primarily through the associated cloud feed-

back (Solomon, 2007; Stephens, 2005).

It is understood that the bulk of air enters the stratosphere in the tropics (Holton

et al., 1995) although the details of the mechanisms that control the humidity of the

region are not fully understood (Rosenlof, 2003). Models that accurately describe the

distribution of water vapor in this region by synoptic-scale meteorology and simple

microphysical assumptions (Bonazzola and Haynes, 2004; Fueglistaler et al., 2004;

Fueglistaler and Haynes, 2005) are at odds with the observed HDO/H16
2 O ratios

(Moyer et al., 1996; Johnson et al., 2001b). Any model that attempts to explain

water mixing ratios in the UT/LS is burdened by the quantitative constraints of the

isotopic composition of water. Reliable long-term climate forecasts rely on accurate

descriptions of the exact nature of the response of water in the UT/LS to climate

forcing and, as such, quantifying the influence of convection remains a first-order

problem.
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Considering the importance of ice lofting in TTL mixing models, the δD of ice has

been a relatively unconstrained parameter. Previous measurements of the isotopic

composition of total water (combined condensed and vapor phases) in the subtropics

showed ice-laden air with a wide range of values between −400 h and 0 h (Webster

and Heymsfield, 2003). In this paper we present direct measurements of the isotopic

composition of ice above a large tropical convective cell during the boreal summer. A

simple isotopic physics model is developed to determine the origin of the observed ice

clouds. Finally, we use our observations of ice and vapor isotopes as a quantitative

constraint to explore the implications on models of convective ice lofting and in situ

cirrus formation in the TTL.

3.2 The Role of Isotopes

The isotopologues of water (HDO, H18
2 O and H16

2 O; where H16
2 O is hereafter re-

ferred to as H2O) are useful tracers of convection and are suited to addressing the

role of convective influence to the water budget of the UT/LS. Differences in the

vapor pressures of the isotopologues are manifested by the preferential removal of

the heavier molecular isotopes to the condensed phase when multiple phases of water

are present at thermodynamic equilibrium, a process termed “isotopic fractionation.”

The degree to which the isotopes are fractionated is dependent on the phase transition

(condensation/evaporation or deposition/sublimation) and the equilibrium tempera-

ture. Water isotope ratios (HDO/H2O and H18
2 O/H2O) then serve as a record of the

condensation history of an air parcel (Pollock et al., 1980; Moyer et al., 1996; Keith,
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2000). Isotope ratios are customarily expressed in terms of δ notation which relates

the ratio of the heavier isotope to the lighter isotope against a standard reference,

for instance: δD(h) = 1000( [HDO]/[H2O]
2×RVSMOW

− 1), where 2 × RVSMOW = 3.115 × 10−4 is

the ratio of HDO/H2O in Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW) (Craig,

1961a). An analogous expression is obtained for δ18O, with the H18
2 O/H2O ratio in

VSMOW equivalent to 2.0052× 10−3.

Rayleigh distillation (Dansgaard, 1964) is a process that models the isotopic

composition of an air parcel during “gradual dehydration,” (Holton and Gettelman,

2001) where condensate forms upon saturation and is immediately removed (Keith,

2000) thereby decreasing (“depleting”) the δD of the remaining vapor. Despite its

simplicity the model has been shown to describe the isotope ratio of water in the

lower and middle troposphere under stably stratified conditions (Gedzelman, 1988);

however, it over-predicts the depletion of HDO entering the stratosphere (δD ≈

−900 h) where measurements of water isotopes in the stratosphere set the entry

value of HDO near −670 h (Moyer et al., 1996; Johnson et al., 2001b; McCarthy

et al., 2004).

3.2.1 Isotopic Fractionation Factor

The isotopic fractionation factor describes the ratio of an isotope between two

phases. For any isotopic species between phases A and B the isotopes fractionate

and the fractionation factor is simply: αA−B ≡ RA/RB, where R denotes the ratio

of the heaver isotope to the lighter isotope in the indicated phase (see Fig. 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: The isotopic fractionation factor α describes the partitioning of water
isotopologues, HDO and H2O in this case, during ice-vapor transitions and is temper-
ature dependent, in addition to being influenced by the saturation ratio S at which
condensation occurs.

3.2.2 Rayleigh Fractionation in an Open System

As an air parcel is lifted through the atmosphere by convection it cools and

looses water vapor by the process of condensation. If the condensate is immediately

removed from the air mass as it is formed, condensation can be viewed as a kinetic

(non-equilibrium) process and can be modeled by Rayleigh fractionation. The water

vapor isotopes are removed from the air mass by the uni-directional reactions:

HDO(g)
kHDO−−−→ HDO(l) (3.1a)

H2O(g)

kH2O−−−→ H2O(l). (3.1b)

The rate of removal of each water vapor isotope is not identical due to differ-

ences in the vapor pressure resulting from mass differences between deuterium and
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hydrogen. The rate of removal of each water vapor isotope is given by,

d
[
HDO(g)

]
dt

= −kHDO

[
HDO(g)

]
(3.2a)

d
[
H2O(g)

]
dt

= −kH2O

[
H2O(g)

]
(3.2b)

for HDO(g) and H2O(g), respectively. It is the ratio of HDO to H2O that is ultimately

measured. At any instant, the change in the ratio of the water vapor isotopes is given

by the quotient of 3.2a and 3.2b,

d
[
HDO(g)

]
d
[
H2O(g)

] =
kHDO

[
HDO(g)

]
kH2O

[
H2O(g)

] . (3.3)

Rearranging equation 3.3 yields:

d ln
[
HDO(g)

]
= α d ln

[
H2O(g)

]
, (3.4)

where α = kHDO/kH2O is the isotopic fractionation factor (Merlivat and Nief, 1967)

and is the direct result of the vapor pressure isotope effect (see Fig. 3.1).

The isotopic profile the air mass can be calculated by integrating equation 3.4,

∫ [HDO(g)]

[HDO(g)]0

d ln
[
HDO(g)

]
= α

∫ [H2O(g)]

[H2O(g)]0

d ln
[
H2O(g)

]
(3.5)

to yield,

ln

[
HDO(g)

][
HDO(g)

]
0

= α ln

[
H2O(g)

][
H2O(g)

]
0

(3.6)
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Exponentiating the above equation,

[
HDO(g)

][
HDO(g)

]
0

=

( [
H2O(g)

][
H2O(g)

]
0

)α

(3.7)

and dividing through by the quantity
[
H2O(g)

]
/
[
H2O(g)

]
0

gives the result,

[
HDO(g)

]
/
[
H2O(g)

][
HDO(g)

]
0
/
[
H2O(g)

]
0

=

( [
H2O(g)

][
H2O(g)

]
0

)α−1

. (3.8)

Since [H2O]� [HDO] the total amount of water in the air mass can be approxi-

mated by [H2O] exclusively and the fraction of water remaining in the air mass can

be approximated by f ≈
[
H2O(g)

]
/
[
H2O(g)

]
0
. Using this approximation and the

notation R and R0 for the ratio of [HDO] to [H2O] in the air mass for any fraction

of water vapor remaining (f < 1) and the initial isotope ratio (f = 1), respectively,

ultimately yields the familiar form of the Rayleigh equation for fractionation in an

open system:

R

R0

= fα−1. (3.9)

This can be written in terms of δD notation as:

δD = (δD0 + 1000) fα−1 − 1000. (3.10)

3.2.3 Batch Fractionation in a Closed System

A model for the fractionation of water’s isotopologues is a closed is developed here.

The ratio of water’s isotopologues in the lower troposphere is described by Rayleigh
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fractionation in a open system. It is common to use a model where condensate is

instantaneously removed from an air parcel upon formation. In a closed system the

air parcel is subject to mass conservation, the sum of the isotopes across its various

phases is conserved.

Developed here is a model that describes the partitioning of isotopes between

the vapor and ice phases as a means of analysis for observations of δDice in anvil

cirrus during the flight of 8 August 2007. Closed system batch fractionation is used

to model the formation of ice in an air parcel following the detrainment. In this

model an air mass can be lifted by convection but condensation does not occur until

after detrainment of the air mass. Additionally, the detrained air mass may mix with

ambient air masses and the fractionation of the isotopologues between the condensed

and vapor phases is determined by the equilibrium temperature of the condensation

process.

The initial number of water molecules in an air mass of volume V is related to

the concentration (molecules cm−3)

Nvi = NH2O (v)i +NHDO (v)i = V × ([H2O (v)]i + [HDO (v)]i) (3.11)

and must be conserved during condensation as there is no loss and only partitioning

between the vapor Nv and condensed Nc phases occurs,

Nvi = Nv +Nc. (3.12)
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The fraction of HDO in any phase χ is simply given by the proportionality factor

Rχ = NHDO (χ)/
(
NH2O (χ) +NHDO (χ)

)
. (3.13)

HDO is conserved amongst all the phases and can be written in terms of the total

number of water molecules as:

NviRvi = NvRv +NcRc. (3.14)

Dividing equation 3.14 by Nvi and defining f ≡ Nv/Nvi as the fraction of the

initial vapor remaining and, similarly, the fraction of ice which has formed 1 − f ≡

Nc/Nvi , yields

Rvi = fRv + (1− f)Rc. (3.15)

Since NH2O � NHDO (for instance in seawater H2O is, approximately, 3200 times

more abundant than HDO) the total amount of water in the parcel is to a very good

approximation described by the amount of H2O (for VSMOW this approximation

is better than 315 parts per million) and R can be written as R ≈ NHDO/NH2O.

The fractionation of isotopes between the condensed and vapor phases is determined

experimentally and can be written in terms of R

α ≡ (NHDO/NH2O)c
(NHDO/NH2O)v

=
Rc

Rv

. (3.16)

The fractionation ratio of HDO, with respect to H2O, over ice has the functional
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form (Johnson et al., 2001a)

α(T ) = exp

[
16829 K2

T 2
− 0.0945

]
. (3.17)

Combining equations 3.16 and 3.15 yields an expression for the isotopic ratio of

the condensed phase in a closed system

Rc(T ) =
Rvi

(1− f) + f
α(T )

. (3.18)

At the instant that the condensate is formed it is enriched by a factor of α relative

to the initial vapor phase—this is the upper limit by which the ice can be enriched

for the process of in situ condensation. As the vapor in the air mass is completely

converted to condensate, the isotopic ratio of the condensate approaches the isotopic

ratio of the initial vapor.

3.2.4 A Model Atmosphere

The atmospheric profile of an air mass that ascends in the absence of convec-

tion can be calculated from equation 3.10 by application of an appropriate vertical

temperature profile and the pseudoadiabatic approximation.

3.2.4.1 Tropical Temperature Profile

A model vertical profile of the tropical tropopause is derived from MMS (Scott

et al., 1990) data collected onboard the WB-57 aircraft during TC4. Temperature

data were profiled by latitude so that only data collected between ± 10◦ of the
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Equator contributed to the model. A manual variable-width binning procedure was

utilized to select discrete points to form a monotonically decreasing spline curve that

is characteristic of a negative lapse rate. The discretely-selected control points of

the spline curve were then fit by a fourth-order polynomial to derive a continuous

function that describes temperature with respect to altitude in an atmosphere as

that experienced in the equatorial portion of TC4.

The modeled vertical temperature (K) profile with respect to altitude (km) of

the equatorial troposphere can be represented a fourth-order polynomial: T (Z) =

c4Z
4 + c3Z

3 + c2Z
2 + c1Z + c0; with {c4, c3, c2, c1, c0} = {4.985E-03, -1.534E-01,

1.397, -1.059E01, 3.054} and fit between 0.8 and 16.1 km.

The modeled temperature profile can be extrapolated to lower altitudes and is

valid from sea-level to the tropical cold point tropopause (16.1 km).

3.2.4.2 Pseudoadiabatic Ascent

The pseudoadiabatic approximation can be used to describe the fraction of wa-

ter that remains as it ascends through the troposphere. An air mass will undergo

adiabatic expansion as it ascends and thereby cools. In the tropics the air mass is

assumed to be saturated at the surface (sea-level) and will maintain saturation (RH

= 100 %) by condensation of water vapor to liquid water.

If the water vapor condenses and is instantly removed from the air mass by

condensation the process is irreversible and not strictly adiabatic since some of the

latent heat of condensation is carried with condensed phase. However, the amount

of heat contained in the products is small relative to the heat carried by the air mass
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Figure 3.2: (a) The vertical temperature profile of the tropical region during the
TC4 mission. Temperature data collected by MMS between ± 10 ◦ of the equator
is shown by the gray dots, manually binned data is shown by the black open-circles
and a fourth-order polynomial fit is shown by the red line. (b) The δD profile that is
expected for a saturated air parcel which rises in a tropical atmosphere as modeled
by the temperature fit in the upper panel. The air parcel is assumed to undergo
pseudoadiabatic expansion and looses moisture via instantaneous condensation to
the liquid phase so as to maintain saturation.
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and the process can be considered to be pseudoadiabatic.

The concentration of water vapor within the air mass is set by the saturation

vapor pressure and is a function of temperature. The World Meteorological Organi-

zation (WMO) recommends1 the Goff equation (Goff, 1957), a reformulation of the

classic reference equation as presented by Goff and Gratch (1946) for supercooled

water:

log ew = 10.79574(1− 273.16/T )

− 5.02800 log(T/273.16)

+ 1.50475× 10−4(1− 10[−8.2969(T/273.16−1)])

+ 0.42873× 10−3(10[4.76955(1−273.16/T )] − 1)

+ 0.78614,

(3.19)

where T (K) and the saturation vapor pressure, ew, has units of hectopascal (hPa).

The equation is valid in the range 223 - 375 K (Gibbins, 1990). There is less than 1%

deviation over the entire temperature range between the 1946 and 1957 formulations.

The air mass, in this model, is assumed to be saturated at sea-level. Saturation

is maintained as the air mass rises, such that the fraction of water vapor remaining

in the air mass throughout ascent is simply:

f =
ewZ

ewZ=0

=
ewZ

X (hPa)
, (3.20)

1See http://cires.colorado.edu/~voemel/vp.html for a discussion of the various formula-
tions of saturation vapor pressure over liquid and ice. Additionally, errors contained in the 1998 &
2000 WMO formulations of the saturation vapor pressure over liquid are discussed.
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with T = 305 K at sea-level as discussed in modeled tropical temperature profile (see

Section 3.2.4.1).

3.2.5 The Role of Convection

Convection is prevalent throughout the tropical troposphere up to the base of

the TTL (≈ 14 km) but the degree to which it contributes to the water budget of

the stratosphere is debated (Folkins et al., 1999; Liu and Zipser, 2005). In order

to reconcile Lagrangian trajectory models with isotope observations the inclusion of

convective ice lofting in the TTL is required (Dessler et al., 2007; Bony et al., 2008).

While there is ample evidence of convective overshoots penetrating the stratosphere

(above 380 K θ) and directly injecting ice (Corti et al., 2008; Hanisco et al., 2007;

Danielsen, 1993; Weinstock, 2009), this may be more important in decoupling trends

in stratospheric water vapor from tropopause temperatures (Dessler et al., 2007)

than setting the entry value. Remote (Kuang et al., 2003) and in situ (Sayres et al.,

2010; Webster and Heymsfield, 2003) water vapor isotope measurements throughout

the TTL reiterate that convection can not be neglected.

Initially, convection can hydrate the local TTL by generating ice clouds above

the cloud top. The mechanism by which these ice clouds are generated can be

viewed, conceptually, at the boundaries of two distinct processes. At one limit,

deep convection can be viewed as processes which entrains air in the lower/mid

troposphere and lofts it into the TTL. As the entrained air is lofted it becomes

saturated and condenses. The strong updraft velocities inside the convective tower

prevents sedimentation, the air that is detrained carries with it a large amount of
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Figure 3.3: A conceptual drawing of the two scenarios for ice cloud formation mech-
anisms by convection. The isotopic signature of the sampled ice differs between the
two scenarios; δD values shown are representative of observations described in the
text. CASE I: Air is entrained in the lower atmosphere, where the vapor is isotopi-
cally heavier, and ice is formed by condensation. Strong vertical motion carries ice
upwards and it is detrained into the TTL. CASE II: Moist buoyant air is detrained
in the anvil region, where it lifts and mixes with a pre-existing saturated layer. This
layer is displaced upwards and cools until it is supersaturated and ice is formed; the
nascent ice cloud then descends back to its level of neutral buoyancy (LNB).

ice. This process is referred to as convective ice lofting (Fig. 3.3, CASE I).

At the other limit, the formation of ice clouds can be seen as a process which

occurs outside of the convective tower. Convection detrains moist, ice-free air in the

anvil region which is positively buoyant. As this air rises, and mixes in ambient air, it

cools and reaches a level of (super)saturation suitable for ice nucleation and growth

to occur. Finally, the nascent ice cloud descends to its level of neutral buoyancy

(LNB). This processes is referred to as in situ condensation (Fig. 3.3, CASE II).
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The isotopic signature of the ice in the clouds generated by these two processes

will differ. It is inside this conceptual framework with which our observations of the

isotopic composition of ice in clouds above the convective cloud top are interpreted

in this paper.

3.3 Observations & Model

3.3.1 Measurement technique

The isotopic composition of the ice phase is determined from the difference be-

tween total (combined condensed and vapor phase) water and vapor phase isotope

measurements made by Hoxotope and ICOS, respectively, two instruments developed

at Harvard. Integrated Cavity Output Spectroscopy (ICOS) is a cavity enhanced ab-

sorption technique that uses a tunable quantum cascade laser to measure individual

rotational transitions of H2O, HDO, H2
17O, H2

18O and CH4 near 6.74 µm in the

mid-infrared (Sayres et al., 2009). Sensitive detection in the UT/LS is achieved by

the use of highly reflective mirrors to create a high-finesse cavity with a long effective

path length. The Hoxotope instrument measures water isotopologues by a combi-

nation of photofragmentation and laser-induced fluorescence. Water is photolyzed

by a pair of 172 nm excimer flash lamps to generate ground state OH and OD. The

nascent radicals are subsequently detected by rotational state selective laser exci-

tation at 287 nm and fluorescence at 309 nm (St. Clair et al., 2008). Apart from

the conversion of Hoxotope from a vapor to a total water instrument by the ad-

dition of a heated forward-facing inlet, both instruments flew in a nearly identical
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configuration for the TC4 mission as during the AVE WIIF campaign where excel-

lent agreement was demonstrated between the instruments in the subtropical and

midlatitude UT/LS (Hanisco et al., 2007). A constant scaling factor of 1.1 and 1.2

are applied to the ICOS vapor measurements of H2O and HDO, respectively. This

scaling factor brings the measurements by the two isotope instruments into closer

agreement during periods of clear-air sampling.

Hoxotope and ICOS flew together aboard the NASA WB-57 in pallet positions

1 and 2, respectively, as part of the Tropical Composition, Cloud and Climate Cou-

pling (TC4) mission based out of Juan Santamaŕıa International Airport near San

José, Costa Rica during July/August 2007. Measurements from several instruments

carried aboard the WB-57 during the TC4 mission are used throughout this paper:

the Hoxotope instrument (total H2O and HDO); the ICOS instrument (vapor H2O,

HDO, and H18
2 O); the Harvard Lyman-α hygrometer (vapor H2O) (Weinstock et al.,

1994); the Meteorological Measurement System (MMS) (pressure and temperature)

(Scott et al., 1990); and the Cloud, Aerosol and Precipitation Spectrometer (CAPS)

(Baumgardner et al., 2001) packaging together two instruments, a Cloud and Aerosol

Spectrometer (CAS) (0.5 – 50 µm dia., particle size distribution) and a Cloud Imag-

ing Probe (CIP) (25 – 1550 µm dia., particle size distribution). Additionally, data

from the the Cloud Radar System (CRS) on the ER-2 (94 GHz radar reflectivity,

dBZ) (Li et al., 2004) is used when the two aircraft are coordinated.

The TC4 mission was designed to investigate profiles and structures of the upper

troposphere and lower stratosphere in the Tropical Eastern Pacific. During the flight

on 8 August 2007, the WB-57 directly sampled above a large convective system over
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the Panama Bight between 11 – 12 km. A stable layer, characterized by a zero lapse

rate between 350 – 360 K θ, effectively capped convection to the sampling altitude

near the base of the TTL.

Coordinated flight paths between the WB-57 and ER-2 during this flight allow us

to use nadir radar reflectivity measurements from the CRS instrument on the over-

head ER-2 to image the convective cell, as shown in Figure 3.4. Radar reflectivities

less than −28 dBZ are removed from the data and a two-dimensional median smooth-

ing filter, corresponding to bin sizes of 25 seconds and 225 meters in sampling time

and altitude, respectively, is applied to minimize scatter noise. The convective cell

was centered near 6.5◦N, 83◦W and had a spatial extent covering an area larger than

100 by 300 km. Note that the radar reflectivity data shown in Figure 3.4 only reflects

periods of coordination between the two aircraft. Racetrack maneuvers were concen-

trated in two regions: in the southeastern quadrant near the core; and a northern

east-west flight path over the outflow region. Cross sectional slices of the convective

cell representing the structure directly below the WB-57 at the time of sampling are

shown in Figure 3.6. Regions where ice clouds were sampled by Hoxotope along the

flight path are shown by the red stars and cyan triangles (Fig. 3.4).

We apply strict criteria to determine cloud regions suitable for analysis: periods

of ascent and descent are excluded; only water measurements by ICOS greater than

10 parts per million volume (ppmv) are included; and the ice fraction, derived from

the difference between Hoxotope total water and ICOS vapor water measurements, is

greater than 30 %. A 10 ppmv minimum threshold is placed on ICOS data to ensure

good signal-to-noise from vapor measurements and a 30 % ice fraction ensures that
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Figure 3.4: A pseudo-three-dimensional structure of the sampled convective cell
generated from the CRS instrument aboard the ER-2. Only periods of coordination
between the two aircraft are shown here. Two series of racetrack maneuvers sampled
the core region in the southeast and the anvil region to the north. Identified ice
cloud regions sampled by Hoxotope along the WB-57 flight track are shown by the
red stars.
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data is representative of clouds. The isotopic composition of the condensed phase is

then directly calculated from Hoxotope and ICOS:

δDice =

[
1

R

(
[HDO]tw − [HDO]v
[H2O]tw − [H2O]v

)
− 1

]
1000 (3.21)

where the subscripts tw and v represent total water and vapor measurements made

by Hoxotope and ICOS, respectively, and R is the standard reference isotope ratio

(VSMOW). The resulting data is then passed through a median smoothing filter and

averaged in 60 second bins. Median filtering removes noisy point-to-point fluctua-

tions and averaging binned data improves the signal-to-noise ratio.

3.3.2 In situ isotopic cloud model

With the assumption that air parcels are represented by only a single temperature

history, the δD of the condensed phase serves as an indicator of its origin. Here we

develop a simple model to ascertain whether condensation in the sampled air parcels

occurred at the level of detrainment from the anvil or whether the condensate was

generated during convection at lower altitudes (see Fig. 3.3 for a conceptual model).

The first mechanism is consistent with in situ ice formation in the TTL, while the

second is characteristic of ice being directly injected into the TTL. We model the

case of in situ formation and ask: are our observations of δDice consistent with those

predicted for a condensation event occurring at the temperature at which the air

parcel was sampled?

Formation of ice by an in situ mechanism in our model requires that only the vapor
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phase is detrained from the convective system (Fig. 3.3, CASE II). In the absence of

sedimentation, total water is conserved in the air parcel and δDtw is equivalent to the

isotopic composition of the initial vapor at the time of detrainment. Supersaturation

of the air parcel during detrainment results in instantaneous condensation. The

rates of condensation of each of the isotopes of water are not equivalent, resulting in

a temperature dependent enhancement of the heavy isotopes relative to H2O in the

condensed phase. The functional form of this enhancement for ice relative to vapor

is

α(T ) = exp
[
c0 + c1/T + c2/T

2
]
, (3.22)

where {c0, c1, c2} are given by {−0.0945, 0, 16829 K2} and {−0.028224, 11.839 K, 0}

for HDO and H18
2 O over H2O, respectively (Johnson et al., 2001a). Figure 3.1 (solid

black line) shows the temperature dependence of α for HDO over H2O during ice-

vapor transitions.

In an air parcel where total water is conserved during condensation, the process

can be modeled as Rayleigh fractionation in a closed system, where the ratio of the

heavy isotope (HDO or H18
2 O) with respect to H2O in the condensed phase, Rc, is

given by

Rc =
Rv0

(1− f) + f/α
. (3.23)

Rv0 is the isotope ratio of the initial vapor in the detrained air parcel; α is the

fractionation ratio; and f is the fraction of the initial vapor remaining.

In the limit that a small fraction of the total water forms ice, the ice will have

a maximum enhancement relative to the vapor. HDO in the ice is enhanced by a
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factor α relative to its initial value in the vapor. In the limit that a large fraction of

the total water forms ice, the ice will have an equivalent δD as the total water since

HDO and H2O are conserved during condensation. In determining the origin of the

ice in cirrus clouds we invoke the limit that a small fraction of the total water forms

ice. An in situ process therefore generates ice with an isotopic composition

δDice ≤ α · δDv0 + 1000(α− 1). (3.24)

Formation of ice in a region of high vapor concentration and with significant mixing

would give similar results as fractionation in an open system with a near constant

isotope ratio in the vapor source throughout the condensation process.

Ice that is heavier than this limit is taken to be generated inside the convective

system and directly lofted to the level of sampling. While the ice-vapor fractionation

ratio is lower at the higher temperatures of the lower/middle troposphere, this is

countered by the presence of isotopically heavier vapor. While it is tempting to

use ice measured during convective lofting to determine the altitude of entrainment,

the δD of ice does not necessarily represent this. Without a knowledge of detailed

microphysics and ice processing history in the convective core, one cannot say without

ambiguity that sampled ice represents a single condensation event. However, the δD

of the sampled ice does place a limit on the maximum level of entrainment if air in

the lower troposphere closely follows the Rayleigh curve (see Fig. 3.7, solid line).
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3.3.2.1 Temperature sensitivity

The sensitivity of the isotopic threshold for ice formed under conditions of in situ

condensation (Eq. 3.24) with respect to the temperature at which the process occurs

in our isotopic model is given by

∂δDice

∂T
= [δDv0 + 1000] ·

[
−2c2 exp (c0 + c2/T

2)

T 3

]
(3.25)

for the case of HDO relative to H2O; c2 and c0 are constants related to the functional

form of isotopic fractionation factor and noted previously (see Eq. 3.22).

The more depleted the vapor in the parcel initially (prior to condensation), the

less sensitive the final isotopic composition of the ice phase is to the temperature at

which condensation occurs. At higher temperatures, there is less sensitivity to the

input temperature in the model as ∂α/∂T scales, approximately, as T−3.

For an initial vapor composition δDv0 = −450 h the sensitivity of the final δDice

to temperature ranges from 2.7 h/K to 1.8 h/K for input temperatures of 210 K

and 235 K, respectively. Sensitivity to the input temperature is greater for a parcel

that contains vapor that is less depleted (nearer to VSMOW) prior to condensation.

A parcel with an initial vapor composition δDv0 = −350 h has temperature sensi-

tivity between 3.1 h/K and 2.1 h/K for input temperatures of 210 K and 235 K,

respectively.

MMS temperature measurements differ by less than 2 K for pressure coordinates

between 190–240 hPa throughout the entire TC4 tropics. A lapse rate of 8.85 K

km−1 from MMS measurements in this region of the atmosphere coupled with the
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temperature sensitivity of the model implies a maximum uncertainty of less than

30 h if convective outflow, and any subsequent condensation process, is taken to

have occurred within ±1 km of the sampling altitude.

3.3.3 Cloud encounters

Implementing the criteria above yields five distinct cloud regions (Table 3.3.3)

during the flight of 8 August 2007. Low O3 and high CO mixing ratios in the

identified cloud regions (Fig. 3.5, red diamonds) support that the air sampled was

formed in the lower troposphere and lifted by convection.

Figure 3.6(a) shows the cross-sectional structure of the convective cell as the WB-

57 traverses it. We identify the core of the convection cell in the region (designated

region A) nearby region 1. Region A is characterized by high radar reflectivities

that extend near to the surface and high total water concentrations. While no HDO

vapor (ICOS) measurements are available during this region, water vapor (Lyman-α)

measurements are available and indicate that a significant fraction of ice, up to 80 %,

makes up the total water content.

Of the five ice regions where δDice measurements are available, region 1 can

be identified as the region of strongest convection on the basis of radar reflectivity

measurements, particularly at the upper levels of convection. This is supported by

comparing measurements of the δD of ice to the predictions of the in situ cloud model.

When the δD of observed ice (Fig. 3.6(e), yellow diamonds) is heavier than the δD

predicted by the model (Fig. 3.6(e), green circles), that is when δDmeas. > δDcalc.,

this indicates that the observed ice was convectively lofted to the level of sampling.
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Figure 3.5: Measurements of convective tracers indicate a significant fraction of low-
altitude air above the convective cell (black dots) and throughout the sampled ice
regions (red diamonds).
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The strongest convection is near region 1. (b) H2O mixing rations of total water
(blue) and vapor (red). (c) HDO mixing ratios of total water (blue) and vapor (red).
(d) ice fraction determined from the difference between Hoxotope and Lyman-α. (e)
δD of total water (blue) and vapor (red). The δD of ice is determined from the
difference between Hoxotope and ICOS measurements (yellow). The heaviest value
of δD of ice is expected from an in situ process (green) is shown. δDice that is lighter
than this limit is taken to be generated by an in situ mechanism, see text for more
details.
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Conversely when δDmeas. ≤ δDcalc., the ice is taken to be formed by an in situ process

near the level of sampling.

The model places an upper-limit isotopic threshold by which to evaluate in situ

condensation processes. Underdepletion of ice in our model relative to observations

are to be taken as a limitation of the model, which neglects to describe the poten-

tial processes discussed below. However, as the model is designed to evaluate the

maximum enhancement expected during in situ condensation any significant overde-

pletion in the model relative to observations is indicative of alternate pathways that

can generate ice that is heavier. Specifically, condensation within the lower or middle

troposphere, where the source vapor is heavier (see Fig. 3.7), and subsequent lofting

of the condensate to the sampling altitude by convection.

The kinetic fraction factor α decreases with increasing temperatures whereby the

preference of the heavy isotopes in the condensed phase is diminished. While assum-

ing too low a temperature of condensation temperature biases the model towards

underdepletion, it plays a minor role relative to the following processes.

Condensation in a closed system produces maximum isotopic enhancement of the

ice phase in the limit that only a small fraction of ice forms from the initial vapor.

As the ice fraction grows the kinetic isotope effect is diminished. The preference of

the heavy isotope for the condensed phase is limited by its decreased availability in

the vapor phase. This is discussed previously (see eq. 3.23) .

Formation of ice under conditions of supersaturation diminishes α as the uptake

rate of the isotopes of water into the condensed phase is diffusion-controlled. The

influence of supersaturation on the kinetic fractionation factor is discussed later in
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this chapter (see eq. 3.27).

Isotope measurements of ice are heavier than −150 h at first encounter in region

1 while the maximum value predicted for ice in this region formed by an in situ

process is less than −200 h. Underdepletion of observed ice in this region is well

outside any error that can be prescribed to the temperature sensitivity of our model.

Region 5 is the only other region that exhibits a measured ice isotope ratio which

exceeds that predicted by in situ formation and is similar to ice in region 1. Radar

reflectivity measurements show weaker convection in region 5 than region 1. This

region was sampled roughly 75 minutes after region 4 and it is downwind of the

convective core near the outflow region so it may reflect earlier convection nearer to

the core.

The aircraft descended into the convective system in region 4. Both total water

and water vapor ratios are observed to increase as the aircraft moves nearer the con-

vective system, with total water increasing at a faster rate than the vapor, indicating

the presence of ice. Outside of the shaded region 4, the vapor is heavier than the ice.

The sharp peaks seen in the total H2O signal in this region are not reflected in the

total HDO signal or in either vapor isotope, leading to lighter δD measurements of

total water during these events relative to the vapor phase.

Regions 2, 3 and 4 exhibit HDO signatures that are consistent with in situ ice

formation. In these regions the saturation of vapor over ice is similar to the other

regions. The total water observed in these regions is twice the saturation ratio, lower

than in region 1.

A high water event was encountered in region A where total water mixing ratios
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exceed 600 ppmv. This region is directly above the core region, as determined by

high radar reflectivities, particularly at the upper levels of convection. During this

period only measurements by Hoxotope and Lyman-α are available. Without a vapor

isotope measurement, an estimate of the minimum value for δD of ice can be made

from the measured ice fraction in the region, which ranges from 40 – 80 %.

Taking the measurement of the isotopic ratio of total water as a composite of ice

and vapor, we can estimate the isotopic composition of the ice as a function of the

ice fraction, χice:

δDice =
δDtw − (1− χice)δDv

χice
. (3.26)

δD of the vapor is consistent across all cloud regions, so we can take the isotopic

composition of vapor in region A to be equivalent to the aggregate mean, δDv =

−552± 26 h. Applying the same 30 % ice fraction criteria for clouds in the region,

gives a mean cloud ice fraction of χice = 0.63 ± 0.13 in region A. The mean value

for total water in the cloud region is δDtw = −338± 102 h. With these constraints

the isotopic composition of ice in this region is estimated from equation 3.26 as

−212 h. Although there are no direct measurements of δDv in this region, we show

by example that the large ice fractions in this region make the estimate relatively

insensitive to the uncertainty in δDv. Choosing δDv near the limits observed in the

TTL of −450 h and −650 h yield an estimate of the δDice of −272 h and −155 h,

respectively. A more realistic choice places the limits of the δD of the vapor between

−500 h and −600 h, yielding a δDice = −212± 31 h in this region.

Region A has a vapor saturation ratio of 1.3 relative to ice and total water

content over eight times the saturation ratio. Large total water concentrations and
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the brief encounter with heavy δDtw indicate that the ice encountered in this region

is directly injected. It is unlikely that convection would be able to maintain the high

supersaturation ratios required for in situ formation of ice under these conditions.

Further evidence of ice lofting from low altitudes comes from measurements of the

size distribution of ice, the particles in this region have an average area nearly an

order of magnitude larger than particles outside this region.

3.4 Discussion

Flight to flight variations of δD of vapor at the base of the TTL were observed with

values ranging from −450 to −600 h in the summertime tropics with a mean value

of −552 h during cloud encounters on the 8 August flight. The variation in δD at

the base of the TTL is consistent with observation throughout the TTL during TC4,

however the mean vertical profile is invariant and has a value of −550 h. ATMOS

observations of tropical HDO/H2O ratios in the TTL show a similar invariance in

the vertical profile despite a mean δD in the TTL region of approximately −650 h

(Kuang et al., 2003). These observations are from the wintertime tropics and are

consistent with in situ observations made by ICOS during the wintertime CR-AVE

mission. The wintertime water vapor minimum at the tropical tropopause (θ ≈

380 K) is 2.5 ppmv, while the summertime tropopause water vapor minimum showed

significant variations between flights and ranged from a minimum of 5 ppmv to a

maximum of 10 ppmv (Sayres et al., 2009). Summertime convection is capable of

moving significantly more water vapor, which is also isotopically heavier, through
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the tropical tropopause into the stratosphere.

3.4.1 Ice lofting in the TTL

3.4.1.1 Convective dehydration models

The “convective dehydration” model presented by Dessler and Sherwood (2003),

hereafter Dessler03, found that the budget of HDO and H2O in the TTL is set by

the balance between drying by the convective injection of dry air and moistening by

sublimation of ice, with the rate of maximum detrainment from convection found near

the base of the TTL (≈ 140 hPa). Mixing between dry and wet air parcels produces

different outcomes with respect to concentration of water and the isotope ratio in

the mixed parcel. The final concentration is the mean of the weighted contribution

of each parcel. In the case that a supersaturated parcel containing ice is mixed with

a dry parcel, the final mixed parcel will be undersaturated given a large contribution

from the dry parcel. However, the isotope signature in the mixed parcel looks very

different. In the limit that the dry air parcel contains no water, the mixed parcel

will have the same isotopic composition as the wet parcel. This results from both

H2O and HDO being diluted equally and thus there is no change in the isotopic ratio

although there is a change in the absolute concentration of both isotopes. Even if the

dry parcel contains water, it only starts to influence the isotope ratio of the mixed

parcel when it contributes a significant fraction of the water.

As the rate of detrainment of water decreases exponentially above the base of

the TTL, the isotopic composition at the base of the TTL is almost entirely re-

sponsible for setting the isotopic composition throughout the TTL. Sherwood and
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Dessler (2001) found that the retention of ice in detrained air was required to pro-

duce a distribution of water in the TTL and entering the stratosphere that matched

observations. Using a 4:1 ice/vapor ratio from this previous work as a constraint,

the Dessler03 model required that lofted ice have a δD = −565 h to reproduce the

ATMOS observations (Kuang et al., 2003) of the δD in the TTL. While the authors

note that this value does not necessarily reflect the δD of ice, but rather the δD of

ice that evaporates, this value is much more depleted than the measurements of δD

ice from TC4.

If we take our limited observations to be representative of the entire summertime

tropics then choosing a value of −314 h which is near the observed mean value of

−370 h for in situ regions in our observations, results in a TTL with a mean vertical

profile of roughly −430 h in the Dessler03 model. This produces a TTL that is too

enriched in HDO, even for summertime conditions. The inclusion of heavier lofted

ice, where the ratio of retained ice to vapor in the parcel (3.0 ± 1.2) more closely

matches the constraints of the model, would result in a TTL that is under-depleted

with respect to all observational data.

3.4.1.2 Convectively influenced trajectory models

Dessler et al. (2007) presented an updated model with “more realistic mixing” in

the TTL based on the Fueglistaler and Haynes (2005) model, hereafter Fueglistaler05.

The Fueglistaler05 model is a trajectory based model where parcels are saturated

at 340 K θ and maintain saturation as they are transported through the TTL by

condensation. The concentration of water in any parcel above the tropopause reflects
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the minimum temperature (“Lagrangian cold point”) experienced by that parcel in

the TTL. Water vapor distributions in the tropical UT/LS are accurately predicted

by the model but the neglect of isotope physics produces over-depletion of HDO.

The Dessler07 model addressed this issue by incorporating a stochastic convective

influence scheme into the model where the probability of convection in the TTL is

derived from an annual climatology between ±30◦ of the equator. With convection

capped below the tropopause, the model is able to enhance HDO in the UT/LS with

a minimum perturbation to the overall humidity in the region. In order to reproduce

observed HDO in the TTL and 400 K θ H2O abundances, convection was capped at

375 K θ with the δD of lofted ice set to −100 h, a convective timescale of 3 hours

and an initial δD of vapor of −650 h at the base of the TTL (340 K θ). The authors

note that there are many uncertainties in the parameterization of ice-lofting and that

the model should be taken as qualitative with regards to analysis.

Incorporating observations and estimates (i.e., regions 1 and A) of the δD of ice

from our in situ data we recommend that δD of ice be constrained to a value of

−200 h when parameterizing convective influence schemes such as that used in the

Dessler07 model. While δD ice near −100 h was directly observed in region 1, the

choice of −200 h reflects the expanded statistics across regions 1 and A. We briefly

explore the effect this has on the isotopic composition of the TTL in the context of

mixing scheme as described by the Dessler07 model.

A mean vertical profile of δD of −650 h is utilized in the Dessler07 model to

match global ATMOS observations of δD between 5◦N and 20◦N from November

1994 (Kuang et al., 2003) and serves as a reference case to test the sensitivity of
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the model to key parameters: δD at the base of the TTL, convective timescale and

the isotopic composition of convectively lofted ice, where the reference values are

discussed above. This is in agreement with wintertime observations from CR-AVE

(Sayres et al., 2010), however, the mean vertical profile of δD in the summertime TTL

from TC4 observations is −550 h. Decreasing the HDO abundance of the injected

ice such that the δD of ice is −200 h lightens the TTL by roughly 25 h relative

to the reference case. This results in a mean vertical δD profile in the TTL closer

to −675 h. Doubling (halving) the convective timescale in the model to 6 hours

(1.5 hours) has roughly twice the influence on the δD of the TTL than the change

prescribed to altering the δD of ice as above, yielding a mean composition of −700 h

(−600 h) in the TTL. Setting the isotopic composition at the base of the TTL (340

K θ) to −550 h provides an initial HDO enhancement that quickly diminishes with

height, above 365 K θ the vertical profile matches the reference profile.

Vertical profiles of δD in the TTL from the Dessler07 model are sensitive primarily

to the choice of convective timescale followed by the δD of lofted ice. Decreasing the

convective timescale improves the agreement between the model and our summertime

observations. However, seasonal variations are likely important.

3.4.2 In situ ice formation

The in situ cloud regions encountered during the August 8 flight are distinct,

both in terms of isotopic composition and saturation profiles, from regions identified

as carrying lofted ice. While in situ clouds may be a minor component of the ice

that contributes to the water budget of the TTL, they play a role in the radiative
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properties of the region. The stacking of tropical tropopause cirrus (TTC) and anvil

cirrus, separated by several kilometers, has been observed previously (Winker and

Trepte, 1998; Santacesaria et al., 2003). Garrett et al. (2004) observed long-lived thin

tropopause cirrus above convective cells with horizontal dimensions nearly identical

to the anvils beneath them and proposed a hypothesis that tropopause cirrus are

formed at low-latitudes by the moistening and forced uplift of stratiform pileus by

convection. Initially, ambient air in a stable layer is forced upwards by a turret

from deep convection and reaches its condensation level forming a pileus cloud. The

pileus cloud forms a cap over the the top of the turret and the stable layer may be

penetrated by the turret if convection is sufficiently vigorous, leading to a mixing

of air from the stable layer and the convective cell. As the turret falls to its level

of neutral buoyancy, a stratiform layer develops and evaporation is prevented as a

result of the enhanced moisture from mixing.

While we do not extend the TTC formation hypothesis presented by Garrett et al.

(2004), we discuss our observations of the isotopic composition of ice and vapor

in the in situ cloud regions in support of this hypothesis. Evidence for turbulent

mixing between air from the convective cell is supported by the low ozone and high

carbon monoxide mixing ratios during these clouds encounters (Fig. 3.5). A critical

ice saturation ratio of 1.55 is required for homogenous freezing of ice particles at the

temperatures measured in the in situ clouds (216 – 222 K) (Koop et al., 2000), similar

to the conditions described by Garrett et al. (2004) during CRYSTAL-FACE. While

the Garrett et al. (2004) mechanism is speculative, we propose that our observations

are consistent with a similar mechanism for the formation of in situ cirrus above the
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convective cell during TC4.

3.4.2.1 Kinetic isotope effects

We briefly revisit the issue of kinetic isotope effects to assess the role of supersat-

uration in determining the isotopic composition within the TTL. The range of δD of

vapor sampled at the base of the TTL ranges between −600 and −450 h. This range

in the vapor is consistent with Rayleigh distillation occurring at saturations of be-

tween 1 and 2 (see Fig. 3.7). Moyer et al. (1996) suggested that saturation ratios up

to 2 may be sustained within the core of strong convective cells. By investigating the

abundance of δ18O relative to δD we show that the requisite total water saturation

ratio of 1.7 in the in situ cloud regions was not generated by sustained supersatura-

tion in the convective cell. Rather, the isotope and tracer measurements suggest that

mixing and vertical displacement are responsible for generating the supersaturated

conditions required for in situ condensation.

When condensation occurs at saturation, the ratio relationship between δ18O and

δD falls along the well-known meteoric water line (MWL) (Fig. 3.8b, thick black line)

(Craig, 1961b). The ratio of δ18O to δD decreases when condensation occurs under

supersaturated conditions as H18
2 O becomes less fractionated relative to HDO, a

result of the smaller kinetic effect of H18
2 O. Under supersaturated conditions isotopic

fraction is diffusion-controlled and the isotopic fractionation ratio is adjusted as a

function of the saturation ratio S of the vapor relative to the condensate (Jouzel and
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Figure 3.7: The vertical profile for δD vapor (red circles) from all measurements
within 10◦ of the Equator. The mean isotopic composition of vapor in the TTL
(binned average every 5 K (θ), shown by open green circles) is largely invariant with
height and has a mean value of −545 h between 345 – 430 K (θ) (dashed gray line).
The isotopic composition of total water sampled during identified cloud regions for
the August 8 flight is shown in blue. The expected δD from a Rayleigh process
occurring with saturation ratios (Si) of 1.0, 1.2, and 2 are shown by the thick solid,
dotted and dashed black lines, respectively.
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Merlivat, 1984; Keith, 2000)

αkinetic =
αS

α D
D′ (S − 1) + 1

, (3.27)

where D/D′ is the ratio of the molecular diffusion coefficients of the lighter isotope

(H2O) to the heavier isotopes (HDO or H18
2 O).

The values reported by Merlivat (Merlivat, 1978) for HDO and H18
2 O with re-

spect to H2O (i.e., D′/D) are DHDO/DH2O = 0.9755 and DH18
2 O/DH2O = 0.9723,

respectively. These values are commonly used. Cappa et al. (2003) reexamined

the issue and suggested that the appropriate molecular diffusion coefficients are

DHDO/DH2O = 0.9839 and DH18
2 O/DH2O = 0.9691. The recent measurements by

Cappa et al. (2003) accounted for surface cooling and the authors noted that the

values found are in closer agreement with kinetic theory, eliminating the different

effective collision diameters of the isotopes of water as suggested by Merlivat (1978).

We do not discuss the discrepancy further but point out that in light of the new

values reported by Cappa et al. (2003) there is a decreased likelihood of sustained

supersaturation during convection. Note that we use the diffusivity values from

Merlivat (1978) in our analysis throughout.

A plot of observed δ18O against δD of the vapor phase, as measured by ICOS, dur-

ing cloud encounters shows that the isotopic composition of the vapor phase has been

minimally influenced by condensation under supersaturated conditions (Fig. 3.8b,

blue squares). Measurements across the entire 8 August flight show a similar su-

persaturation signature (gray dots). We can rule out direct detrainment of super-

saturated air from the convective anvil followed by condensation as the mechanism
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responsible for generating in situ clouds.

3.4.2.2 Kinetic isotope effects in a closed system

The curves shown in Fig. 3.8(b) only apply to condensation in an open system,

a system where the condensate is removed by sedimentation as it forms. In a closed

system the condensate is formed from a vapor reservoir where the heavy isotopes

are preferentially condensed. Under supersaturated conditions HDO is condensed at

a faster rate than H18
2 O, due to differences in the their diffusion coefficients. Fig-

ure 3.8(a) shows the changes in the isotope ratios of HDO and H18
2 O, relative to H2O,

as vapor is lost into the condensed phase. We chose conditions representing the mean

conditions within in situ clouds regions as constraints to model the process: a con-

stant temperature of 220 K and an initial δD of −455 h in the vapor. We assume

that the vapor was not subjected to supersaturation during ascent and therefore the

H18
2 O abundance of the vapor can be determined directly from the MWL, giving an

initial value of δ18O = −67 h. Condensation is modeled at the two limits of possible

saturation ratios in the air parcel.

In the first scenario, the air parcel is lifted until a saturation ratio of 1.7 is

reached. At this point condensation occurs until a 30 % ice fraction is reached in the

parcel (shown by the open crosses in Fig. 3.8(a)) leaving a final saturation ratio of

1.2 in the vapor. In the second scenario, the parcel is lifted maintaining saturation

(Si = 1) and the rate of loss of both HDO and H18
2 O from the vapor is greater as

there is no kinetic isotope effect. The ratios of the two isotopes of the vapor in the

final parcel are indicated in Fig. 3.8(a) (filled crosses). The results of condensation
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Figure 3.8: (a) A model of the kinetic isotope effect in a closed system. The evolution
of the isotopic composition in the vapor is shown under conditions of supersaturation
(dashed lines) and saturation (solid lines), with an initial Si of 1.7 and 1.0. The
crosses indicate the δ18O (red) and δD in the vapor after an ice fraction of 30 % is
achieved; (b) The ratio of δ18O relative to δD of the measured vapor is expected to
decrease with increasing supersaturation as a result of kinetic effects. Shown are the
expected ratios of the vapor’s isotopes under increasing saturation. The well-known
meteoric water line is shown by the bold black line and is expected for condensation
occurring at saturation (Si = 1). The expected isotope ratios under supersaturated
conditions are shown using diffusivity data from Merlivat Merlivat (1978) (solid lines)
and Cappa Cappa et al. (2003) (dashed lines). The isotopic composition of the
resulting vapor from condensation in a closed system to form in situ clouds, described
in (a), is shown by the crosses. Condensation under supersaturated conditions in a
closed system does not produce large deviations from the MWL.
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under different saturation ratios can be evaluated in the context of our observations

by transforming the results in Fig. 3.8(a) into an alternate coordinate system, this

is shown in Figure 3.8(b) (open and closed crosses).

Two sets of in-cloud data are shown in Figure 3.8(b). The red diamonds and gray

dots are data taken directly from ICOS without applying a scaling factor to any of

the isotopes. Clear air comparisons between ICOS and Hoxotope require that ICOS

measurements of HDO and H2O be scaled by a factor of 1.2 and 1.1, respectively,

to bring them into closer agreement with Hoxotope. In order to preserve the rela-

tionship with respect to the MWL, a constant scaling factor of 1.0084 is applied to

the H18
2 O/H2O ratio when calculating δ18O. The blue squares in Figure 3.8(b) reflect

these scaling parameters as applied to the ICOS data set.

The conclusion to draw from this analysis is that sustained supersaturation inside

a convective cell is not responsible for generating the supersaturation required for

in situ ice clouds above a convective cell. Two corollaries are to be taken from this.

Firstly, the enhanced δD in the vapor at the base of the TTL is not determined by

supersaturation. This is the same conclusion reached by Keith (2000) and Johnson

et al. (2001a). Sayres et al. (2010) came to a similar conclusion with in situ measure-

ments. A seasonal trend is evident in the data presented by Sayres et al. (2010) with

supersaturation more prevalent during the boreal summer. It is a subset of this data

we are presenting here (Fig. 3.8(b)). Although supersaturation is apparent in the

summertime data it is mostly limited to saturation ratios less than 1.2. This degree

of supersaturation during convection manifests as a small enhancement to the δD

of vapor at the base of the TTL and predicts over-depletion throughout the TTL
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(Fig. 3.7). Secondly, high saturation ratios can be generated by convectively-induced

lifting of a stably stratified layer. Under such circumstances, condensation generates

an isotopic signature in the vapor that lies close to the MWL. That is, in a closed

system, condensation under supersaturated conditions does not generate large devi-

ations from the MWL; any isotopic signature of supersaturation in the vapor must

be the result of condensation in an open system.

The distribution of points above the MWL in Figure 3.8b results from vapor

that has previously experienced supersaturation. The large variation in δD during

in situ cloud periods and the increased uncertainty in δ18O due to H18
2 O scaling

make it difficult to determine the degree of supersaturation during condensation and

formation of in situ clouds from the vapor measurements alone. However, the over-

depletion in the measurements of the δD of ice relative to the predictions of the in

situ closed box model suggests that the formation of in situ ice likely occurred under

supersaturated conditions.

To illustrate this point, consider the δD of ice predicted by equation 3.24. Starting

with an initial HDO abundance in the vapor of δDv0 = −456 h, determined from

the mean δDtw values across regions 2, 3 and 4, and a mean temperature of 219 K

in these regions, the predicted value of δDice = −297 h. The HDO content of the

ice by this analysis is roughly 70 h under-depleted relative to the observations. If

the ice is instead formed under supersaturated conditions the resulting ice would be

more depleted.

In order to bring the predicted δDice from equation 3.24 into agreement with

the observations, an adjusted fraction factor, αkin. = 1.1581, is required. From equa-
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tion 3.27, the saturation ratio over ice that results in such an αkin. is determined to be

equivalent to Si = 1.55. This is in close agreement with the critical saturation ratio

required for homogenous freezing of ice particles predicted by Koop et al. (2000) at

temperatures between 215 – 225 K. While the inferred condensation saturation ratio

is high, it is important to note that convectively-induced lifting of a stably stratified

layer to such a saturation ratio and its subsequent condensation will not produce a

large deviation from the MWL (see Fig. 3.8b). This process is initiated by an induced

perturbation to the saturation ratio of a parcel and is modeled as a closed system.

Condensation under supersaturated conditions is likely the mechanism responsible

for generating in situ clouds observed above convective cells.

3.5 Conclusions

The in situ observations presented here provide direct measurements of the iso-

topic composition of ice encountered in the TTL. From a simple in situ cloud model

we determine that tropical convection is capable of generating ice by two simultane-

ous mechanisms: direct injection of lofted ice and in situ condensation. Convective

tracers indicate that air entrained at low altitudes is a significant component of the

cloud regions. We note that our in situ observations of convective influence as well

as summertime observations of isotopes in the TTL, in general, are limited.

A comparison of in situ data sets presented by Sayres et al. (2010) suggests that

the summertime tropics are capable of transporting heavier and wetter air into the

stratosphere. This result, being mindful of the limitations discussed above, acknowl-
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edges the increased influence of convection and changes in climatology of the TTL

during the summer. Our analysis finds that directly injected ice is isotopically heav-

ier and carries more water into the TTL than in situ clouds. While direct injection

of ice into the TTL is generally regarded as being primarily responsible for influenc-

ing the isotopic composition of the TTL, further examination is required to resolve

the impact of different ice pathways (i.e., localized ice injection near the core versus

wider-spread in situ ice throughout the outflow region) on the water budget and

radiative properties of the TTL.

The isotopic composition of ice in models has been relatively unconstrained from

a lack of measurements. With our observations we suggest that ice be constrained

to a value of δDice = −200 h in future models. We explore the implications of this

value in the Dessler07 model and find that this value reproduces observations when

coupled with a decrease in convective timescales in the model.

Finally, we evaluate the in situ cloud formation mechanism suggested by Garrett

et al. (2004) using our isotope measurements. Simultaneous observations of δ18O

and δD of the vapor phase by ICOS allow us to rule out the detrainment of vapor

that has undergone sustained supersaturation during convection as the mechanism

responsible for generating in situ clouds. This result reemphasizes the importance

of ice lofting in under-depleting the TTL with respect to the Rayleigh process. An

analysis of the kinetic isotopes effects finds that condensation under supersaturated

conditions does not produce large departures of the vapor from the MWL in a closed

system. Moreover, the observed over-depletion of δDice during in situ cloud encoun-

ters, relative to our model, is consistent with the critical saturation ratio required
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the for homogenous freezing of ice particles suggested by Koop et al. (2000).
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Chapter 4

Glyoxal LIP Instrument & Results

I observed, partly in the fire, which
had ceased to blaze, a perfectly
regular elliptical ring of light, about
five inches in its shortest diameter,
six or seven in its longer, and from
one eighth to one quarter of an inch
wide. It was fully as bright as the
fire, but not reddish or scarlet like a
coal, but a white and slumbering
light, like the glowworm’s. I could
tell it from the fire only by its
whiteness. I saw at once that it
must be phosphorescent wood,
which I had so often heard of, but
never chanced to see.

The Maine Woods:
The Allegash and East Branch

Henry David Thoreau
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4.1 Glyoxal Instrument Overview

An instrument to measure glyoxal by laser-induced phosphorescence (LIP) was

developed for use in the Community Atmosphere-Biosphere Interactions Experiment

(CABINEX) field campaign during the summer of 2009. The instrument was based

on the detection scheme of the Madison Glyoxal LIP instrument (Huisman et al.,

2008) developed by the Keutsch Group at University of Wisconsin-Madison, a col-

laborator during the CABINEX field campaign.

4.1.1 Measurement Technique

Glyoxal is detected by a laser-induced phosphorescence scheme based on the

absorption of visible light:

S0(1Ag) + hν440 nm → S1(81
0

1Au) (4.1)

S1(1Au) + M → T1(3Au); ΦS1→T1 = 1 (4.2)

T1(3Au) → S0(1Ag) + hν521 nm. (4.3)

Glyoxal is initially excited into its first excited electronic (singlet) state by 440 nm

(22710 cm−1) laser light. This strong absorption band corresponds to a transition

into the ν8 C–H wagging vibrational mode (Cossart-Magos, 1978) of the excited

state and has a fundamental energy 735 cm−1 above the S1 zero-point level (Pebay

Peyroula and Jost, 1987).

The two major decay pathways from this S1 state are fluorescence and collision

induced intersystem crossing to the triplet (T1) state. Isomerization of trans-glyoxal
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to cis-glyoxal is a possible deactivation pathway of the S1 state, however Cossart-

Magos (1978) found that the rate of photo-isomerization was at least 2 – 3 orders of

magnitude less than the total decay rate in the low pressure collision-free regime so

that this pathway can, effectively, be neglected.

At very low pressures the emission is dominated by fluorescence; as the pressure

increases fluorescence is quenched and the emission spectrum becomes one of T1

phosphorescence. Collisional relaxation of the S1 state is insensitive to the identity

of the collision partner (Anderson et al., 1971) and the dominant second-order de-

cay is S1 → T1 intersystem crossing (Anderson, 1973). At pressures above 2 Torr

the phosphorescence yield from intersystem crossing approaches unity and the phos-

phorescence signal intensity is no longer pressure dependent (Beyer and Lineberger,

1975). The sampling cell of the instrument is held constant at 100 Torr, well above

the high-pressure threshold.

The triplet 3Au is known to proceed via either a radiative (phosphorescence) or

non-radiative (collisional deactivation) pathways to the ground state. The collision-

free radiative lifetime of the 3Au state is 3.29 ± 0.1 ms; deactivation by collision

with O2 is the primary non-radiative process and has a measured rate constant of

3.0 ± 0.1 × 10−3 µs−1 Torr−1 (Yardley, 1972). A phosphorescence lifetime on the

order of 15.8 µs is estimated for the sampling conditions at 100 Torr. The long

lifetime of phosphorescence at these sampling conditions allows for an isolated gated

detection scheme where fast interferences (Raman, Rayleigh and particle scattering

and competing fluorescence) can be neglected.
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4.1.2 Hardware Overview

The non-reactive nature of glyoxal and the relatively liberal constraints of a

ground-based measurement allowed for the rapid development of the instrument from

a series of largely isolated subsystems. Packaging of the instrument into a standard

instrument rack was made possible by the opportunity afforded by being located in

an indoor laboratory at the sampling site. The subsystems of the instrument are:

gas handling, detection, calibration and data acquisition.

4.1.2.1 LIP Axis

The detection axis of the glyoxal instrument consists of a multi-pass White cell

(WC), the same design used in the Harvard NO2 LIF instrument (Perkins et al.,

2001). However, unlike its use in NO2 and IO experiments, the detection axis is not

mounted in-line with the flow axis. Gas samples are brought into and out of the

cell through flange plates connected to teflon tubing. The flange plates supply a gas

flow that is orthogonal to the optical path in the horizontal plane. A photomultiplier

tube (PMT) assembly is mounted orthogonal to both the flow and optical path in

the vertical orientation. Only a region in the center of the flow and optical path is

imaged by the PMT. The zero point energy of the 3Au state lies 3514 cm−1 below

the excitation wavelength (Cossart-Magos, 1978), such that detection is red-shifted

closer to the wavelength of maximum sensitivity for the PMT.

A White cell is made from three spherical concave mirrors, all of which have the

same radius of curvature. The distinct multi-pass spot pattern on the entrance mirror

is generated by the rule that object and image points near the center of curvature of
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Figure 4.1: The optical path through an 8-pass configuration of a three mirror White
cell is shown in the upper figure. The pass number is noted and the overall path is
shown by a gradient from dark-to-light from visual clarity. The centers of curvature
of the mirrors are shown by the circles. The spot configuration on the entrance
mirror for 12-, 16-, 24- and 32-pass configurations of a White Cell. Note that the 12-
and 16-pass configurations display the corresponding number of passes at each spot
on the entrance mirror. (Adapted from White (1942).)

a spherical mirror always lie on a straight line whose midpoint falls on the center of

curvature (White, 1942).

The number of passes is determined by the separation of the centers of curvatures

of the smaller rear twin mirrors. The total number of passes P is related to the total

number of spots n: P = 2n+2, where n is any odd integer. The relationship between

the number of spots on the right side nr versus the left side nl of the mirror (for the

mirror configuration shown in the lower panel of Figure 4.1) for any number of total
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spots is then nr : nl ≡ (n/2 + 1/2) : (n/2− 1/2).

A 32-pass configuration of the WC is used in the instrument. Instrument sen-

sitivity and accuracy are directly tied to the WC configuration as calibrations are

carried out only with the designed 32-pass configuration. While the WC is robust to

changes in the multipass configuration, a simple check of the spot count is needed to

ensure that the optical configuration is not affected by shipping.

Glyoxal is detected by measuring the difference counts between “online” and

“offline” positions. A high-resolution absorption spectrum of glyoxal is shown in

Figure 4.2, where the online and offline positions are indicated.

The laser is scanned to the online position for 40 seconds then offline for 20

seconds. Glyoxal phosphorescence counts are detected at a rate of 1 Hz and this

data is post-processed to obtain final data at a 1 minute acquisition rate by taking

the difference the between the mean online counts and the mean offline counts for

both the period preceding and following an online period. Taking offline periods on

either side of an online event removes any potential trend in the background counts.

A full spectral scan precedes the online-offline procession to ensure that there has

been no shift in the position of the online and offline positions over time. A full

spectral scan takes roughly 7.5 minutes and is repeated every time there is a change

in the sampling inlet which occurs on the timescale of 25 minutes.

4.1.2.2 CRD Axis

Theoretical considerations of cavity ringdown spectroscopy are discussed in Sec-

tion 2.3.1.1. A separate cavity ringdown (CRD) axis is packaged on the underside
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: A full spectrum scan precedes the alternating procession between online
and offline positions from which the difference counts are calculated and are directly
related to the concentration through a calibration factor. Note that the raw PMT
signal is shown and the laser power is not constant through the spectral range. The
online position can be seen near 950 s, indicated by (a) at 440.26 nm, and the offline
position near 750 s, indicated by (b) at 440.23 nm. The large loss in signal near
1150 s is from the mechanical shutter which blocks the laser so that background due
to room light and dark counts can be determined, this is on the order of 20 s−1.
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of the optical table and is used for calibration. A section of 3/8 inch OD teflon

tubing determines the overall length of the cell. Two FluoroPel coated stainless steel

run tees (Swagelok, SS-600-3TMT) are attached to the teflon tubing providing a

T-junction where the sample input and output ports are at right angles to the cell.

A 1/4 inch male NPT fitting inline with with a 3/8 inch OD Swagelok fitting allows

for the direct attachment of a Quick Flange plate which couples to a two-axis mirror

mount. Highly reflective 1 inch mirrors (R ≥ 99.995 %) (Los Gatos Research, now

CRD Optics, 901-0010-0440) with a 1 meter radius of curvature complete the cav-

ity. An aluminum block that runs the length of the tubing, including the run tees,

encapsulates the tubing maintaining straightness and has heaters mounted to it to

maintain a constant cell temperature of 30 ◦C. The overall length of the cavity is

47.82 cm, however the effective path length, 27.61 cm, is determined by the distance

between the input and output ports. The effective path length has been verified by

NO2 calibrations (Keutsch, 2010).

Proper alignment of the laser with the cavity results in the desired behavior of the

laser coupling completely to the fundamental longitudinal mode of the cavity and not

to higher-order off-axis modes. At 440 nm the Ti:Sapphire laser has a bandwidth,

or laser linewidth (llw), of approximately 1.2 GHz (0.04 cm−1; 7.8 × 10−4 nm),

while the free-spectral range (longitudinal mode spacing) of the ringdown cavity is

approximately 300 MHz (see eq. 2.37). Since ∆νcavity � ∆νllw multiple cavity modes

are excited by the laser and the intensity fluctuation in the output power due to

changes in the cavity length will be minimal. Furthermore, the CRDS technique is

insensitive to changes in the intensity of the laser as it is the first order decay which
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is fit. However, higher-order transverse electromagnetic (TEM) modes are generated

by misalignment resulting from transverse displacement and mismatch of waist size

of the input beam with respect to the cavity (Anderson, 1984). A two-lens telescope

is used to match the laser beam waist to the cavity beam waist D, which is given by

(Kogelnik and Li, 1966):

D2 =
λ

2π

√
d (2r − d) (4.4)

where λ is the wavelength, r is the radius of curvature of two identical mirrors and d

is the mirror separation. Accurate alignment of the input beam with the axis of the

cavity should then eliminate higher-order TEM modes. “Transverse mode beating”

from these higher-order modes can not be completely eliminated from the cavity

and manifest as modulations in the decay profile as a result of their different path

through the cavity. Modulations are fast with respect to the decay time and have

little influence on the overall fits.

The minimum detectable absorption coefficient α by the CRDS technique is given

by (Vogler and Sigrist, 2006; Zalicki and Zare, 1995):

αmin =

(
1−R
L

)(
∆τ

τ

)
. (4.5)

For a modest (∆τ/τ)min = 0.5× 10−3 and a specified mirror reflectivity of 99.995 %,

the minimum detectable absorption (i.e., αL) in the glyoxal CRD cell is 2.5× 10−7.

This corresponds to 1.8×1010 molecules cm−3 or, equivalently, 683 ppm at 760 Torr.

While CRDS is not sensitive enough to measure ambient glyoxal, it proves to be a

sensitive method yielding direct absolute calibrations at higher mixing ratios.
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The CRDS axis is used exclusively for purposes of calibration, both in the field

and the laboratory, to determine the concentration of a glyoxal in a bulb. The

standard calibration procedure is described in Section 4.1.2.4.

4.1.2.3 Data Acquisition

Data acquisition and system control are provided through a pair of commer-

cial data acquisition boards (National Instruments, PCI-6221 and PCI-6229). The

PCI-6229 is nearly identical to the PCI-6221, except that it doubles the number

of available channels across two connectors. However, the digital counters are not

duplicated on the second connector. The IO/glyoxal main computer now contains

two PCI-6229 cards after the failure of the PCI-6221 card. This essentially provides

a redundant card in all but the digital counter channels. Each card provides a total

of: 32 single-ended and 16 differential analog input channels with 16-bit resolution

and 250 kS/s sampling rate; 4 analog output channels with 16-bit resolution and 833

kS/s update rate; 48 bi-directional digital input/output channels with a maximum

1 MHz clock rate; and 2 counters with 32-bit resolution with a maximum source

frequency of 80 MHz.

The data acquisition cards are interfaced to a custom main distribution panel

(main DP) designed in-house. The main DP interfaces to all the components through

appropriate connectors, in addition to providing +5, ±15 and +24 VDC power. All

input/output channels from the data acquisition cards are buffered at the main

DP. The instrument is controlled by custom software written in LabView (National

Instruments), a graphical programming environment. Post-processing to obtain final
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data is done with MATLAB (MathWorks), a high-level interactive language.

4.1.2.4 Calibration

Gas-phase glyoxal suitable with purity suitable for calibration is generated by the

procedure outline by Kroll et al. (2005). White crystalline polymeric glyoxal in the

form of a trimer dihydrate (Sigma Aldrich) is heated under vacuum in the presence of

P2O5 until bubbling occurs, indicating the release of monomeric glyoxal. The desired

monomer is condensed in a LN2 cold trap producing a yellow crystal. This crystalline

solid is sublimed from the cold trap by removing the LN2 and transferred into 12.5 L

evacuated glass bulb as monomeric gas-phase glyoxal. Glyoxal is diluted and the

bulb slightly pressurized to 800 Torr by the addition of UZA. A final concentration

of glyoxal with mixing ratios on the order of ppm in the bulb is achieved.

Glyoxal in its monomeric gas-phase form is stable in the absence of light and

humidity. Great care is taken to remove water from the surfaces of glassware by

heating it repeatedly with a butane flame under vacuum. The bulb is covered by

black-out cloth and is stored in a dark environment.

Since the concentration of glyoxal in the bulb can decrease as a result of poly-

merization or photolysis, the bulb concentration must be determined prior to any

subsequent calibration of the LIP detection axis. Cavity ringdown spectroscopy is

used to determine the concentration of glyoxal in the bulb. During a ringdown cal-

ibration, the laser is redirected from the LIP axis to the CRDS axis and the decay

of each laser pulse is monitored by a 125 MHz silicon photodiode detector (New

Focus, 1801-FS). Each ringdown trace is acquired and digitized by a 12-bit, 50 MS/s
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A/D card (CompuScope, 1250) and fit by custom software on a dedicated computer.

The software fits each decay with to a single parameter exponential function, with

the fit parameter being the cavity time constant (Equation 2.32). However, the fit

parameter is ultimately reported in terms of “loss per pass” by rearrangement of

equation 2.32:

loss per pass (ppm) ≡
[
L

cτ

]
× 106 = [1−R + α(ν)L]× 106 (4.6)

where this newly defined quantity is also referred to as “ppm loss.” When the CRD

axis is evacuated, no absorbers are present and the ringdown time constant (and by

extension the ppm loss) reflects the reflectivity of the mirrors. In the case of 99.995 %

reflective mirrors, a loss per pass of 50 ppm is expected.

The absorption of any sample is given by the difference between the ppm loss

in the presence of an absorber and the ppm loss in the absence of an absorber (i.e.,

background losses): α(ν) = [(ppm losssample) − (ppm lossbckgnd)]/L × 10−6, where L

is the absorption path length. A background scan across the spectrum is carried out

in UZA at a cell pressure of 600 Torr. Glyoxal is then added to the cell from the bulb

with varying flow rates, and the dilution flow correspondingly reduced to maintain

a cell pressure of 600 Torr, such that the concentration of glyoxal in the CRD cell

is varied. The concentration of glyoxal (molecules cm−3) is directly related to the

measured absorption coefficient by the Beer-Lambert law

[glyoxal]cell =
α(ν)

σ(ν)
(4.7)
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where σ(ν) is the absorption cross section (cm2 molecule−1). This is closely related

to the relationship in equation 2.27, however the line parameters are not known and

the absorption cross section is determined from a high-resolution reference spectrum

(Volkamer et al., 2005).

To determine the concentration of glyoxal in the bulb, the dilution of glyoxal

must be accounted for. The bulb is diluted by two sources upon entry into the CRD

cell: a dilution flow which is well mixed prior to entry into the CRD cell; and a purge

flow that is split equally between the two mirrors. Only the purge at the mirror near

the gas entry-port is mixed with the pre-diluted glyoxal. The purge on the mirror

near the gas-exit port is assumed to have no effect on the glyoxal in the ringdown

cell as a result of no turbulent mixing. The concentration of glyoxal in the bulb is

then:

[glyoxal]bulb = [glyoxal]cell

(
Qbulb +Qdilute + 1

2
Qpurge

Qtotal

)
(4.8)

where Q refers to the flow rate (SLM) of each respective flow controller.

Calibration of the phosphorescence signal is carried out in the LIP axis where

diluted glyoxal in a bulk UZA flow is added. A flow meter (Honeywell, AWM5104VN)

downstream of the LIP detection axis measures the total flow rate, while glyoxal is

added from the calibration bulb in known quantities by a small mass flow controller

(MKS, 1197A series). Pressure in the LIP detection axis is maintained at sampling

conditions of 100 Torr by adjusting the bulk flow to changes in the flow from the

bulb.

Laser power is attenuated by a neutral density filter as the minimum glyoxal

concentration is on the order of 100 ppt. A linear fit of power normalized difference
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Figure 4.3: (a) Reference spectrum used to determine glyoxal absorption cross section
at the three points indicated by the red diamonds. The cross sections at these
reference points are 1.03×10−18, 5.33×10−19 and 4.91×10−19, from right-to-left (long-
to-short wavelength). [Data from Volkamer et al. (2005)] (b) A typical ringdown
spectrum for a calibration. This scan corresponds to a mean cell concentration of 1.16
ppm glyoxal determined from the reference points, which gives a bulb concentration
of 22.7 ppm. The background scan is not shown. A linear fit of several CRD scans at
varying cell concentration gives the standard bulb concentration; for this calibration
the bulb was determined to have a concentration of 22.9± 1.4 ppm.
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counts to the known glyoxal concentration in the LIP axis yields a calibration factor

in terms of (s ppt)−1. The uncertainty in the linear fit can be determined by analysis

of the variance (var) and covariance (cov) of each plot with the method described by

Higbie (1991), where the independent variable x refers to the glyoxal concentration

(ppt) and the dependent variable y refers to the phosphorescence counts (s−1).

The correlation coefficient R is found from the covariance and variance

R =
cov(x, y)

[var(x)var(y)]1/2
. (4.9)

The slope can be similarly determined

slope =
cov(x, y)

var(x)
, (4.10)

and, finally, the uncertainty in the slope σ can be found

σslope =
|slope| tan[arccos (R)]

(N − 2)1/2
(4.11)

where N is the number of points in the linear fit.

4.1.2.5 Sampling Method

Glyoxal is non-reactive with respect to polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and per-

fluoroalkoxy (PFA), so tubing made from these materials are used throughout. As

the surfaces of PTFE and PFA are inert, long lengths of tubing can be used to draw

glyoxal into the detection axis. Glyoxal is taken up by the surfaces of the walls,
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Figure 4.4: The glyoxal valve deck is composed of: two- and three-way solenoid
valves (V2–V7); a manual choke valve (V1); manual shutoff valves on the dry air
and calibration gas inputs; a mass flow controller (MFC) on the calibration gas
input; and a pinch valve (PV) to maintain a sampling pressure of 100 Torr. The
command sequence for desired operating modes is shown on the right. Valves can be
controlled manually through switches on the Main DP or remotely through software
control.

however, the equilibration time with the walls is much faster than the change in the

ambient concentration so this does not affect measurements.

A valve deck composed of two- and three-way solenoid valves allows for alter-

nate sampling between inlets. During regular sampling the inlets are continuously

switched between the tower inlet and alternate inlet with a period of 30 minutes.

During the CABINEX field campaign the “tower inlet” was connected by roughly 2

meters of 1/4 inch PFA tubing to a glass manifold in the ceiling of the laboratory

building. The laboratory sits adjacent to a 31 meter tower and the glass manifold

(∼ 2 inch dia.) runs up the tower where ambient air is sampled from a height of

34 meters. Ambient air is drawn into the manifold by a large pump resulting in a

reduced pressure in the manifold. The “alternate inlet” was connected to approxi-

mately 30 meters of 1/2 inch PTFE tubing which ran from the valve deck to a small
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Figure 4.5: Sampling intercomparisons between an inlet directly open to room air
(Tower; blue) and an inlet drawing in room air through 30 meters of PTFE tubing
(Alt.; red) were performed to ensure that no glyoxal was lost to the walls of the
PTFE tubing. Glyoxal in room air varies slowly so any loss in the Alternate inlet
relative to the Tower inlet is an indication of loss to the walls of the tubing, not
changes in ambient concentration. Minute data for each inlet is shown by the dots
and the vertical bars represent ±1σ of the mean. Glyoxal is on the order of 10 ppt.

6 meter tower atop the WSU trailer. Sampling between inlets located below and

above the canopy allows for gradient measurements. A 1 minute delay during data

acquisition is added between inlet switching to ensure that ambient air is being sam-

pled and allowing the pinch valve to establish the correct pressure in the detection

axis.

Prior to sampling ambient glyoxal from the tower (glass manifold) and within

the canopy (30 m PTFE inlet) an intercomparison between inlets was performed to

verify that glyoxal uptake on the walls of the PTFE tubing would not affect the

measurement. One inlet (tower) was opened directly to room air at the solenoid
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valve, while a second inlet (alt) was connected to approximately 30 m of 1/2 inch

PTFE tubing and also sampled room air. The concentration of glyoxal in room varies

slowly so any decrease in the signal of the alternate inlet is due to loss of glyoxal

onto the walls of the PTFE tubing. Approximately half-way through the sampling

period (∼ 5 hours, Fig. 4.5) a funnel covered by a mesh screen was added to the

end of the tubing; no influence in the signal was detected by this addition. The

mesh-covered funnel at the tubing input was the configuration used throughout the

campaign as it prevented the uptake insects an small debris into the sampling line.

No loss in signal is apparent from the addition of PTFE tubing. Tower inlet data

was interpolated into the timebase of the alternate inlet by averaging the nearest

neighbors and the maximum difference between the two inlets was found to be less

than 8 % over the entire evaluation period. Additionally, optical noise (±1σ) during

during each 25 minute sampling period always exceeds the difference in the mean

concentration between the two inlets.

4.2 CABINEX Field Mission

Deforestation in the United States reached its maximum by the 1920s. Most

(about 90 %) of the virgin forests present prior to 1600, before the vast expansion of

population across North America, had been cleared. Since the 1920s forest coverage

has remained relatively constant covering roughly 33 % of the continental United

States land area, which represents approximately 20 % of the world’s forest ecosys-

tems in terms of area. Continued deforestation in the western United States has
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been offset by the regeneration of forest in the southern and, particularly, northern

states. Since management practices were applied in the early 20th century, 2.4 million

hectares of new forest (an area roughly equivalent to the size of New Hampshire) can

be attributed to the Midwest alone (Smith et al., 2004). However, the composition of

this new (second-growth) forest differs from the virgin (old-growth) forests that it has

replaced. As these second-growth forests age they will become more characteristic

of old-growth forests as early growth species are replaced in the natural succession

of the forest.

Forest ecosystems are important components of the global carbon cycle: roughly

30 % (3 PgC yr−1) of all annual CO2 emissions are absorbed by net growth in forests

(Canadell et al., 2007) and forest themselves store twice the amount of carbon as

the atmospheric sink (Solomon, 2007). Undoubtedly forests will continue to play an

important role in future carbon mitigation through careful management. However,

the complexity in the coupled forest-atmosphere system cast uncertainty into any

future predictions.

As early as 1960 Went (1960) recognized that plants were capable of releasing

a substantial amount of volatile organic compounds into the atmosphere. With no

known enzymatic pathways capable of breaking down isoprene derivatives, produced

by biophysical plant activities, release into the atmosphere was suggested as the only

plausible loss mechanism for such compounds.

Biogenic VOC emissions vary with species, where isoprene is primarily emitted by

deciduous trees and α- and β-pinenes are the primary emission of conifers (Rasmussen

and Went, 1965). Isoprene is unique amongst the BVOCs as it is a direct by-product
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of photosynthesis: its emission is dependent on both light and temperature. This is

contrasted with the terpenoids (e.g., terpenoids) which are associated with leaf oils

and plant resins, emissions are dependent on the vapor pressure of these compounds

and are therefore only dependent on temperature.

Isoprene and its derivatives (terpenes, carotenoids, rubber and phytol) are olefins

which lend to them short atmospheric lifetimes as a result of their susceptibility to

rapid OH, NO3 and ozone oxidation. Although isoprene or α- and β-pinene are the

dominant BVOCs in forest there is ample observational evidence suggesting that

often more than half of the VOC mass emitted by vegetation is composed of other

compounds (Isidorov et al., 1985; Singh and Zimmerman, 1990).

4.2.1 Motivation

The Community Atmosphere-Biosphere Interactions Experiment (CABINEX)

field campaign was based at the University of Michigan Biological Station (UMBS)

forest near Pellston, MI during July/August 2009. The field campaign was moti-

vated by the fact that forests are large sources of biogenic volatile organic carbons

(BVOCs). The importance of forests on a global scale is readily apparent when the

magnitude of VOCs they are responsible for releasing is accounted for; modeling

estimates place the emission of VOCs from natural sources 7 times larger than an-

thropogenic VOC emissions and twice that of methane on a global scale (Guenther

et al., 1995). VOCs are only removed by three possible pathways: oxidation to CO

or CO2; wet or dry deposition; or by formation of secondary organic aerosols (SOA),

which are ultimately removed by oxidation or deposition. While there is much un-
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certainty in annual VOC budgets it is estimated that one-third is made up from

isoprene alone (Goldstein and Galbally, 2007). Understanding and predicting the

future role of forests is complicated by changes in their composition, resulting from

both a changing climate as well as their natural evolution.

A large scale forest disturbance designed to mimic accelerated forest ecological

evolution was implemented in the UMBS forest in 2008. Over 6700 aspen and birch

trees, representing more the 35 % of the canopy leaf area index, were girdled over an

area of 82 acres as part of the Forrest Accelerated Succession Experiment (FASET).

Girdling is a process where bands of bark are removed from trees to inhibit the flow

of carbohydrates from the leaves to the roots. This eventually leads to the slow decay

of the tree as the supply of carbohydrates in the roots is depleted and regeneration

from sprouting is prevented.

While timing of the CABINEX field mission was driven by forest succession exper-

iment (FASET), virtually no impact on the health and prevalence of the aspen pop-

ulation has been observed (Bertman, 2009); the aspen and birch continued to thrive

during summer of 2009. As a result, the campaign represents measurements made

in a characteristically even-aged second-growth forest with successional species still

confined to the understory and the transition to an uneven-aged mixed deciduous-

conifer forest largely incomplete. The forest ecology remains nearly identical to 1998

when a smaller scale mission aimed at investigating oxidation processes in the forest

was carried out.

With the minimal impact of successional hardwood and pine species on the UMBS

forest, the local atmospheric chemistry remains to be dominated by isoprene. An
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Figure 4.6: Cover types surrounding Douglas Lake on UMBS property. The area
surrounding the PROPHET tower is dominated by aspen, where is covers more than
7000 acres of UMBS property. The next most abundant plant types are deciduous,
wet deciduous and pine each covering roughly 1000 acres. The area of each plant
type is proportional to the area it covers on the UMBS property. [Adapted from
Barnes (2011)]
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isoprene dominated forest becomes a unique environment to measure glyoxal as it is

a ubiquitous intermediate of isoprene oxidation.

Glyoxal (CHOCHO) is the smallest α-dicarbonyl and can be readily detected

by laser-induced phosphorescence. Historically, it has been viewed as a secondary

and later stage oxidation product but there is new evidence from chamber studies

which indicate the presence of pathways leading to direct formation during isoprene

oxidation (Galloway et al., 2011).

Modeling studies confirm the importance of North American deciduous forests,

such as that encountered at the University of Michigan Biological Station, to the

global distribution of glyoxal. Fu et al. (2008) simulated the global daytime distri-

bution of glyoxal at the surface with a GEOS-Chem model and found that the North

American contribution, particularly across the Midwest and Northeast, to global

loading of glyoxal becomes pronounced during the boreal summer. Globally, surface

glyoxal concentrations were highest in biomass burning and isoprene-rich regions. In

the wintertime there is a marked decrease of glyoxal in vegetated regions with the

anthropogenic contribution dominating: high glyoxal concentrations are coincident

with polluted regions.

While glyoxal serves as a proxy for VOC oxidation, it is the impact of local

photochemistry in regional forests on air quality that primarily motivates such a

measurement. Large emissions of BVOC coupled with their subsequent oxidation are

capable of heavily influencing the level of ozone. Despite Blodgett Forest Research

Station being located in a typically coniferous forest, prevailing daytime winds are

able to influence the site with remote anthropogenic (VOC & NOx) and biogenic
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(isoprene) air masses from California’s Central Valley and downwind oak forests,

respectively. In Blodgett Forest, isoprene oxidation was found to be responsible for

between 40 – 70 % of the total ozone in the region and the ozone forming potential

of isoprene was highly modulated by NOx concentrations (Dreyfus et al., 2002).

The University of Michigan Biological Station is, by contrast, located in a re-

mote region near the tip of Michigan’s lower peninsula and is seldom influenced

by air masses originating from populated areas. Anthropogenic influence on pho-

tochemistry and air quality at the site was limited to air masses originating from

industrialized regions of the Great Lakes and Midwest (Fig. 4.8.)

4.2.2 Mission Overview

Within the UMBS Forest, two towers have been erected. A 46 m tower, active

since 1999, that is part of the AmeriFlux network designed to study micrometeorolog-

ical fluxes and carbon cycling in the forest environment. A 31 m tower, in operation

since 1997, is the platform for which the Program for Research Oxidants: Photo-

chemistry, Emissions and Transport (PROPHET) is based. It is the PROPHET

tower which hosted the CABINEX mission and a previous intensive field campaign

in 1998 (Carroll et al., 2001).

The PROPHET tower has a pyrex intake manifold that runs from a temperature

controlled laboratory, that sits adjacent to the tower, along the height of the tower.

The manifold extends above the tower, giving an intake height of 35 m. The UMBS

Forest has a mean canopy height of 21 m. Washington State University (WSU)

provided a mobile laboratory, designed to make a variety of measurements, that was
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Figure 4.8: Daily 24-hour back-trajectories terminating at 500 m for the duration of
the CABINEX field campaign, as calculated by the NOAA ARL/HYSPLIT model
(Draxler and Hess, 1997, 1998). The majority of air masses sampled originated
over rural Canada. While anthropogenic influence was occasionally observed it was
limited to air masses originating from industrialized regions of the Great Lakes and
Midwest.
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packaged into a trailer. A meteorological tower sat atop this trailer at a height of

6 m and provided an additional sampling location that was in the understory. The

WSU trailer was located within 20 m of the PROPHET tower.

The Great Lakes region lies at the intersection of the humid continental United

States and the subarctic boreal climate of Canada. The region experiences frequent

cloud cover resulting from the proximity to lakes Michigan, Huron and Superior.

Temperatures during the field campaign were generally mild, with a mean (median)

campaign temperature of 17.9 (18.0) ◦C on top of the tower. Occasionally temper-

atures would climb to the upper 20s, however, this never persisted for sustained

periods longer than 2 – 3 days. A maximum and minimum temperature of 29.2 ◦C

and 9.6 ◦C, respectively, were encountered. The release of isoprene from the UMBS

forest is influenced both by the local temperature and cloud cover.

4.2.3 Additional Instruments & Data Products

The CABINEX field campaign was supported by a host of instrumentation com-

ing from several universities and research centers. Both real-time measurements and

samples for post-mission processing were collected. Brief descriptions of instruments

related to the analysis of VOC oxidation and glyoxal formation follow.

4.2.3.1 OH/HOx Measurements

OH and HO2 measurements were made by a laser-induced fluorescence instrument

from Indiana University (Dusanter et al., 2008). The instrument takes advantage of

Fluorescence Assay by Gas Expansion technique (FAGE) with direct excitation of OH
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at 308 nm. Indirect measurements of HO2 are made possible by titration with NO to

generate OH inside the fluorescence cell. A detection limit of 3.9×105 molecule cm−3

over 5-minutes is reported (Dusanter et al., 2007). Decreased sensitivity that results

from power losses through long lengths of optical fiber are experienced when sampling

from the top of the tower. Detection limits of less than 1.0×106 molecule cm−3 with

15 – 30 minute averaging are achieved under these scenarios.

The Indiana FAGE instrument is similar in concept to the HOx instrument de-

veloped at Harvard (Wennberg et al., 1994), however the higher concentration of

H2O in the troposphere necessitates pumping the OH electronic transition at longer

wavelengths to prevent significant contamination from laser-generated OH. Signal

from artifact OH easily dominates ambient OH (Hanabusa et al., 1977; Davis et al.,

1981) and is generated by chemistry resulting from O3 photolysis:

O3 + hν282 nm → O(1D) + O2 (4.12)

O(1D) + H2O → 2 OH. (4.13)

Operating at reduced pressures limits the availability of water vapor that can partic-

ipate in reaction 4.13, however interferences from artifact OH can still be significant

(Smith and Crosley, 1990). Using a laser light source at 308 nm to probe the OH

(0,0) band reduces the interference by a factor of ∼ 30 (a combination of lower O3

absorption cross-section and lower O(1D) quantum yield) while increasing the OH

absorption cross-section by a factor of ∼ 6 (Heard and Pilling, 2003). However,

this comes at the expense of spectral overlap between the pump and fluorescence
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signal. Despite this, the increased fluorescence lifetime (∼ 500 ns) that is achieved

at low pressures in a FAGE instrument allows for temporal discrimination between

fast scatter (e.g., Rayleigh, Mie and instrumental) processes coincident with the laser

pulse and the slower fluorescence signal from OH.

4.2.3.2 Total OH Reactivity

In addition the OH/HO2 measurements made by Indiana University, a total OH

loss rate was made with the discharge-flow technique (Kaufman, 1984; Seeley et al.,

1993; Donahue et al., 1996). OH is generated by photolysis of H2O in saturated air

by a 184.9 nm light source (mercury lamp). The generated OH is added to the core

of a sample stream, made up of ambient air containing VOCs, by a movable injector.

A fraction of the 308 nm laser light used in the OH/HO2 instrument is sampled

and fiber-coupled to the end of the detection cell where it is used to measure OH

signal via fluorescence. Constant flow velocities and travel distance of approximately

1 m of the movable OH injector modulates the OH reaction time with species in the

ambient air by an order of magnitude.

Under conditions where the concentration of the ambient species is in large excess

relative to OH, the reaction can be taken to be pseudo first-order with respect to

OH. The rate of loss of OH is proportional to concentration of OH in the case of

first order kinetics. A plot of the concentration of OH against the reaction time will

yield a straight-line with a slope equal to the pseudo-first order rate constant of the

reaction between OH and air. The reaction time of OH with air is governed by the

flow rate in the reaction chamber (held constant) and the position of the movable
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injector. Since the fluorescence signal S is proportional to the concentration of OH

at the detector and it is the relative change in concentration with reaction time that

is measured, the absolute concentration of OH at the detector does not need to be

determined.

The loss of OH with time is governed by the integrated first order rate equation

(Kovacs and Brune, 2001):

ln (S/S0)

t
=− (kCO[CO] + kCH4 [CH4] + kO3 [O3] + kNO2 [NO2]

+ kHCHO[HCHO] +
∑
i

kHCi
[HCi] + kX[X])

(4.14)

where S0 is the OH signal at the initial position of the injector; S is the OH signal

after some reaction time t; k are the rate constants for the various OH reactions; HCi

refers to various hydrocarbons; and, X is representative of unknown or unaccounted

for species that react with OH in air. The Indiana total OH reactivity instrument has

a time resolution of 2 minutes and found that total OH reactivity has high temporal

variability.

Total OH reactivity, which is the inverse of the OH lifetime, measurements are an

important component of validating models of OH chemistry. Models which account

for all “known” OH chemistry can be compared to the total OH loss rate to evaluate

whether models accurately describe OH chemistry. In forest environments, it has

been found that the total OH lifetime cannot be completely accounted for by the

major chemical species. The difference between measured and modeled total OH re-

activity, termed the missing OH reactivity, during the PROPHET 2000 intensive was
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found to increase with heightened temperatures and suggested that other unknown

reactive BVOCs may be involved in OH chemistry (Di Carlo et al., 2004).

4.2.3.3 VOC measurements

Measurements of a suite of VOCs and hydrocarbons were made by Washington

State University using a proton-transfer reaction mass spectrometry (PTR-MS) in-

strument. The PTR-MS technique relies on the transfer of a proton from a donor

XH+ to a gas species R to generate a cation RH+:

XH+ (g) + R (g)→ RH+ (g) + X (g). (4.15)

The proton source is commonly H3O+. Selectivity is achieved due to differences

between the proton affinity of different gas species. Proton affinities are the negative

of the enthalpy change for reaction 4.15. Since the entropic contributions are small

and show little variation between reactions, the proton affinity can be used to asses

the spontaneity (in a Gibbs free energy sense) of a proton transfer (Smith and S̆panĕl,

2005). Most of the bulk inorganic constituents of air (e.g., N2, O2, CO2 and O3)

have lower proton affinities than H2O, while trace organic constituents (e.g., alkenes,

alkynes and aromatics) have higher proton affinities (Hunter and Lias, 1998). This

results in PTR-MS being “transparent” to all but trace organic species (Blake et al.,

2009). The cations formed from the proton transfer can then be sampled and detected

by mass spectroscopy.

If the proton donor (H3O+) concentration is kept in large excess of the gas species

(R) then the proton transfer reaction can be taken to be pseudo-first order with
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respect to R and the concentration of R can be determined from the ratio of masses

detected (Blake et al., 2009):

[R] =
[RH+]

kRt[H3O+]
(4.16)

where kR is the known rate constant of the proton transfer reaction and t is the

reaction time. With only mass spectroscopy providing compound discrimination,

interferences resulting from fragmentation is a possibility. The VOC species mea-

sured by the WSU PTR-MS instrument are: formaldehyde; methanol; acetaldehyde;

methyl hydroperoxide; acetone; isoprene; combined methacrolein and methylvinyl

ketone; combined 2-butanone, butanal and methylglyoxal; benzene; toluene; the

sum of C2-alkylbenzenes; and the sum of monoterpenes. All species have a stated

calibration accuracy of 10 % except formaldehyde which has a calibration accuracy

of 20 % and methyl hydroperoxide which is assumed to have the same sensitivity as

methanol.

4.3 Results

A large dataset of glyoxal measurements was made during the 2009 CABINEX

field campaign. The final dataset provides both in-canopy and above-canopy mea-

surements with a 1-minute resolution that covers over 47 % (statistically) of the

campaign period between 30 June – 08 August 2009. Much of the unreported data

comes from the beginning of the campaign and was the result of setup and initial

calibrations.
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Sampling alternated continuously between tower and alternate inlets (see Sec.

4.1.2.5 for a description of sampling setup) on a 30-minute timescale. While glyoxal

data from the campaign is at times nearly continuous, data from a single inlet source

is limited to a resolution of 30-minutes.

Glyoxal concentrations exhibited a diurnal profile that fluctuated around a mean

concentration of approximately 25 ppt throughout the campaign. Several days during

the campaign exhibited much larger concentrations of glyoxal, with a maximum

observed concentration of 75 ppt. While variation in glyoxal concentration above-

canopy and in-canopy are seen, these variations are smaller than the day-to-day

variability in the average concentration.

4.3.1 Vertical Gradients

A comparison of glyoxal concentrations above-canopy (34 m) and in-canopy (6

m) as function of time of day for the entire campaign revealed the presence of vertical

gradients. Measurements from each inlet are binned and averaged for each day of the

campaign and the resulting daily bins are averaged to give an overall mission diurnal

profile for each inlet—daily binning gives each day of the campaign equal weight to

the overall profile. A maximum gradient (up to 4 ppt) exists between the top of the

canopy and the understory throughout the evening.

Glyoxal is predominantly lost through photolysis—the lifetime of glyoxal for over-

head sunlight conditions is roughly 90 minutes (Volkamer et al., 2005). Loss pathways

at night are driven by oxidation, transport and deposition.

A simple explanation, with the assumption that precursors are well mixed and
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Figure 4.9: Glyoxal measurements for the duration of the CABINEX field campaign.
Tower and (cyan dots) alternate (magenta dots) inlet data show are not equivalent,
although there is less variation in the vertical gradient than the daily variability in
glyoxal (black line). A regular diurnal cycle is seen as well as several days with
large glyoxal production (> 50 ppt) denoted by gray shading. One-minute temper-
ature data at a vertical height of 20 m is plotted with the dashed line indicating
temperatures greater than 1-σ of the mission mean (17.3± 3.9 ◦C).
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the presence of a diurnal cycle in both inlets. (lower panel) The difference between
the two inlets reveals the presence of a vertical gradient as well as an inversion in
the gradient.

the rate of production of glyoxal is identical in- and above-canopy, for the inversion

in the vertical gradient is that there is a higher rate of loss of glyoxal above the

canopy where it experiences a greater photolysis frequency. While this explanation

for vertical gradients is consistent with radiative transfer in a forest canopy it suffers

from the fact that the mid-day gradient inversion is not a typical diurnal feature but

is instead driven by days where glyoxal is elevated.

The campaign-wide vertical gradient inversion can almost be completely ac-

counted for by days where glyoxal concentrations exceeded 50 ppt. Only 8 days,

representing roughly 20 % of the total data, exhibit such behavior. The daily maxi-

mum temperature on these 8 days exceed 1σ of the mean temperature for the cam-

paign as measured by University of Michigan meteorological measurements made at
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Figure 4.11: The fraction of each three different VOCs averaged across the entire
campaign is shown. While the total VOC concentration is much greater when all
VOCs measured by WSU PTRMS are included, isoprene, monoterpenes and aV-
OCs are identified as source VOCs. Other species are potentially sources as well as
products of oxidation. Isoprene dominates the source fraction during mid-day while
monoterpenes play an important role in the early morning hours.

20 meters on the PROPHET tower. While nearly half of the days of campaign ex-

hibit maximum daytime temperatures greater than 1σ of the mean, the days where

glyoxal exceeds 50 ppt are usually proceeded by a warm day.

4.3.2 VOC Sources

Three possible VOCs that contribute to oxidation chemistry and glyoxal forma-

tion can be identified from the WSU PTRMS measurements, which include: isoprene;

monoterpenes; and anthropogenic VOCs (C2-alkylbenzenes, benzene and toluene).

While many more VOCs are measured and contribute to a significant fraction of
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observed VOCs they are not included because they are both glyoxal precursors and

oxidation products of the three species identified. Decoupling the contribution that

these species make as intermediates or as primary VOCs is not possible.

Isoprene is the dominant VOC source during mid-day sunlight periods. This is

consistent with isoprene being a direct metabolic product of photosynthesis, where

its production is sensitive to both light and heat. During early morning periods a

sizable fraction of the VOC source term is contributed by monoterpenes.

4.3.3 Temperature Profiles of VOCs

A comparison of simultaneous in-canopy measurements of monoterpenes and iso-

prene by the WSU PTRMS instrument shows that there is little correlation between

these two glyoxal precursors. Elevated concentrations of monoterpenes are often

seen while isoprene concentrations are low. An overlay of in-canopy temperature (21

m) reveals a strong temperature dependence in isoprene while the monoterpenes are

largely decoupled from temperature.

The early morning increase in monoterpenes (Fig. 4.11) is due to increases in

temperature in the canopy. However the diurnal trend is also highly modulated

by the local boundary layer height. The lack of correlation between monoterpenes

and isoprene is explained by the processes controlling their release: monoterpenes

are controlled exclusively by temperature yet isoprene is a direct product of pho-

tosynthesis, controlled by both temperature and light. The decreased fraction of

monoterpenes making up the total VOC contribution later in the day is due to the

large increase in isoprene that follows photosynthetic productivity.
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Figure 4.12: (a) Limited correlation exists between the concentration of monoter-
penes and isoprene in the canopy. Monoterpenes do not show a strong temperature
dependence while the concentration of isoprene is elevated during periods of high
temperature. (b) Isoprene concentration as a function of temperature where curves
are fit to the 2 ◦C bins (red circles). The orange curve uses parameters discussed in
Di Carlo et al. (2004), while the cyan curve is fit to the data and gives β = 0.1335 K−1

with an R2 = 0.96.
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The daytime gradient inversion of glyoxal that occurs only during hot days and

the strong temperature dependence of isoprene (see Fig. 4.12(b)) suggest that pro-

duction of glyoxal via isoprene oxidation may be driving the gradient inversion.

Presence of ground foliage is noted (e.g., ferns) however an in-canopy source is not

identified as being responsible for observed increases in in-canopy isoprene.

4.4 Discussion

The glyoxal instrument described here was rapidly deployed to make measure-

ments during the 2009 CABINEX field effort. A large dataset was collected with

long periods of instrument uptime. Many of the efforts that went into the design of

this instrument were replicated or slightly modified in the IO experiment.

Discussed are some of the direct measurements obtained by the glyoxal instrument

as well as other instrument groups. A chemical model is required to extend analysis

of glyoxal during this campaign. A model which accounts for production and loss

pathways may be able to reveal the mechanisms responsible for the vertical gradient

and the apparent temperature dependent factors that drive it.

Glyoxal can serve as a local tracer of VOC oxidation chemistry in rural envi-

ronments; during BEARPEX glyoxal concentrations were found to be particularly

sensitive to OH concentrations (Huisman et al., 2011). However, the forest composi-

tion at Blodgett Forest (BEARPEX 2007) is quite different and MBO was identified

as the major glyoxal source while isoprene was a secondary source.

The large proportion of isoprene at the PROPHET site suggest that glyoxal can
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serve as a direct tracer of isoprene oxidation. While isoprene makes up the bulk of the

total OH reactivity discussed by Di Carlo et al. (2004) during the 2001 PROPHET

measurements, the authors suggested that unmeasured terpenes may be substantial

contributors to the VOC budget, particularly at elevated temperatures.

Kim et al. (2011) made branch enclosure measurements of OH reactivity during

the campaign. The authors found that isoprene and monoterpenes could account

for all the measured OH reactivity from red oak, white pine and beech at the site.

Inclusion of a sesquiterpene, specifically α-farnesene, was required to reconcile the

large discrepancy between modeled and observed OH reactivity in red maple branch

enclosures. Kim et al. (2011) also found that typically unmeasured first generation

isoprene oxidation products (e.g., glyoxal, C4- and C5-hydroxycarbonyl compounds,

and glycolaldehyde) could account for ∼ 8.0 % of the isoprene contribution to total

OH reactivity and that branching ratios of these typically unmeasured products

relative to the sum of methacrolein and methyl vinyl ketone are highly modulated

by NO. Later generation oxidation products, which can also include glyoxal, can

contribute significantly, to the point that they surpass isoprene’s contribution, to

the total OH reactivity (Kim et al., 2011).

The binned temperature profile isoprene (Fig. 4.12(b)) is fit with the parameters

described by Di Carlo et al. (2004) that “represent” monoterpene emission rates.

The parameters closely fit the temperature profile of isoprene. A relaxed fit, yields

a similar exponential parameter (β = 0.1335) to that for monoterpenes (β = 0.11),

with good correlation to the data (R2 = 0.96). Taken together with the results of

Kim et al. (2011) this suggests that isoprene and its later stage oxidation products
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may be exclusively responsible for the measured OH reactivity in the PROPHET for-

est. Measurements of secondary oxidation products, like glyoxal, and mechanisms of

isoprene oxidation need to be incorporated into models of OH reactivity to accurately

represent VOC distributions.
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Chapter 5

IO LIF Instrument & Results

If you are looking for perfect safety,
you will do well to sit on a fence and
watch the birds; but if you really
wish to learn, you must mount a
machine and become acquainted
with its tricks by actual trial.

Wilbur Wright
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5.1 IO Instrument Overview

The IO laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) instrument in its current configuration

is an outgrowth of previous work by Co (2007) who investigated the feasibility of the

LIF and CRDS techniques to the in situ measurement of iodine monoxide. What

follows is a description of the instrument as developed for deployment and extended

operation at remote coastal locations.

5.1.1 Measurement Technique

The A2Π3/2–X2Π3/2 spectrum was first observed by Vaidya (1937) while inves-

tigating methyl iodide-methanol flames. Durie and Ramsay (1958) were the first

to measure the absorption spectrum of IO, the (0,0) and (2,0) bands showed sharp

rotational features whereas other levels were reported to be heavily predissociated.

The (2,0) band is strongest in the LIF spectrum (Newman et al., 1998). The LIF

spectrum of the (3,0) has been demonstrated to show extensive rotational structure,

however it is considerably weaker in LIF than the (2,0) band (Turnipseed et al.,

1995).

IO is detected by initiating the A2Π3/2(v′ = 2)← X2Π3/2(v′′ = 0) transition with

445 nm photons. Predissociation of the A2Π3/2 competes directly with radiative

decay.
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IO(X2Π3/2)(v′′ = 0) + hν445 nm → IO(A2Π3/2)(v′ = 2) (5.1)

IO(A2Π3/2)(v′ = 2) → IO(X2Π3/2)(v′′ = 5, 6) + hν (5.2)

IO(X2Π3/2)(v′ = 2) → I(2P3/2) + O(3P) (5.3)

The A2Π3/2 correlates diabatically with products I(2P3/2) and O(1D) (Newman

et al., 1998), however several repulsive states cross the A2Π3/2 yielding the observed

products as shown in Rxn. 5.3.

The (2,0) band exhibits J ′-dependent linewidth broadening indicating rotation-

induced predissociation. While the (0,0) and (3,0) bands do not show evidence of

J ′-dependent linewidths, the lineshapes in the (2,0) band are the narrowest observed

(Newman et al., 1998). This implies the that predissociation of v′ = 2 is weaker than

for any other vibrational level of the A2Π3/2 state.

The natural lifetime (τ) of a molecule in the excited state (in the absence of

collisional quenching) is given by:

1

τ
=

1

τrad

+
1

τpre

(5.4)

where τrad is the radiative lifetime and τpre is the predissociative lifetime. A 1 –

10 ns radiative lifetime is estimated for the A2Π3/2 state of IO (Bekooy et al., 1983).

However, the more rapid predissociation limits the natural lifetime of the excited

state to less than 1 ns for low rotational states and it decreases linearly with increasing

J ′ (Newman et al., 1998). Since the lifetime of IO in the excited state is shorter than
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the length of the laser pulse (∼ 40 ns), temporal discrimination of the excitation

pulse and fluorescence signal by electronic gating methods is not possible.

The strong absorption of the (2,0) band coupled with limited predissociation in

this state, resulting in appreciable fluorescence quantum yield, make this transition

most suitable for IO detection.

5.1.2 Hardware Overview

At the heart of the IO instrument is pulsed titanium sapphire (Ti:Al2O3, or

Ti:sapph) laser capable of generating 445 nm radiation. The laser system is the

same used to generate the 440 nm light required for laser-induced phosphorescence

of glyoxal. The laser system is briefly discussed here as it was specifically designed

with the spectroscopy of IO in mind.

Light at 445 nm is generated by pumping a titanium-doped sapphire crystal with

a 532 nm frequency-doubled neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG)

laser. Titanium sapphire has a very large gain bandwidth (650–1100 nm) centered

at 800 nm. A diffraction-grating in the laser cavity is used to generate a narrow

linewidth source at 890 nm which is then frequency doubled by an extra-cavity

cesium lithium borate crystal generating the requisite 445 nm. Wavelength tuning

is made possible by rotating the angle of the diffraction grating on a rotation stage.

Previously, a continuously movable rotation stage driven by a stepper motor was

used to tune the laser wavelength; however, significant hysteresis was observed in the

rotation stage making it difficult to reliably scan over spectral peaks. Replacement

with a piezo-driven tangent arm rotation stage (Physik Instrumente, M-036.PS) pro-
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vides increased repeatability.

5.1.2.1 LIF Axis

The maximum fluorescence signal intensity for IO is obtained for the v′′ = 1 ←

v′ = 2 transition at 460 nm. There also exists a relatively strong fluorescence sig-

nal near 520 nm, corresponding to the 5 ← 2 transition. Aggressive filtering with

longpass (Semrock LP02-514RE-25) and bandpass (Semrock FF01-530/23-25) filters

allow for the fluorescence signal of the strong 5← 2 transition, and a weaker 6← 2

transition, to be detected by the PMT while suppressing coincident photons from

the excitation pulse. The longpass filter has an edge at 514.5 nm and a very narrow

transition region of 97 cm−1. The bandpass filter is centered at 530 nm and has a

bandwidth of 27.8 nm with an optical depth, outside the bandpass region, greater

than 6 between 400 – 750 nm.

Rotation of the PMT from a vertical position to a horizontal position in the

packaged assembly required the addition of a zero-order half-wave plate (Thorlabs,

WPH05M-488) to rotate the plane of linear polarization to reduce Rayleigh scatter

in the White cell.

5.1.2.2 CRD Axis

An inline cavity ringdown axis that is 15 cm downstream of the LIF axis is used

for calibration. The same high reflective mirrors (CRD Optics, 901-0010-0440) used

in the glyoxal instrument (Sec. 4.1.2.2) are used for IO. Although the mirrors have

reflectivity centered at 440 nm, they have a 50 nm bandwidth where the reflectivity
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is greater than 99.99 %.

Mirrors are mounted in stainless steel mounts (CRD Optics, 902-0010) that attach

to 2.75 inch Conflat vacuum flanges. Three equilaterally-spaced fine-threaded turn-

screws (80 turns per inch) around the perimeter of the mirror are used to adjust the

angle of the mirror. Considerable slippage has been experienced with these mounts,

necessitating a more robust redesign of the mirror mounts.

A minimum detectable absorption (see Eq. 4.5) of 2.5 × 10−7 for IO in the

CRD axis corresponds to 2.5 × 1019 molecules cm−3, or 100 pptv near the surface.

An increase in the minimum detectable absorption by an order of magnitude (i.e.,

[∆τ/τ ]min = 0.5×10−4) is likely possible with higher sensitivity (low-noise) detector

electronics. Indeed, Wada et al. (2007) demonstrated an open-path cavity ringdown

spectrometer to measure IO in the marine boundary layer with a 10 pptv minimum

limit of detection during a 30 s data acquisition time under ideal conditions.

5.1.2.3 Data Acquisition

Data acquisition is controlled by custom software primarily written with Lab-

VIEW (National Instruments). Signals are generated and acquired with associated

data acquisition cards (National Instruments, PCI-6229 & USB-6221; see Sec. 4.1.2.3

for more details).

Each PCI-6229 DAQ card has 2 counter channels, giving a total of four available

counters, which are used for photon counting. An 80 MHz clock is generated on

a primary counter which is used to generate a 125 ns gate on a secondary channel.

The remaining two channels are used to count pulses from the LIF axis and reference
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cell photomultiplier tubes. Additional DAQ hardware (USB-6221) was added to the

instrument to make more counters available in order to generate a second 150 µs

gate used to count background solar scatter in the LIF axis.

5.1.2.4 Calibration

The fundamental equation which dictates the retrieved fluorescence signal SIO to

the absolute concentration of IO is given by

SIO = [IO]× E × Φ× C (5.5)

where E is the excitation rate, Φ is the fluorescence efficiency and C is the collection

efficiency. While the excitation rate is proportional to the effective IO absorption

cross section and the IO population density in the probed rotational state, it is only

the laser power which fluctuates appreciably during calibrations which are carried

out at constant pressure and temperature. The collection efficiency is the product of

the collection optics’ area solid angle cross product and transmission efficiency, and

the quantum efficiency of the PMT. The fluorescence efficiency is the fraction of IO

molecules excited into the A2Π3/2 state that undergo a radiative transition back to

the ground state.

For IO the fluorescence efficiency is the dimensionless quantity that relates the

rate of the radiative decay of the excited state to the sum of all decay processes

Φ =
krad

krad + kpre + kq[Q]
. (5.6)
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Decay from the excited state can occur through both radiative and non-radiative

(predissociation and collisional quenching) processes. The lifetime in the absence of

quenching

τ =
1

krad + kpre

=
1

2πcΓ
(5.7)

can be determined from the experimentally determined rotational linewidths Γ of

the (2,0) band (Gravestock et al., 2010)

Γ = 0.004 + κJ ′(J ′ + 1), (5.8)

where κ = 113 × 10−6. The quenching rate coefficient for the (2,0) state has been

determined by Gravestock et al. (2010) to be, at 296 K, equivalent to kq = (12.8 ±

0.8)×10−11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1. At low sampling pressure (20 Torr) a small decrease

(∼ 50 ps) to the excited state lifetime is attributed to collisional quenching. At high

sampling pressures (150 Torr) a 30 % decrease in the excited state lifetime is due to

the increase in the rate of collisional deactivation. Changes in the quantum efficiency

of fluorescence due to pressure fluctuations during calibrations can be neglected as

the pressure in the White cell is kept constant at 20 Torr.

A plot of the power normalized fluorescence signal against the concentration of

IO in the LIF axis yields a slope that is equivalent to the instrument sensitivity

constant β

S

Plaser

= β[IO] + S0 (5.9)

where S0 is the background signal due instrumental scattering processes. The in-

strumental sensitivity constant β encapsulates the various terms in Equation 5.5
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which do not need to be known explicitly as they are experimentally determined.

Correction terms are required if the temperature or pressure in the LIF axis differ

from conditions during calibration. Changes in temperature will affect the rotation

population distribution of the ground state while changes in pressure manifest as

changes to the rotational lineshape and quantum efficiency of fluorescence.

Calibration of the fluorescence signal requires that the concentration of IO at

the fluorescence axis be accurately known. Two available methods are available to

quantitatively determine the concentration of IO as the detection axis: correlated

LIF/CRD spectroscopy and chemical titration.

5.1.2.4.1 Correlated LIF/CRD Spectroscopy Method Previous work by

Co (2007) revealed that chemical titration and correlated CRD-LIF spectroscopy

could be used to quantify and calibrate the concentration of IO in the sampling

duct. While CRDS is not a viable option for measuring IO in the field, as it has a

detection threshold that is greater than ambient tropospheric mixing ratios of IO, it

can be used at elevated IO concentrations to directly measure the IO mixing ratio.

This can be used in conjunction with LIF detection at decreased laser powers to

calibrate the sensitivity of the optical system to fluorescence.

At high IO concentrations the laser power has to be reduced in order to prevent

saturation of the photomultiplier tube. When the rate of fluorescence exceeds the

temporal resolution of the PMT, multiple photon events that occur during a single

gate cannot be distinguished and the PMT output is no longer linear. Reducing the

average laser power in the White cell, through the use of beam splitters and neutral

density filters, reduces the rate of fluorescence so that the PMT output remains
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linear. The decrease in fluorescence signal is due to the fact that the excitation

rate (Eq. 5.5) is linearly proportional to the average laser power in the White cell.

However, as calibrations are made in terms of a power normalized signal, changes in

the fluorescence signal due to changes in the laser power are inherently accounted

for, hence the instrument sensitivity constant β is insensitive to the laser power at

which the calibration is carried out.

The concentration of IO can be determined directly from an absorption measure-

ment using CRDS (see Sec. 4.1.2.4). Measurement of the IO concentration at various

distance from the injector allows for the determination of the wall loss rate for a given

flow condition. Mixing ratios of IO in the ppbv range are generated by photolyzing

trifluoroiodomethane (CF3I) and reacting the resulting iodine with ozone.

CF3I + hν254 nm → CF3 + I (5.10)

I + O3 → IO + O2 (5.11)

IO concentrations can vary between the CRD and LIF axis as a result of either

irreversible uptake onto the walls of the duct or through the IO self reaction

IO + IO→ products. (5.12)

With a large excess of O3 the formation of IO occurs rapidly in the sampling duct.

Only at high concentrations of IO (∼ 100 ppb) does the loss due to the self reaction

become non-negligible between the CRD axis and the LIF axis. There is approxi-

mately a 20 % loss in IO between the two axes under such conditions. A kinetic model
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is used to introduce a correction term to account for loss due to the self reaction.

While the correlated LIF/CRD spectroscopy has been successfully demonstrated

as means to calibrate the instrument in the laboratory it proved inadequate during

field trials. Rapid loss in mirror reflectivity resulted in low sensitivities in the CRD

axis. Removing and cleaning the mirrors was able to reestablish mirror reflectivity,

although still below specification (τ ≈ 7 µs). However, within a few minutes and

prior to the addition of reagents to generate IO the cavity time constant would fall

to levels that were not able to be fit accurately (τ < 1 µs). Salt migration onto the

mirror surfaces at decreased pressure is speculated as the reason for degradation in

the performance of the mirrors, although there is no conclusive evidence to support

this hypothesis.

The mirror reflectivity appears to have permanently degraded as the mirrors have

aged. The mirrors have a reflectivity, R = 99.985 %, with a per pass loss three times

above specification. Although a new pair of mirrors was purchased recently, these are

from the same batch and are the same age as the original mirrors purchased for the

CRD experiment in 2006. Aggressive cleaning of the mirrors was not able to restore

the mirrors to the manufacturer’s specified reflectivity. The combination of perma-

nent mirror degradation and rapid loss of reflectivity in a field (marine) environment

led to the decision to abandon correlated LIF/CRD as a calibration technique in favor

of chemical titration. With new mirrors having adequate reflectivity (R ≥ 99.995 %)

CRD remains an ideal laboratory calibration method and serves as an independent

method for intercomparison with chemical titration methods.
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5.1.2.4.2 Chemical Titration The concentration of IO in the LIF axis can

be quantitatively determined from the reaction between CF3I and O(3P) since the

branching ratio of the reaction has been experimentally determined. At 100 Torr

and 298 K the IO yield is reported as Φ(IO) = 0.83± 0.09 (Gilles et al., 1996). At 2

– 4 Torr and 298 K the yield is reported as Φ(IO) = 0.93± 0.04 (Bloss et al., 2001).

It has been suggested that the IO yield may be pressure dependent if the reaction

proceeds via a collisionally stabilized intermediate.

CF3I + O(3P)→ CF3IO∗ (5.13)

CF3IO∗ + M→ CF3IO (5.14a)

CF3IO∗ → CF3 + IO (5.14b)

An investigation into the pressure dependence of the IO yield between 100 – 760 Torr

at 298 K found that there was no significant changes in the yield; however, at low

temperatures (220 K) a 20 % decrease in the IO yield was witnessed as pressure was

increased over the range (Bloss et al., 2001).

The reaction of excess O(3P) with CF3I as a limiting reagent is seemingly the most

straightforward calibration route. The concentration of CF3I is known, a ∼ 10 ppb

tank (Scott-Marrin) is typically used, and excess O(3P) ensures that the CF3I is

completely consumed. Calibrations are carried out at 298 K and 20 Torr so that,

coupled with the findings of Gilles et al. (1996), the initial IO concentration is simply

0.83× [CF3I]. However, the excess O(3P) initiates the rapid loss of IO. The relevant
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iodine reaction that occur in the duct are shown below.

CF3I + O(3P) → CF3 + IO (5.15)

IO + O(3P) → O2 + I (5.16)

IO + IO → products (5.17)

I + O3 → IO + O2 (5.18)

A full chemical model incorporating the above reactions is required to determine the

temporal profile of IO in the duct. Any appreciable excess of O(3P) will result in

Reaction 5.16 dominating the IO loss pathways. The concentration of O(3P) must

be known in order to successfully calibrate with this method, limiting some of the

benefits afforded by this method.

An alternative calibration method is chemical titration of O(3P) with excess CF3I.

With this method the rapid loss of IO with excess reagent is not possible and the IO

self reaction (Rxn. 5.17) is the only available loss pathway. A large excess of CF3I

ensures that the formation of IO is fast relative to its loss. An accurate measurement

of O(3P) is required to determine the initial yield of IO. Excess CF3I has been found

to contaminate the fluorescence axis so that it interferes with the CF3I titration

method. Subjecting the instrument to heat, high UV flux and atomic oxygen will

slowly (∼ 1 – 2 weeks) decrease contamination. Contamination of the duct and White

cell with precursor does not interfere with ambient sampling as high UV fluxes and

atomic oxygen concentrations are required to generate IO.
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5.1.2.5 Sampling Method

Air is sampled by drawing it through a small diameter pinhole formed in stainless

steel cap with a 1 hp oil-free dry scroll vacuum pump (Varian, TriScroll 600) that

pulls 5 standard liters minute−1, generating a flow velocity of ∼ 1 m s−1 in the

detection axis. The loss of IO through a pinhole is characterized by measuring the

absolute concentration on either side of the inlet with CRDS. A loss of 20 % is

experienced for sampling conditions that produce 20 Torr in the duct (Co, 2007).

While a decrease in the number density of IO is expected to result from gas

expansion through the inlet, this is compensated for by other increases in sensitivity.

Small signal gains are achieved by the narrowing of rotational lines and the increased

fluorescence efficiency at decreased pressure. A large increase in sensitivity is gained

by the reduction of solar scatter that a small pinhole affords. The inlet is directed

toward the zenith in order to make sampling insensitive to horizontal wind direction

but this comes at the expense of increased background counts.

5.2 IO Field Deployment

The IO LIF instrument was deployed into the field on two occasions, that served

primarily as instrument validation missions. Field sites were chosen based on a

variety of criteria and posed different sets of challenges but both were demonstrated

sites where IO had been previously measured.
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5.2.1 Mace Head, Ireland

During August – September 2010 the IO instrument was deployed to a remote

coastal atmospheric research station on Ireland’s west coast, near the town of Carna,

Co. Galway. The research station is operated by the National University Ireland and

also serves as site of the Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE)

network. Measurements of aerosols, background anthropogenic gases (CFCs and

HCFCs), and fluxes of carbon dioxide and ozone are made on site. Standard weather

products are available as the site is also home to instruments that are part of the

Irish Meteorological Service.

There is a long history of measurements of IO at the site made using a long-path

differential optical absorption spectrometer (LP-DOAS) (Seitz et al., 2010; Saiz-

Lopez et al., 2006; Alicke et al., 1999). Point measurements of IO were made with

an LIF instrument, similar in concept to the Harvard design, during August 2007

(Commane et al., 2011). The concentration of IO measured at the site varies widely

between the two methods. LP-DOAS measurements report peak concentrations less

than 10 ppt while the LIF point measurements by Commane et al. (2011) report

peak concentrations of nearly 50 ppt. This discrepancy can be attributed to the

spatial inhomogeneity of IO along the coast and the strong influence of the intertidal

region on iodine production.

Mace Head Research Station (53◦ 19′ 34′′ N, 9◦ 54′ 14′′ W) is located on a head-

land that protrudes into the Irish Sea. The site experiences semi-diurnal tides and

tide heights can vary by as much 4.7 m during spring tides. A gentle slope in the

coastline results in large horizontal tidal range (∼ 50 m), exposing large populations
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of kelp during spring low tides. Extensive beds of Laminaria digitata, a subtidal kelp

species, only become exposed when the tide height falls below 0.3 m. Large increases

in IO at the site are thought to be due the atmospheric exposure of L. digitata,

where molecular iodine is directly released as a result of iodide oxidation during the

scavenging of reactive oxygen species (Küpper et al., 2008). Peak IO concentrations

are expected during mid-day low tides when the photolysis frequency of molecular

iodine is greatest.

Figure 5.1: Laminaria digitata which is named for the its long segments that resemble
fingers. This sample was harvested from a site in coastal Maine in Acadia National
Park. This species of kelp is known to uptake iodine, which gives it its color, and is
a sub-tidal species, exposed only during spring low tides.
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5.2.2 Appledore Island, Maine

A deployment to the Shoals Marine Laboratory (SML) on Appledore Island,

Maine was carried out during August – September 2011. SML is a seasonal marine

laboratory operated collaboratively by Cornell University and University of New

Hampshire with the mission of providing undergraduate education in the marine

sciences. While not a traditional research station, the site can provide infrastruc-

ture and support to research groups. The site is located approximately 6 nautical

miles southeast from the nearest port in Portsmouth, NH within the Isles of Shoals

archipelago.

Measurements of IO were previously made between Appledore Island and White

Island, covering a total path length of 4.6 km at a height of 35 – 15 m above the

surface of the open ocean with a long-path DOAS instrument (see Fig. 5.2). IO

was only observed during the daytime with a maximum concentration of 4 pptv

(Stutz et al., 2007). Additionally, year-round measurements are made on Appledore

Island by UNH/NOAA as part of the Atmospheric Investigation, Regional Modeling,

Analysis and Prediction (AIRMAP) network. Standard meteorological data products

are available as well as measurements of ozone, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and

cloud base height.

The site is isolated from the mainland and generates its own power with a com-

bination of wind and solar sources and, primarily, with diesel engine-generator sets.

This presented a logistical challenge as the peak power loads of the instrument ex-

ceeded the baseline available power at the site. Significant overhead power must be

available to the instrument during the startup of various motors used in the vacuum
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and coolant subsystems. A single phase, liquid-cooled diesel generator (Kubota,

GL11000) capable of producing a maximum of 11 kW at 240 VAC was acquired to

meet the power demands of the instrument on the island.

The southwestern Gulf of Maine are populated by a variety of kelp species.

Throughout the 1970s the area was dominated by canopy forming kelps, Laminaria

spp., and red algae (Martin et al., 1988; Witman, 1987). A change in the com-

position of the region began in the 1980s with shallow-water communities becom-

ing dominated by sea urchins (Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis) (Witman, 1985)

and subsequent commercial harvesting leading to large scale decline in the 1990s

(Harris and Tyrrell, 2001). Opportunistic and introduced species have flourished

and the inland shores are populated by much smaller kelp communities mixed in

with new species including Codium fragile (green alga), Membranipora membranacea

(bryozoan), Diplosoma listerianum (tunicate), Bonnemaisonia hamifera (red alga),

Mytilus edulis (mussel) and Desmarestia aculeata (brown alga) (Harris and Tyrrell,

2001). A visual survey of the tidal ledges surrounding Appledore Island did not reveal

the presence any exposed beds of L. digitata during spring low tides. While no near

shore kelp beds were observed, large quantities of Laminaria spp. were washed on

shore, particularly in Broad Cove, following Hurricane Irene on 28 – 29 August 2011.

However, only a small fraction of the Laminaria washed on ashore was identified as

L. digitata.

Many of the thermal and optical issues that were encountered during the Mace

Head deployment, and discussed below, were confronted before the deployment to

the Shoals Marine Laboratory on Appledore Island.
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Figure 5.2: A partial map of the Isles of Shoals archipelago in the southwestern Gulf
of Maine, located 6 nautical miles from the nearest mainland port. The approximate
LP-DOAS sampling path, between Appledore and White Islands, is shown by the
solid red line. Approximate sampling locations made by the IO LIF instrument are
shown by the red stars: near the Grass Foundation Laboratory on the west side of
the island and near Broad Cove on the east side of the island. Kelp populations near
Appledore Island are reported to be found primarily on the exposed (east) side. Map
data adapted from the OpenStreetMap project, under CC-BY-SA license.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Measurement Challenges & Constraints

The primary challenge of making a point measurement of IO at a coastal site is

to package equipment designed for laboratory use into an instrument that is both

mobile and capable of withstanding large fluctuations in weather conditions.

The IO instrument as deployed in 2010 and 2011 was developed around two wa-

terproof cases (Pelican, 0550) each providing over 300 L of interior volume. Each

case was mounted to a custom aluminum chassis with heavy-duty, low-pressure

polyurethane tires (Wheeleez, WZ1-49U) designed for transport over sand and soft

terrain. An optical table, mounted via wire rope isolators, and electronics rack were

fit into a “sensor box,” while an “auxiliary box” contained a vacuum pump (Varian,

TriScoll 600), UPS battery backup (APC, SUA2200I), thermoelectric chiller (Solid

State Cooling, ThermoCube 400), water pump, and an electrical distribution panel.

The cases were modified to allow addition of various bulkhead and thru-fittings used

for fluid, electrical and data connections.

5.3.1.1 Thermal & Spectral Stability

A major hurdle to successful and repeatable operation is thermal stability inside

the cases, particularly in the sensor box. Laser power, at frequency-doubled wave-

lengths (445 nm), is sensitive to the baseplate temperature of the laser. At colder

temperatures there is an increase in the output power.

At Mace Head high temperatures inside the auxiliary box decreased the effec-
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tiveness of the liquid-circulating thermoelectric cooler which was used to control the

baseplate temperature of the Ti:sapphire laser. The overall temperature of the sen-

sor box was controlled by fans and a flowing-liquid radiator. Liquid in the sensor

box cooling loop was cooled to approximately 1 ◦C above ambient temperatures by

passing the coolant (fresh water) through large external fan-cooled radiators. The

temperature of the auxiliary box was unregulated but kept at roughly 5 ◦C above

ambient by continuously circulating air through the sensor box with washdown fans

mounted directly to the box.

A 400 W cooling capacity is specified for the thermoelectric chiller, used to main-

tain the temperature of the Ti:sapph baseplate, when there is a 0 ◦C differential

between the process temperature and ambient temperature; as the temperature dif-

ferential increases the cooling capacity is quickly diminished. During operation in

the field, the laser baseplate temperature tracked closely with ambient temperatures

resulting in large fluctuations in power. Instrument operation usually suffered at

mid-day and into the early afternoon when temperatures were highest and during

periods where IO was expected to be greatest.

A second issue that became apparent was that piezo/rotation stage position,

and therefore wavelength, is very sensitive to the laser baseplate temperature. This

wavelength dependence on temperature is related to changes in the laser cavity,

however, no single component could be identified as being solely responsible. The

position of peaks with respect to control voltages in the piezo driver change as the

temperature of the baseplate changes, making repeated scans over a single rotational

line difficult to achieve with consistency. A larger scanning interval ensures that the
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peak is scanned but this comes at the cost of time resolution and signal-to-noise

during acquisition.

Laboratory tests indicated that the relative shift in peak position decreased at

lower temperatures. In order for a shift in the position of a rotational peak to be

less than the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) the temperature of the baseplate

had to be maintained at 16.5 ± 0.1 ◦C. To maintain the baseplate temperature to

this degree of control extensive modifications were made to the cooling strategy of

the laser.

The laser has an an internal cooling loop integrated into the nickel-plated alu-

minum baseplate which the optical components are mounted to. The internal loop

is designed primarily to remove heat generated in the Nd:YAG head, although there

is a small secondary cooling loop that runs in parallel to cool the Ti:sapphire crystal

housing. A buildup of aluminum oxide deposits frequently led to blockages of flow in

the secondary loop. Previously, a second baseplate with a serial serpentine coolant

had been added to the laser increase the effectiveness of the coolant loop.

The factory-designed coolant loop was removed from active operation. The

coolant loop was filled with coolant, to ensure maximum heat transfer, and sealed

with NPT plugs. The secondary loop was removed and replaced by an aluminum

plate to which was mounted six 15 W thermoelectric cooling elements providing a

total of 90 W of cooling capacity. The maximum estimated heat that must be dis-

sipated from the baseplate is 20 W. The thermoelectric elements were aligned in

two rows of three elements allowing for a pair of liquid-cooled heat exchangers to

be mounted to the hot-side of the thermoelectric elements. A large refrigerated re-
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circulating chiller (Neslab) was used as a roughing chiller bringing the baseplate to

roughly 16 ◦C. An in-house heater controller was used to control the thermoelectric

elements and provide temperature stability in the baseplate to within ±0.1 ◦C of the

setpoint. The combined thermoelectric/recirculating chiller system was able to bring

the baseplate to 16.5 ◦C from ambient box temperatures (∼ 30 ◦C) in approximately

15 minutes and provided exceptional stability of the baseplate temperature. Many of

the issues of wavelength stability that had previously been experienced were allevi-

ated by this cooling strategy and the scanning software rarely had trouble identifying

and tracking the position of the IO rotational peak.

5.3.1.2 Laser Power Instability

During the Mace Head deployment a large modulation in the laser power was

apparent as the laser was scanned over the IO spectrum. The modulation in laser

power was approximately 50 % of the total laser power and exhibited multiple cycles

through the IO spectrum. The large oscillation in baseline power made it difficult to

power normalize the fluorescence counts.

The large modulation in the power of the 445 nm laser light was thought to

be attributed to the limited number of longitudinal modes that were excited in the

laser cavity. The laser linewidth (FWHM) at 890 nm is 590 MHz, determined by a

diffraction grating with 2000 lines mm−1, while the longitudinal mode spacing in the

cavity is approximately 200 MHz. Bad alignment of the Ti:sapphire cavity results in

only a limited number of these longitudinal modes reaching the lasing threshold. As

the laser is scanned mismatch in overlap between the longitudinal modes and the laser
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lineshape results in an oscillation of output power. Realignment of the laser cavity

increased the total output power and minimized power fluctuations. The increase

in power in the cavity made more longitudinal modes available that were above the

lasing threshold and minimized mismatch leading to the large power oscillations.

5.3.1.3 Reference Cell

Determining peak positions and the wavelength of the laser from the reference

cell was hampered by the oscillation in laser power. When the reference cell signal

was strongest, within a few hours of filling the reference cell, the fluorescence counts

dominated the baseline signal and the baseline signature had minimal impact on the

peak detection algorithm. As the fluorescence signal degraded, due to leaks and loss

of IO precursor, PMT counts that could be attributed to baseline power modulations

were comparable to counts from IO fluorescence. Under these conditions the peak

scanning algorithm struggled to find and maintain the IO peak.

Reference stability was greatly improved by the addition of two solenoid valves

used at the fill and evacuation ports of the cell. The addition of these automated

valves had two-fold benefit to operation of the instrument in the field. Firstly, the

solenoid valves allowed for the refilling of the reference cell without requiring the

opening of the box. This resulted in an increase in instrument uptime and minimized

the chance of contamination of the optical system in the harsh field environment.

Secondly, the solenoid valves greatly decreased the leak rate into the reference cell.

Whereas during the Mace Head deployment the reference cell had to be filled daily,

during the Appledore campaign the reference cell leaked at a rate of less than 1 Torr
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day−1. This slow leak rate coupled with tuning of the reference cell filament to limit

loss of the precursor meant that the reference could be filled on weekly or longer

periods.

5.3.2 IO Generated From Kelp

Prior to the Appledore deployment, a laboratory test was conducted to test the

instrument sensitivity to IO generated from kelp samples. Laminaria digitata was

harvested from a coastal location at Schoodic Point in the Acadia National Park,

Maine and transported back to the laboratory. Keeping the kelp samples in a con-

tainer with sea water placed on ice maintained their viability despite ∼ 12 hours of

elapsed time between harvesting and sampling.

Several pieces of Laminaria digitata were added to a polypropylene bin, a total

volume of kelp of approximately 5 L, which was loosely covered by another bin. A

1 m length of corrugated PTFE tubing was attached to the pin-hole cap on the

detection duct and the other end placed inside the bin containing the kelp. The

bin was illuminated by fluorescent lights only. No IO signal was observed when

laboratory air was drawn across the kelp into the instrument.

A small flow of ozone (100 sccm) generated by passing oxygen across a mercury

lamp was added to the bin containing the kelp and a significant signal of IO was

observed by the instrument. As time progressed the intensity of the IO signal would

decay. However, agitating and moving the position of the O3 flow would regenerate

a signal. It is speculated that the decay was a result of a local depletion of iodine at

the site of O3 addition.
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It is very difficult to quantify the amount of iodine released by the Laminaria

digitata sample under these conditions. However, the test served as qualitative in-

dicator as to whether a small quantity of North American Laminaria digitata would

produce sufficient IO to be detected by the instrument. Given the strong fluorescence

signal from the small sample volume it was expected that IO detection at a coastal

site would be feasible even if beds were not as extensive as at Mace Head, Ireland so

long as the instrument could be situated near enough to the beds.

5.4 Discussion

The modifications made to the IO instrument discussed and implemented prior to

the deployment to Appledore Island significantly improved the reliability and stabil-

ity of the instrument. Decrease in the magnitude of the laser power oscillation made

the instrument more stable and increased the sensitivity of the instrument. The

increased repeatedly of scans across rotational peaks that came with stabilizing the

baseplate temperature made continuous collection possible. Additionally, new ther-

mal management techniques made operation across diurnal temperature variations

possible.

One of the tasks that remain for the instrument is to improve the signal-to-noise

ratio. During the mission a clear anodized section of duct upstream of the White

cell was replaced with a treated section of duct. This treated section of duct work

was finished with a cupric oxide layer upon which was deposited a thin painted light-

trapping coating. Background PMT counts were reduced by a factor of 3, from more
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Figure 5.3: A large IO signal was observed when a small flow of O3 directed across a
sample of L. digitata in the laboratory. The sample was illuminated by fluorescence
lights in the laboratory (see text for additional details). No signal was seen unless O3

was added. The IO is seen to slowly decay, but could be regenerated by agitating the
sample. Low signal to noise was the result of poor alignment during the experiment
which generated significant laser scatter in the LIF detection axis. A closeup shows
the characteristic fluorescence spectrum of IO; the large peak is the (2,0) bandhead.
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than 1000 s−1 to roughly 300 s−1 by changing the duct. Further increases in sensitiv-

ity can be made by changing the software algorithm that drives the position of the

rotation stage in the Ti:sapphire cavity and determines the wavelength. The increase

in stability of laser wavelength and the addition of a feedback sensing circuit to the

piezo actuator will likely make it possible to implement an online/offline dithering

technique rather than continuous scans over the rovibronic transition. While this

has yet to be implemented in the instrument software, it would potentially lead to

an increase in both the signal-to-noise and acquisition speed.

Preliminary data from the deployment to the Isles of Shoals indicate that IO

was detected during several intermittent periods. These periods coincide with an IO

mixing ratio on the order of several pptv. DOAS measurements made by Stutz et al.

(2007) at the site revealed similar IO mixing ratios as in clean marine environments

like Mace Head. A maximum mixing ratio of 4 pptv was observed by this technique

during the Chemistry of Halogens at the Isles of Shoals (CHAiOS) campaign, but

the usual mixing ratio was regularly below 2 pptv.

Stutz et al. (2007) made simultaneous measurements of NO2 and OIO and found

that OIO was more homogeneously distributed spatially than IO, which they at-

tributed to a longer chemical lifetime of OIO that results from rapid chemical cy-

cling processes. OIO mixing ratios exceeded that of IO and there was little observed

dependence of the IO/OIO ratio to NOx. Furthermore, there was a lack of a tidal

signature in the IO mixing ratios, which is well pronounced at Mace Head (Saiz-

Lopez and Plane, 2004; Commane et al., 2011), and no explanation for this behavior

is given. The Gulf of Maine and, particularly, the Isles of Shoals, in contrast to Mace
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Head, is a polluted marine environment with high NOx concentrations that result

from its proximity to the heavily populated cities of New England.

Large differences between point source and integrated long-path techniques (i.e.,

LP-DOAS) are known (Commane et al., 2011), indicating spatial heterogeneity of

IO production from tidal kelp beds. This may explain some of the sporadic episodes

of IO observed. As measurements made during campaign on the Isles of Shoals were

not situated near kelp beds, as in the case of Mace Head, IO must be transported

to the sampling site. It is not clear where the primary sources of iodine are located

in the Isles of Shoals and the point-source measurements would be influenced very

differently by the local topography than LP-DOAS measurements (see Fig. 5.2).

While results from the deployment to the Isles of Shoals are preliminary, it re-

mains difficult to interpret them in the absence of additional species. This becomes

especially true when considering that the understanding of iodine chemistry in the

marine boundary layer is still incomplete. The deployment did validate the tech-

nique and instrument under field conditions and indicated the feasibility of future

field studies.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Finally, it was stated at the outset,
that this system would not be here,
and at once, perfected. You cannot
but plainly see that I have kept my
word. . . This whole book is but a
draught—nay, the draught of a
draught. Oh, Time, Strength, Cash,
and Patience.

Moby Dick; or, The Whale
Herman Melville
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Much of the work presented here is motivated by the need to develop techniques

and instrumentation to measure trace atmospheric species in situ. The free radicals,

VOCs and tracers discussed can have mixing ratios less than one part in a billion, and

often times orders of magnitude less, but still they play significant roles in key cycles

that determine the composition and radiative properties of the atmosphere. Despite

the importance and global impact these species have, the results presented here

represent only a snapshot of an evolving global system. Continued measurements

are required to answer new questions and to resolve existing ones that beg answers.

While the instruments and measurement are presented as largely individual top-

ics, their interplay is a central feature of science that enters the realm of public pol-

icy. The large concentration of population in midlatitudes, especially in the northern

hemisphere, combined with trends in ozone loss in this region (Logan et al., 1999) and

recent observations of midlatitude stratospheric water enhancements by convection,

make predicting the response of stratospheric water vapor and ozone to increased

forcing a pressing issue of public health. Additionally, understanding the mechanisms

that control the oxidation of atmospheric mercury in the Arctic spring is necessary

to gauge the impact of and regulate public health concerns of bio-accumulation of

toxins.

To guide these debates, observations combined with models must be able to

address these challenging issues. The problem is compounded by the fact these

processes occur in a system where forcing is changing such that understanding the

response to forcing is an additional burden that scientific understanding must carry.

To conclude, a selected number of outstanding questions, along with brief discussions,
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are posed to which the in situ instruments and measurements presented previously

can contribute:

• Is it possible to quantify the fluxes of water that determine the humidity

of the stratosphere?

The challenge of properly quantifying the net flux that determines the humidity

of the TTL and stratosphere remains a challenge. Direct measurements of the iso-

topic composition of ice from convection aid this problem by providing constraints

on the role of convection, yet the application to the global scale is hampered by the

limited observations. The degree to which observations from a single event in the

TTL, as presented in chapter 3, can be extrapolated to represent the bulk behavior

of convection in the TTL is uncertain—in the TTL convection reaches different alti-

tudes, occurs in different seasons, over different geographical features and at different

latitudes. Only with observations that account for such possible variations can a true

global picture emerge.

Quantifying the role of transport by the use of convective tracers requires a level

of sensitivity that is an abiding challenge for in situ instruments. While remote mea-

surements of HDO, and hence δD, are available from various satellite instruments

(e.g., TES, ACE-FTS, and MIPAS), the limited spatial and temporal resolution

they provide makes it difficult to address small scale structures that are exceedingly

important for the diagnosis of specific mechanisms for convection. High temporal

and spatial resolution measurements with large geographical coverage remain in the

province of in situ instruments deployed aboard a new generation of observing plat-

forms.
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• Is there a secular trend in stratospheric water vapor?

The debate over the existence of a secular trend in stratospheric water vapor con-

tinues and in large part stems from the difficulty of making accurate measurements

at the low mixing ratios in the stratosphere. The uncertainty in a secular trend

has consequences that potentially impacts our understanding of surface tempera-

ture trends in addition to the factors that control stratospheric ozone. For instance,

Solomon et al. (2010) has argued that the ∼ 10 % decrease in stratospheric water

vapor since the year 2000 has contributed to a slowing of the rate of increase of global

surface temperatures by about 25 % over the same period. Yet the abrupt decrease

in stratospheric water in 2000 reported by the HALOE instrument, flown onboard

the UARS satellite, lies within the range of the largely unresolved biases between

instruments measuring stratospheric water vapor.

•What is the origin of cirrus clouds in the TTL?

Another question that remains for total water isotope measurements is determin-

ing the origin of cirrus in the TTL. The observation of ice clouds in the region of

convective outflow during TC4 does help to answer how water and ice are trans-

ported into the TTL, but the question as to how this ice evolves and to what extent

it hydrates the TTL remains an open question. The ice may humidify or dehydrate

the TTL, depending on the past and future history of the air the ice was injected

into. The genesis of persistent cirrus remains an open question: are TTL cirrus

formed directly in the TTL by condensation of water vapor or are they the remnants

of deep convection which has since dissipated? As observations of the isotopic com-

position of ice show, these two processes can be differentiated, yet the ice isotopes
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have only been observed during active convection and not in absence of nearby con-

vection. Thin, persistent cirrus that influence the distribution of water and radiative

properties of the TTL must be directly sampled to understand their origin.

• What is the spatial and temporal homogeneity of VSLS transport into

the TTL? How efficiently are VSLS transported through the TTL into

the stratosphere?

The halogen contribution to lower stratospheric ozone destruction remains an

open question and the effectiveness of halogen sources (e.g., methyl iodide), released

at the surface, towards stratospheric ozone destruction may be influenced by the

season and region of its release. Such confined enhancement is thought to occur in

the Arctic, where closure of total column BrO “hotspots” requires a 5 – 10 ppt source

of bromine in the Arctic lowermost stratosphere that is thought to originate from

short-lived biogenic bromocarbons (Salawitch et al., 2010).

Chemical processing in the TTL is directly linked to convection and (de)hydration

pathways in the TTL. The mixing ratios of these VSLS at the base of the TTL are

determined by the convective processes which transport them. But the efficacy by

which they enter the lower stratosphere is determined by the details of their transport

through the TTL. The factors that influence this include: the residence time of air

in the TTL; the photochemical lifetime of the VSLS; the ice solubility of VSLS;

and the rate of removal of ice from the TTL. Accurately describing the transport

of VSLS through the TTL requires a detailed understanding of transport and the

(de)hydration pathways that air is subjected to in the TTL.

• Is there a seasonal cycle in tropical convection and, if so, how does
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this impact the transport of water into the stratosphere? What role does

midlatitude convection play in moistening the stratosphere? How will it

respond to changes in forcing?

Understanding seasonality of convection in the TTL and its impact on the δD

of water entering the tropical stratosphere are a requirement to disentangle midlat-

itude contributions. There is evidence of transport of a large amount of water into

the stratosphere in the midlatitudes for individual cells and during regional convec-

tion (e.g., Asian monsoon), but the contribution of such convection to the overall

distribution of water in the stratosphere is unresolved. Observations of water va-

por isotopes in the outflow of deep convection in the midlatitudes suggest that the

convective contribution could account for up to 58 % of the water vapor in the mid-

latitude stratosphere (Hanisco et al., 2007). This analysis is subject to uncertainties

in the dynamics of stratosphere-troposphere exchange in other regions, primarily in

the tropics and from the Asian monsoon, such that the actual contribution may be

much smaller. This highlights the importance of understanding regional transport in

a global context and the significant role the midlatitudes may have in stratospheric

transport pathways.

• What is the source of atmospheric halogens in the Arctic? How are

the reaction networks of the halogens (Cl, Br, I) coupled to heavy metal

chemistry in the Arctic and Antarctic? How will Arctic halogen chemistry

respond to an ice-free Arctic ocean?

The mechanism by which halogens enter the atmosphere during the spring time

blooms is thought to occur via the conversion of ocean halides to photolabile gases
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by heterogenous chemistry occurring on sea ice. However, the mechanism by which

this conversion occurs is still debated. While chlorine, and to a larger extent bro-

mine, are thought to be responsible for the conversion of gaseous elemental mercury

to a more reactive form, large enhancements in the rate of mercury oxidation and

ozone depletion during the Arctic spring are predicted with the addition of iodine-

containing compounds (Calvert and Lindberg, 2004a,b).

If sea ice is required to generate atmospheric bromine from oceanic bromide,

how will Arctic halogen-mercury-ozone chemistry be impacted by ice-free conditions,

predicted to occur as soon as the end of this century. Voulgarakis et al. (2009)

ran a model under such conditions and found that both bromine chemistry and

OH concentrations will decline. Once the Arctic is ice-free for prolonged periods,

stretching from spring until early summer, a large local increase in ozone is seen that

can extend into inhabited high latitude regions. Results from this model are subject

to sea ice extent as this is required to produce atmospheric bromine. Observations of

atmospheric iodine over ice-free regions in the mid-latitudes, at both coastal sites and

over the open-ocean (Lai et al., 2011), suggest the possibility of alternate pathways

for atmospheric entry.
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